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NOTED SINGER COMING

■Music lovers will know one of
Boston’s leading singers when they
hear Mime. Amelia Lueck Frantz of
the First Baptist Church Sunday.
Possessed of a truly magnificent
voice. Mme. Frantz has developed

Chisholm’s

)
Take some home
for dessert

Spa
MAIN AT LINDSEY STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

¥

Always Refreshing
Thirsty, parched throats gratefully
welcome the many cold drinks
served dally at our f untain. Bev
erages of this kind, ^liclousjy flav
ored, are always refreshing—like a
cool drink of wpring waiter on a sum
mer day! Our varied list of tempt
ing suggestions includes all the
kinds you like best.

C. M. Havener
ROCKLAND

RANKIN BLOCK

this natural gift to a degree which,
with her years of experience on the
concert stage, has placed her in an
enviable position among the foremost
singers of today. Philip Hale, emi
nent critic of Boston said, “I was
much impressed with Mme. Frantz’s
singing. It was a delight to hear
an artist with such distinct enuncia
tion, purity of tone, and artistic musi
cal phrasing.” Mme. Fiantz morning
selections are, “Open the Gates of the
Temple,” Knapp, and “Come Unto
Me,” from the “Messiah,” Handel.
The evening numbers are, “Jesus
Lover of My Soul,” MacDougnll, and
“Alleluia,” O’Connor-Mcrris. She will
also sing some of ther radio hymns
which people have enjoyed so much
over WBZ and WBZA.
KNOX COUNTY ESTATES

At the June term of Knox County
Probate Court' these inventories were
filed: Estates Walter W. Dow
$1531.50:
Augustus
Anderson,
$889.29; Isabel May Carter. $3450.00;
Adelene S. Oakes, $4595.45; Atwood
bevensaler, 500.00; Sarah A. Daniels,
$1219.70; George C. Hawes, $7264.0-5;
Davis T. Conley, ($2578.09; Ambrose
D. Simmons, $177.74; William Ander
son, 1747.00.
WHEN LN

BOSTON —Kemeniocr thal you

can buy copies of Tho Courler-GazeUe wltb
the home news, at the Old South News Agency
Washington St., next Old South Church.

BON BONS
FRESH COCOANUT, 39c Lb.
FRUIT AND NUT, 60c Lb.
FRUIT AND NUT, 50c Lb.

BUY!
„

CHISHOLM BROS.
CONFECTIONERS
OPPOSITE WAITING ROOM

'

ROCKLAND

Listed Stocks
on

EASY TERMS
Our proved and tested plan will

show you howto profit by purchase
of nation’s leading stocks and bonds

on easy terms. Country’s increasing
wealth is your wealth if you invest

wisely. No matter how small your
salary may be, investigate this sim
ple, convenient plan of investment
through weekly savings. Write for
free booklet or call at our office.

THE

STANDARD INVESTORS
SERVICE of NEW ENGLAND, INC.
Park Square Bldg., 37 St. James Ave.
BOSTON. MASS.

Announcement
•

Assurance that the Portland. Cobhosseecontee and Camden regattas,
which are to be run as the MainRegatta Circuit, July 18 to 26, will
have races to attract outboard and
runabout drivers ln every class is
seen in the announcement of the
events agreed upon at a Joint meet
ing of the race committees in Bruns
wick this week.
Provision was made at this meeting
for outboard races in five classes in
all four divisions and for stock run
about races'in eight classes cover
ing boats with ratings of from 40
to 300 H. P.
Following are the outboard races
agreed upon: Class A, Div. 1 & 2,
Div. 3. and Div. 4; Class B. Div. 1 & 2,
Div. 3. and Div. 4; Class C. Div. 1 A2, Div. 3 and Div. 4; Class D., Div.
1 & 2. Div. 3. and Div. 4; Class F.
1 & 2. Div. 3 and Div.4.
AU races In Classes A, B and C
are to be 5 miles and races in Classes
D and F are to be 10 miles.
In addition to these Portland will
have at least two special outboard
events, the State of Maine Cham
pionship and the Pine Tree Special,
open to amateur drivers who are
residents of the Statewof Maine.
Cobbosseecontee will have at least
one special event to provide for thWoolworth trophy, which is open
Class C boats and motors owned aid
driven by Maine residents.
In the stock runabout class*,
which will follow the new A.P.B.l.
rules the following events have be«n
provided for in Portland and Cam
den; Class A, not over 40 H. P.;
| Class B, not over 60 H. P.; Class C,
not over 75 H. P.; Class D, not over
110 H. P.; Class E, not over 135 H.
P.; Class F, not over 165 H. P.; Class
O, not over 200 H. P.; Class H, not
over 300 H. P.
Portland also is planning special
runabout events in the 90 H. P. and
Free-For-All classes, a special race
for 151-Class, limited, and the FreeFor-All event which will it is hoped,
bring together the fastest runabouts,
and the hydroplanes, Miss Maine,
owned and driven by Kdgar Curtis,
of Portland and Rip. IV, owned and
driven by Philip James, also of Port
land
Portland will also have an
event for express cruisers which will
enable s-.me of the new boats of this
type owned by Portland yachtsmen
to test their speeds over the 214 mile
oval course.
Camden will have special runabout
events similar to those which Port
land has provided and others will
give locally owned craft an opportunily to race in events other than
those already provided In the Stock
Runabout Classes.
Arrangements were made to h&vGthe same cash prizes throughout the
Maine Circuit in Divisions 3 nnd 4
in the outboard events and to have
trophies in the Division 1 and 2
events of equal value.
1 he total of the outboard prizes
and a conservative estimate of (he
.rophles and cash awards in xhe
stock runabout and special events
makes the total value of prizes well
in excess of $5000, not including the
special prizes that are open only to
State of Maine residents.
All outboard and stock runabout
races have been approved by the
American Power Boat Association
and the three regattas In the Maine
Circuit will be run under A.P.B.A.,
sanction. It is also the plan of the
Maine Regatta Circuit race commit
tee to have the same A.P.B.A.
referee In charge of racing through
out the Circuit, this official to he
assisted by members of the local
committee.
I The members of the Maine Regatta
i Circuit believe that they are offer
ing a list of events, prizes and cash
awards that will make Maine the
center of speed boat racing during
the nine days from July 18 to 26 in
clusive.
Advanct entries indicate that out
board and runabout drivers from all
over New England will be ln Maine
to compete In these regattas. The
committees are making every effort
to .not only provide the best racing
conditions possible but also to see
that visiting drivers are well enter
tained during their nine-days' stay in
Maine.
|
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ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

Morton, Hall & Rounds, Inc., as representatives in Lew
iston and vicinity, recommend the purchase of this desir
able Trust after careful study of leading Investment
Trusts now on the market. Its shares represent a
method of "compounding capital” which has increased

the money of the original investors in the Trust at an
average rate of 15% a year, while also yielding over
average income.
Literature on Massachusetts Investors Trust giving
details of its strong portfolio, the mutual features of
its operation and its long record of success may be
had upon request. Use the coupon below.

MORTON, HALL & ROUNDS, Inc.
Main and Middle Streets

LEWISTON

-

MAINE

REDONNETT SPOKE
Flag Day Exercises of Rock
land Elks Proved Highly
Impressive
The Impressive annual service
held by Rockland Lodge of Elks
Sunday night in commemoration of
the 153d anniversary of the birth of
“Old Glory” was given wlh credit on
the lawn in front ot the home.
Col. Walter H. Butler spoke of the
history of the various colonial and
national flags which passed in reviewbefore the speaker’s stand borne by
Muriel McPhee, Ruth Pike , Rose
Malburg and Dorothy Rubenstein.
They displayed the flag of 13 stars
and 13 stripes, the flag of the Revo
lution and the “Star Spangled Ban
ner" flag of 15 stars and 15 stripes
was carried by Boy Scouts Lawrence
Crane. William Glover, John Karl,
and Robert Allen. Mayor Fernando S.
Philbrick, State Commander of the
G.A.R. passed in review with a flag
escort from Battery G.
The lodge ritual service was beau
tifully carried through by E. W. Pike,
presiding officer of the lodge assist
ed by E. R. MacAllister. Richard E.
Reed, T. E. McInnis, E. A. Davis and
E. F. Berry.
Bradford C. Redonnett of Wiscas
set delivered one of the best of his
many brilliant addresses given in
this district. Kirk's Orchestra pro
vided music for the occasion. There
was an excellent attendance.
"J. A. T.’s" COMMENT

One of the big events of the 4-H
Club year is the annual field day
which comes Saturday. Aug. 30 at
North Knox Fair grounds in Union.
The Twin Village Sewing Club of
Damariscotta has made a green and
white banner which will be present
ed by the Farm Bureau to the club
winning the most points In events nf
the day. The committee In charge
of this field day is: George Cameron
of Union, Mrs. Emile Hobbs of Hope
and Cecil Annis of Simonton
All club folks are looking forward
to a day of fun and sports.
THIRD SHIP GOES ON
Provident Warfield Is Added by "The
Eastern" To Its Service Through
Canal

Announcement has been made by

the company's New York-Boston serv
ice through the Cape Cod Canal, to
supplement the daily and Sunday
service of the steamers Boston and
New York.
According to officials of the com
pany, the increasing number of pas-

These hot days are great for the garden. Well, they ain’t too
bad for us fellows in business. Folks have to have their clothing
and that’s just what we have for you.
UNION SUITS—About every kind you can think of—long sleeves,
short sleeves or no sleeves ........................................ 75c, $1.00, $1.50

SHIRTS AND DRAWERS—Beautiful colors and fabrics; ea. 50c, $1.
BROADCLOTH SHIRTS—Handsome .................................. $1.00,

00

FANCY SUMMER SWEATERS—Nice colors ....... $1-00, $3.00, $4.50

KHAKI SUITS—For children; each ................................................ $1.00

WASH SUITS—Big line ................................................$1.00, $2.00, $3.00
KHAKI, CRASH AND LINEN SHORTS—For boys ................. $1.00
KHAKI PANTS—For men .......................................... $1.00, $1.50, $1.98
BATHING SUITS—To fit almost everybody $1.00, $2.00, $2.50, $3.75

Dress Cool and Enjoy the Summer!

Morton,

WILLIS AYER

W. T. Smith To Furnish Heating and Plumbing For Mag
nificent New Hotel In Houlton
William T. Smith, this morning dropped into the hands of a local
contractor.
a contract to furnish the
Mr. Smith came here eight years
plumbing and heating for the New ago, a stranger to Rockland and has
Northland Hotel, now under construc handled some very important con
tracts, notable among which were
tion in Houlton,
the heating and plumbing for the
He will begin operations about the Lawrence Portland Cement Com
middle of July, and will employ .12 pany’s plant in Thomaston, the Knox
men on the {job for the greater part Memorial in Thomaston and the
Dodge mansion in Rockport.
of the year. The contract Is for ap
The new hotel In Houlton will cost
proximately $35,000 and is one of the equipped about $250,-000. Herbert W.
best plums in that line that has ever Rhodes of Portland is architect.

signed

Motion .picture films describing the
diamond industry arrived in season
for -the Lions meeting yesterday, but
the .members were no-t. destined to see
them -for the reason that they did not
lit .the local projection machine.
Ini consequence or an Informal ses
sion was held, and It was Intereetingly reminiscent of the recent district
convention at the .Samoset. The gild
ed key presented by Mayor Richard
son to the visiting de-legates was 1n
evidence, and will hereafter lie one of
the interesting relics of local Llonlsm.
Immediate -Past President Frank IH.
Ingraham, who attended both conven
tions said that the session in Poland
Spring, a tyear ago. had nothing on
last week’s gathering at the Samoset.
Mr. Ingraham did mot -hesitate -to
give President-Charles T. -Smalley the
credit for making the -convention ht
Rockland Breakwater so much of a
success. This credit was at once dis
claimed liy President iSmalley who
desired that the committees should
share in the appreciation. Mr. Smal
ley -paid a tine tribute to -the new dis
trict governor Judge Arthur W. Pat
terson of Casting, who has shown
much alldlity as an author and a law
yer.
Yesterday's meeting was also the
annual session, nnd these officers were
elected:
President—Ralph E. Nutt.
Vice Presidents—C. 'Earle Ludwlck.
Dr. IH. 'L. Richards, and Russell W.
Gray.
Secretary—A. E. Brunberg.
Treasurer—Harold J. Philbrook.
Tail Twister—-Robert A. Webster.
Lion Tamer—R. Francis Savilie,
Directors for two yestrs-—E. -Stewart
Ortx*ton nnd Charles T. iBmailley.
It was decided to have a ladies'
night at Crescent Betu-h Inn Thursday
evening, June 26. In consequence of
which the usual Wednesday luncheon
of nex-t -week will ibe omitted. Carl
Morse is chairman and Kenneth V.
White will have charge of the music.
TENANT’S HARBOR DAYS

sengers using the Cape Cod Canal
route to Boston, especially in the
summer time, has necessitated the
extra ship. The President Warfield
is a new steel steamer of modern
construction, and ihas accommoda
tions on a par with those of the com
pany's regular steamers. There are
rooms with large double beds and a
single bed especially for family use.
Many of the rooms have real beds
instead of berths; and there are a
number with private baths; and all
staterooms have hot and cold run
ning water.
The President Warfield will sail
from the south side of Central Wharf,
Boston, at 6 p. m. daylight time Tues
days. Thursdays and Sundays. The
New York and Boston will maintain
their usual schedule time, sailing from
Boston nt 5 p. m. dally including Sun
day and due in New York at 8 a. m.
the following morning.
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GETS A LARGE CONTRACT

ELECTION ECHOES

Yesterday’s Session Informal, The Figures That Gave Vic
tory To Wallace H. White
With Samoset Convention
and Governor Gardiner
Uppermost Topic

Impatient To Learn Maine’s Census the Eastern Steamship Lines that be
Figures—That “Slice of Thomas ginning June 24, a third ship, the
ton”
President Warfield, will be added to

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
The census returns from Maine so
far received show a gain in eight
counties of 24,234 and the partial re
turns of the remaining eight counties
at 10.486, a total gain of 34.720, mak
ing Maine's present population 802,734.
But why the delay? New
Hampshire and Rhode Island had
their full returns in a month ago. Is
the Dirigo State losing its pep?
• • • •
The census figures reveal a gain of
894 in -Rockland and (381 'in surhurban 'Rockland (Owl's Head, South
Thomaston and Thomaston) making
a total gain of 1275 for those locali
ties, The loss in Knox County out
side of Rockland was one. making
the county's net gain 1274. Now,
where Is that person who alluded to
us as a “slice of Thomaston?" He
has fled to the Great Open Space!
Wie really hope that Boston does not
get jealous! As with all great cities
(to quote Abie -Bromfleld) the use of
the auto has caused a shift of pop
ulation from the congested center.
Ahem!
• • • •
There is more excitement, more Joy,
and more screaming headlines In the

Investigation of the recent drown cate that an autopsy was to be per
ing accident at Port Clyde, where an formed.
All sorts of rumors are afloat at
ice pond claimed the body of 11-yearPort Clyde, one of them being to the
old Carlos Davis, was reopened this
effect that the boy was the victim of
morning under the direction of Medi a hit and run driver
cal Examiner IL W. Frohock.
William Davis was the 11-yearIt is understood that Attorney old son of Carlos Davis. He was
General Clement F. Robinson and missed late in the afternoon of June
County Attorney L. R. Campbell are 11 and it was not until next morn
the moving parties and the fact that ing that the body was found in the
the burial of the child has been de shallow water of the ice pond near
ferred more than a week would indi the church.

THE LIONS CLUB

Typewriters hnd a Calculator For Rent

Telephone 4640

Hall 6- Rounds, Inc., Main and Middle Sts., Lewiston
Please send me your booklet "Compounding Capital” giv
ing the 5}^-year record of Massachusetts Investors Trust.
I lame____________________________________________
Ad Jr css_______________ ___________________________

In the materialism of present day civilization we must not forget to
cultivate the aesthetic side of human life. The Arts have had their part in
the development of civilization, and music has probably played the great
est part of all.
Music is Instinctive—it is universal. You may pierce the thickest jungle
to come upon the settlement of some savage tribe, and there you will find
these aborigines experiencing the joy of primitive music from the tom toms
near the tribal king. In fact, their lives are practically governed iby music.
It is their call to battle, their radio, -their telephone, their newspaper. With
i'L they send, messages, and give outlet to all their feelings. It .plays an im
portant (part in their religious rites and festivals. With music they express
L'heir thanksgiving for deliverance from danger or famine, and with music
they make their lamentations for the dead.
Then you may journey to the very seats of culture and! learning, and.
you will find the cream of civilization enjoying the music of tlie world’s
greatest composers. As humanity has advanced, music has kept pace with
it, and it is still used to express the complexities of the human soul—its
aspirations, its loves, its sorrows, its bewilderment) or exultation. Fortunate
is he Who can release his emotiions through the medium of music, and for
tunate is he to whom music brings solace or inspiration, or merely the
glorious expression of the joy of life. Music—the universal language that
needs no interpreter when soul speaks to soul.
We in Jtockland should give music its rightful place In our lives.
Within us all there exists a fundamental something that responds to music
—a something that may be coarsened or reflned according to the aesthetic
influences with which we surround ourse-lves. A musical community is a
delightful place to live in, and there is no need for anyone in this vicinity
being without music in some form. ‘We can aid frejn tune with the world.

Captain Eugene E. O'Donnell, Presi
dent Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.

No use suffering from the heat.
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INVESTIGATION IS RENEWED

IN TUNE WITH THE WORLD

Business Men Supplied With Office Help

MASSACHUSETTS
InvestorsTrust

Volume 83

j

Portland, Cobbosseecontee
and Camden Cards Are Music—The Universal Language—Is Essential To Any Did Eleven-Year-Old William Davis Meet Accidental
Death?—Deferred Burial Forecasts Autopsy
Community and Especially Prominent In Rockland
Now Completed

OF LOCAL FACILITIES
for investment in Massachusetts InvestorsTrust is of
particular interest to investors. This Trust was the
seventh of the management type established in
America—and has an outstanding record of success
since 1924. It is one of the strongest and most highly
rated investment trusts in the country.
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WHEN THE SUN COMES OUT

(For Tlie iTourier-Gazettel

When weary weeks of cloud and rain.
Have almost driven you insane,
llow beautiful the -t.rtglit blue sky,
When shines the sun from heavens high.
For when at last the fog-banks lift.
And storm-winds to the westward shift.
One feels like Noah within tlie ark.
When came the day to disembark.

Come sing a song of jubilee.
As shines the sun on liand and sea :
With gladness lift your voice and shout,
Hurrah t hurrah! tho sun Is out t
H. F. Uluse
North Haven, .Maine

1 have read of the recent meeting
of Naomi Chapter, O.B.8., when 65
members of Golden Rod Chapter were
entertained. Leave It to the Harborltes to know bow to entertain—
some cooks in our village. Tlie item
finished in this manner:
“Deacon H. F. Kalloch, despite his
87 years and recent hospital experi
ence, displayed alertness and inter
est in the proceedings and remained
through the entire meeting..”
What a fine example for some of
us youngsters to follow—the life of
our good friend Deacon Kalloch.
Dad t-ame to St. George before he
was 20. He was 8 years older than
Ih-acon Kalloch. He came to the
Harbor to live in the early 60s, afid
lie and Deacon Kalloch must have
been friends from about 1868 till
Dad’s death in 1921. They worked
together in the shipyard, in the
church, in the lodge, in the Reform
Club, and every other good work in
the village—and Henry and Charlie
were always the best of friends.
Some men leave the native village,
go forth into the world and make a
success in business, political, pro
fessional and other walks In life.
Some stay at home nnd achieve the
same success. It is only a differ
ence of degree.
Deacon Kalloch
stayed at home and he is not with
out honor either in religion, political
or business life in St. George, and is
likewise honored wherever he goes.
He and I, many years ago attended
the “recognition services" ln the Bap
tist church in Brookline. Mass. In
the course of his remarks the minister
said this: “It is far better to be a
large apple on a small tree, than a
small apple on a large tree." I have
thought of that remark many times.
Boze
Mr. Putnam, commissioner of light
houses has been giving the Knox
County waterfront the once over
with a view to selecting a site for
the proposed lighthouse depot, and
will soon render his decision. He
had an able pilot in the person of
Commodore J. N. Southard of the
Community Yacht Club.

Representative White's
margin
over ex-Gov. Brewster was 7123 with
only 33 small and scattering pre
cincts out of the 632 in the State
unreported. The totals were White
46,366; Brewster, 39,243; Dugald B.
Dewar of Portland, anti-prohibition
candidate, 7064.
Gov. Gardiner's margin over for
mer Mayor John Wilson of Bangor
had Increased to slightly more than
19,00 the standing being Gardiner.
57,280 and Wilson 38,252.
Donald B. Partridge of Norway
won the Republican nomination for
Representative from the Second Dis
trict by a 1134 vote margin over
.State Senator Zelma M. Dwinal,
while Frederick P.
Bonney of
Rangeley, the third aspirant, trailed
Dwinal about lOofi votes.
In the Democratic party’s only
major contest, Albert Bellveau of
Rumford defeated Arthur Hersey of
Lewiston overwhelmingly for the
minority party's nomination for
Unlle-1 States Representative from
the Second District.
Gov. Gardiner will run for re-elec
tion In the September election
against Edward C. Moran, Jr., of
Rockland, who was unnpi-osed in his
second candidacy for his party's
gubernatorial nomination. Frank H.
Haskell of Portland will lie the
Democratic opponent to Mr. White.
Gov.
Gardiner’s
victory
was
sweeping, the vote accorded him
falling only 16,060 behind' his record
total of nearly 70,000 in the 1928 pri
mary election, although the total
vote cast was nearly 30,000 less.
Every county except Penobscot con
tributed to the Governor’s margin of
victory. Mr. Wilson’s county alone
giving him a majority with totals
of 6666 for him to 3824 for Gardiner.
The cities were the Governor’s also,
all but two of the 20 recorded giving
him majorities. Bangor and Brewer
alone gave majorities for Mr. Wilson.
Mr. White's margin of victory over
Mr. Brewster represented victories in
11 of the 16 counties, Brewster carry
ing Aroostook, Piscataquis, Penob
scot. Hnncock and Waldo. In his
unsuccessful contest against Senator
Hale two years ago Mr. Brewster
carried only Penobscot and Piscata
quis.
Six of the 20 cities went for Brew
ster. Bangor. Belfast. Brewer. Ells
worth, Old Town and Saco. Two
years ago he carried Brewer and
Gardiner, only. In Monday’s elec
tion, Gardiner, which in 1928 gave
the former Governor 975 votes, cast
only 522 ballots in his favor.
Mr. Dewar’s appeal to the elector
ate to "vote as they lived’’ failed to
elicit the response the wet candi
date had hoped for. Portland was
responsible for more than one-fourth
of Mr. Dewar’s total, 1851 ballots
being cast in his favor here. Au
gusta also treated him kindly, res
turning a vote of 448 for him.

The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at
1.30 standard time with Miss Flor
ence S. Hastings, 115 Talbot avenue.
'It Is the annual meeting.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would have
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes Is a loss of happineaa.-—
(’halies Darwin.
DAISIES

The hills are faint in a cloudy (blue,
That loses Itself where the sky bends over.
The wind is shaking the orchard thro’,
And sending a quiver thro' knee-deep clover.
The air Is sweet with a strange perfume.
That comes from the depth of the wood
land places,
The fields are hid In a wealth of bloom.
And white with the sweep of the ox-eyed
daisies.

And farther down where the brook runs thro’.
Where the ferns are cool in the prisoned
shadow.
We still may see. thro’ the morning dew,
Tho dip and swell of the daisied meadow.

And when the wind across It 'blows.
And the waving lines of silver follow,
We catch the gleam of her heart of gold
While

over her swims

the

fleet-winged

swallow.

Clear and simple in white and gold,
(Meadow blossom of sunlit spaces,
The field is full as <t well can hold
And white with the drift of the ox-eved
daisies.
—Dura (Head Guodaia
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VISIT THE BIG

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland, (Me.. June 19, 1930. 1
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who j
on oath declared that he is Pressman In the I
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of June 17, 1930, there was
printed a total of f6333 copies.
Before me,
1SAKK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

Ford

The Tyler Fifth Holds a Sure
Free Show With Sound Pictures And All the New Models
Enough
Graduation —
In Session Friday and Saturday
Other Notes
«

MILLIONS

Is Philadelphia a slow town? The
newspaper columnist delights to joke
upon the theme. But there was noth
ing slow about the campaign to raise
a $5,000,000 building fund for the
Franklin Institute Memorial Museum.
Cyrus H. K. Curtis opened the drive
with a gift of a million and a
half, and the canvassing committee
of two thousand men and women in
ten days produced the complete sum
aimed at.
We gather from the
newspaper accounts of the noon-day
luncheons that the workers were very
much in earnest. "It was all as
exciting as shooting the chutes," said
The Inquirer, "and as the grand total
climbed steadily above the half-mil
lion dollar mark, the enthralled work
ers emitted sporadic cries and bursts
of applause after each new announce
ment.’’ This has a familiar ring to
those who have here In Rockland
engaged, upon a more modest scale,
in these pleasing exercises of money"b-.g V • rd ■ '• r. ’ind
* n-a- broken
.......... . .
bunding that is
t
t itaied in the heart of Philadel
phia. Mr. Curtis wielded the spade
with which the first sod was turned.
The day was June 18, the eightieth
annivarsary of his birth. It was*a
striking occasion in the life of the
Fortland boy who started his busi
ness career with a capital of three
cents.
Republicans of these coast regions
aren't going to deny their election
support to the Congressional nominee
chosen by the primaries, hut they
must continue to regret the fact that
this end of the district should not
have been allowed the honor of
sending to Washington the repre
sentative to finish out the Congres
sional history of the Second District.
During the 110 years that Maine has
sent men to Congress, the section
r.ow known as Knox County has five
times supplied the representative—in
1887 by Jonathan Cilley and Edward
Robinson of Thomaston; in 1847 and
1851 by E. K. Smart of Camden; in
1861 by S. C. Fessenden of Rock
land; in 1879-81 by Thompson Mutch
of Rockland; and 1899-1907 by
Charles E. Littlefield. Here is a
total of eighteen years in which we
have enjoyed the honor of having
one of our own citizens represent
us at Washington.
Alongside the
ninety-two years that the western
end of the district has held the honor
of the office, the period of cur occu
pancy of it surely cannot be regard
ed as excessive. We even go so far
as to entertain the feeling that our
western friends might consistently
have held out a cordial hand with,
the nomination in the palm of it.

Ford

VISIT THE BIG TENT

Patterning after the formal gradu-’
ation exercises conduated by the
High School, the fifth grade of the
Tyler school. Mrs. Nellie Hall, teach
er. held a graduation June 12. in the
presence of guests including mothers,
other relatives and friends, who
showed by their warm applause their
keen appreciation of this noteworthy
school activity. The program: Music,
harmonica
solos.
Carl
Achorn:
Psalm 117. class; salutatory, Thomas
Sheehy, Jr.; essays, by pupils;
prophecy. Helen Mills; essays; class
poem. Alice Kent:essays; class his
tory. Mary Havener; valedictory,
David Curtis; class ode, words writ
ten by Margaret Rogers set to “Auld
Lang Syne."
The class history covered many of
the high lights during the years at
the Tyler school, particularly in Mrs.
Hall’s room, while the prophecy clev
erly touched upon youthful ambitions
as coming true. The essays in the
form of short original stories were
given by several of the pupils with
the seriousness that marked the salu
tatory and valedictory. In fact, the
entire program was presented with
pride and seriousness, reflecting the
splendid principles that have been
instilled by Mrs. Hall’s teaching.
The class poem and ode are given
here:

And whosoever shall give to drink
unto one of these little ones a cup
of cold water only in the name of
a disciple, verily .1 say unto you, he
shall in no wise lose his reward.—
Matthew 10:42.
RAISING FIVE

THE GRADE SCHOOLS

FORD TENT

Every-Otl'.er-Day

At The Circus Grounds
Friday and Saturday
NINE A. M. TO TEN P. M.

And See A Great Show
FREE!
Music

Sound Movies

CLASS POEM

Mechanical Exhibits

We've done so many things this year,
Tis hard to name them ail, I fear.
With all the work and play we’ve done,
We've had an awful lot of fun.
We've worked and played,
And ate and grown.
So by this time.
We’re pretty strong.

This picture, a view from the talking moving picture of a tour
through the Ford plant, ehowe how fenders for the Ford car are pressed
Into shape from sheets of steel. This is one of the largest presses in the
Ford plant

Now the end of the year has come.
We’ll have our graduation fun :
And then we'll cheer and laugh and play.
And say we've had a lovely day.
Alice Lillian Kent
a.

SENATOR t>W INAL'S THANKS

Through The Courier-Gazette
I wish to express my sincere
appreciation of the fine support
given me in the recent Congres
sional contest by the citizens of
Knox County. The spirit shown
was most gratifying. I am sorry
that I was unable to bring the
nomination to this section of
the distrlei
Z. M. Dwinal 1
The first trip of the Bar Harbor
Express from New York. Philadel
phia and Washington was made l ist
Tuesday morning. This train leav
ing Portland 4.50 a. m. arrives here,
as last year, at 7.55 a. m.. daily ex
cept Monday. Westbound, the train
made its 'first trip June 17 and will
continue to run throughout the sum
mer daily except Saturday, leaving
Rockland at 6.10 p. m. reaching
Portland at 9 p. m. and New York
City at 6.52 the next morning. On
Saturdays only connections will be
made at Portland with train leaving
here at 4.40 p. m., connecting at Purland with the State of Maine Ex
press, reaching New York at 6.24
next morning.
This train carries
through sleeping cars as in previous
years to and from New York, Phila
delphia and Washington. Dining car
and coaches are carried between
Portland and Rockland.
Herlhert Prescott '36. Norman Wal
dron '80, and Donald Merriajn '31.
have been elected members of the
national honorary society. Phi Betti
Kappa. The membership is composed
of the highest honor students in the
various colleges. Twelve were chosen
from Bowdoin College and it is a dis
tinct honor thait three of these should
fey from Rockland.

This Exhibition is Very Much Worth While and

CLASS ODE

Now June has come and we must part,
We've all obeyed the rule.
Five years have been so dear to us
Within the Tyler school.

the Public is Cordially Invited

Mr. Anderson said, in that it will
I hope we've done our best work.
include in one place and at one time
For our own teacher dear.
all the Ford body types in their new
And we’ll think when we get down street
What we have done up here.
lines and color combinations. Two
of the cars, the de luxe sedan and
1 like toy schoolmates, every one.
the de luxe coupe, were introduced
It seems hard to leave them all.
But we’ll see each other again.
only this spring.
And
wish we could have Mrs. Hall.
A feature of the show will be a
Ford body practically cut in half
And now we are to graduate.
All fun we’ll now remember.
to reveal its construction. This will
We re glad we'll see each other again,
be mounted on a chassis, portions of
When the month comes ’September.
which will be cut away to disclose
And now we'll say good-bye to you.
working parts. In addition to the
Our Fifth Grade now is past.
passenger cars and the moving pic
We hope that our next year will be
ture. the show will include Ford
As pleasant as the last.
trucks, a cut-away truck chassis and
Margaret Otelia Rogers’^
a number of displays of automobile
As a prologue to the graduation
parts, among them one of rustless exercises a pageant of the months
steel of which exposed metal parts was presented, during which the
of the Ford are made.—adv.
Queen of the May (Mary Havener)
was crowned.
David Curtis was
King, while Willis Anderson, Jr. and
Richard Harden acted as heralds.
TOY
Eleanor Harper was a dainty fairy
who ushered in the months repre
sented by the children in appropri
ate garb. It was arranged fo that
every child in the room participate)
In the pageant. Descriptive songs
were sung as the months were pre
sented to the Queen and King. It was
very well worked out and greatly en
joyed by both pupils and guests.
The pupils in the "graduating
class:” Virginia d Agostino. Winslow
Hutchinson. Willis Anderson. Kenneth
Morgan. William Cross. Frank New
hall, S.vlvanus Cross. Everett Harri
man. Thomas Sheehy. Arlene Rob
bins, Helen Brown. Julia Cross. Ali(*6
Kent. Shirley Grant. Ada Hamilton,
Geneva Hill Genevieve Gray, Katheri ine Polise, Thelma Russell. Arthur
I Eaton. Lawrence Candage, Margaret
McMillan. Florence Grover. Mary
Havener, Margaret Rogers, Em na
Lind.ay, Marion Fernald. Eleanor
Harper, Viiginia I>nnbardo. Gladys
Gray. Alice Jackson. Helen Mills,
Genevieve Lindsay. Helen Winchenbach. Lewis Small. Vernon Kenney,
Back Row—Elaine Sidelinger, Carleen Davis, Genevieve Bradlee. Cleora Domenico Cucinelio. Richard Harden,
Condon, Douglas Merrill, Belle Coates, Russell Young, Harriette Tillson. David Curtis. Thad Grotton, Tony

Residents of Rockland and vicinity .
will have an opportunity not only to :
see the complete line of Ford cars. !
hut to learn how they are made. W. |
H. Anderson of tl|e Knox County Mo- I
tor Sales Co., local Ford dealer, an
nounced today.
The cars, a sound motion picture 1
of the Ford plants, and a number of
special displays showing how parts
of the automobile are manufactured i
in mass production will be included
in a Ford show which will be held In
Rockland from June 20 through June
21. The show will be in the tent on
lot on Route 1 Atlantic Highway at
the old circus grounds and will be
open to the public from 9 a. m. to
10 p. m.
This will be an unusual display, •

It is pleasant to contemplate the
opening up this week of the summer
train schedule that gives Rockland
pullman sleepers between this point
and New York and Philadelphia. It
Is a train liberally patronized dur
ing the vacation season and the sor
row of it is that there isn't business
enough to retain it in operation the
year around.
Perhaps the next
decennial census will show us with
an increase of population calculated
to call for these luxuries in night
tiain service.

Complete Line of All Model A Fords in
cluding the Late 1930 Group

THE

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Second Row—Vallie MacLaughlin, LaVonne Sawyer, Kathleen Anderson,
Alice Henry, Richard Littlefield, Celia Stone, Elonia Woodcock. Barbara Gillchrest, Iva Henry, Marion Felt. Front Row—Estelle Moore. Lewis Tabbutt
(seatedI, Evelyn Hahn. The orchestra consists of one more member, Helmi
Johnson, who unfortunately is not in the picture.

Thomaston's newest musical organization is the Toy Symphony Or- ■
chestra comprising 22 members rang- ’
ing from six to twelve years of age. j
When they made their appearance at ;
the Alumni banquet in Watts hall
Thursday evening in fascinating new
Pierrot costumes of white with
touches of black, they literally
"brought down the house." Marion
Felt, 8-year-old
conductor . an
nounced "Marche Mllitaire" by Schu
bert and Russell Young. 9. at the
piano, played it without notes, in a
masterly manner, while xylophone,
bells, triangles, wood blocks, tam
bourine. rhythm sticks, jingle sticks,
castanets, drum and cymbals marked
the rhythm with spirit and accuracy,
first one set of Instruments, then an
other in the ascendency. It was no
chance> performance. Every musi-

clan had his score before him and
careful counting could be observed
if one watched the serious faces of
the little folks.
This number was followed by "My
Spanish Guitar." "Dorothy,” and
"Gnomes" by Relnhold. after which
little Miss Felt made a most grace
ful speech expressing tire gratitude
of the orchestra to Mrs. Ruth Brack
ett. its founder. benefactoY and leader,
and presented her with a handsome
weekend case to her manifest sur
prise
The Toy Symphony has given sev
eral programs in public, and that it
is exerting a decided musical influ
ence upon its members is shown by
their desire to learn to play other
Instruments. A fine foundation here
for a real Symphony orchestra in the
future!

EAST FRIENDSHIP

Ing school and cutting his head. He
Was attended'iby Dr. Ilahn.
Mrs. Aletha Thompson of Thomas
ton visited a few days this week ait
A. V. Grafton’s.
The children are all1 happy after
studying during a long hard year at
school, and now will be busy enjoying
a haptpy vacation.

Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Marshall, Mr. and
Mrs. Frankie Miller and Mr and Mrs.
A. G. Jameson attended the Thomas
ton High School graduation last
week.
Miss Isabelle Ellison of Boston has
arrived at her summer ln-me oro Wads
worth Point for the season.
Mrs. C. N. Lewis visited for a few
days last week at the home of her
son. Arthur Ix>wis. in Friendship.
Mrs. Leno Delano of Thomaston was
Will do Repairing, Relining and Reat L. E. Burns’ last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Grafton spent I modeling, Ladies’and Men's Clothing,
Sunday with relatives in Thomaston. at 49 FULTON ST. TEL. 960-J.
72*73
Kenneth Marshall passed Sunday at
Gay’s Island.
Mr. and'Mrs. C. L. Brown and chil
dren motored to Portland Sunday nnd
spent the day with relaitives.
COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Stone were in
Port Clyde recently.
.
Several from this place attended the
school entertainment Tuesday eve
Will pay Highest Price
ning at the viilago, and also the grad
No lot too large; none too small
uation Wednesday evening held in
Bossa hall.
Call Warren, Me. 2-3
Mr. and Mrs. William Richards and
children of Rockland were recent
• or write, ear* of
visitors a, Emma Davis’.
Mrs. Nellie Alexander of Rockport
C. W. McKeUar
is visiting at the home oif C. L. Fales.
Maurice Wellman of East Warren
Warren, Me.
was in town Tuesday on business.

Etta Blackinton

LIVE POULTRY

Russell Havener had the misfor
tune Monday of falline while attend-

Reference: Any Poultry Raiter
112-tf

Knox County Motor Sales Co.
Rockland

Waldoboro Garage Co.

Smith & Rogers

Waldoboro

Belfast

Camden Auto Sales Co.

Bath Garage Co.

4

x

Camden

Damariscotta

Ford

Ford
Magita. Carl Achorn. Samuel Gray,
Fred Bartlett and Basil Bowen.
Tyler School Grade 2. Miss Cora E.
Hall.'teacher. The six point children
are Donald Achorn. Virginia Accardi.
Arlene Blood. Mary Cross. William
Cummings, Hazel Carter. Nathalie
Edwards.
Francis Fuller. Harry
Graves. Tilly Haskell. Ethel Hutch
inson. Virginia Nelson, Dorothy .Mel
vin. Franklin. Spinney, George Wood.
Albert Wtnchenbach and Richard
Barnard; 97 per cent of the children
are on the dental honor roll.
Children not absent for the spring
term are: Donald Achorn. Mary Cross,
William Cummings, Harry Graves.
Tillie Haskell. Franklin Spinney and
Albert Winchenbach. Children not
absent during the year are: Harry
Graves and Albert Winchenbach.
• • • •

ener. Car'. Kalloch, Richard Lawry.^flight by plane to she parson's was
Douglas Mi Mahon. Elmer Pinkham. flagjted across 'the country.
"The
Arthur St. Clair. Vivian Strout. Second Floor Mystery" (brings the
Phyllis Torrey and Marie Tripp, cap ivating ^ouple together on the
Those absent only one-half day: screen for .the first time. "The 45ecRobert Brackett. Virginia Grotton ond Floor Mystery." based on the
and Barbara Waldron. Those not Earl Derr Biggers novel, is a stirring
An
absent during the year: Elmer Hav thrill-story laid in London.
ener, Elmer Pinkham and Dougas American |hoy and girl become inv.lived in a series of mystifying events
M cMahon.
which provide both comedy and melo! drama.—adv.

STRAND THEATRE

Grant Withers and Loretta Young.
Hollywood's newest flying newlyweds,
are co-featured in "The .Second Floor
Mystery,” comedy-melodrama which
comes for Friday and (Saturday.
Several months alter «t:he young
screen stars met, their engagement
Grade 1. Tyler Schoo!. Miss Anna was announced. Shortly after their
Webster, teacher. Those not absent
during the recent term were: Kenneth
Bradbury'. Carrie Colson, Lena Cuccinello, Gertrude Francheux. Maynard
Greene. Virginia Haskell. Elmer Hav

GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portia..:!, Mains
QUALITY WORK
PARCEL DELIVERY 8ERVICE

Walter Dorgan, TeL 106-R

«»-?•

A Beautiful Spa

Among ail the famous spas of Eu
rope. Bad Uastein in Austria is one
of the most beautiful. It is situated
in the mountains, over thirty-five
hundred feet up. and is filled wjtli
the sound of many waters. Bad
Gastein is built on both sides of tlie
,River Ache, which the English say
-is so.called because it carries awav
all the aches and pains which may
have afflicted the visitors there.
Through the village and down the
Gastein Valley dashes this roaring
torrent, foaming beneath the bridge
near the Kursaal with two mighty
waterfalls. Twenty thousand visit
ors a year do not spoil the place, and
j many of them do not wait for an at; tack of gout to send them there to
i iis radio-active springs, but find reaj s<?n enough in coming for a good rest
and holiday amid beauty and com
fort.

Cutler=Cook
Co.
o
ow price

HOT WEATHER
SPECIALS
The right summer clothes do make a difference in your com
fort and health. And because of our specialization this store

ains
Come quickly and you
can drive away a good
running, economical
automobile at a real
saving. We are offering
these two selected
groups, while they last,
at $150 and $200.
Each group provides a
varied selection of
makes and models—
every one fully equipped
including spare tire.
Hurry in today—get
yours now!

This Practically New

Car only—

has become the favorite shopping center for apparel. Not
only because the styles are right and the qualities sound but
because we feature such an unusual large variety and with
it the very utmost in value.

Dresses

In either silk or cotton. Sheer and
washable materials, light or dark
shades, printed or plain; sizes from
14 to 54.

Bathing

A complete assortment in the fa
mous PARAMOUNT make. Of
pure wool fully fashioned to the
body and designed for swimming
comfort.

$450.00
1929 Sport Coupe—Ford—
Many extras; not a scratch.
Has had best of care—a
bargain at $450.00. G. M.

A. C. Terms.

A $400 Value

for $325
Studebaker, 5
pass.
coupe;
new tires, new
paint, fine me
chanical condi
tion, only $325.

Ford Half-Ton Truck
A Ford Half-Ton Truck; new rub
ber, new paint; exeslient condition;
ready to work—

$145.eo

Basy 6. M. A. C. Ter ms-Small Dmam Payments—Balaam a Paw
Dollars per Month

C. W. HOPKINS
65 LlMEROCK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WHITE COATS
Lined and Unlined
CHIFFON HOSE

LINEN COATS
SKIRTS
Hand Painted
SWEATERS
WHITE HATS
BLOUSES

ALL OUR SPRING COATS REDUCED IN PRICE

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN

SPECIALS on

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

June 19—Dlnner-brlctee al Rockland Coun
try Club.
i pens.
June 23—Children's Playground opens.
June 23—Summer train schedule In effctXeffi
Clai t-rinSR
June 21 Si. John’s Day. with CUreiui
Commandery as host.
arnueiJuly 3 Kina ling Bros, and Barnum.
fi
July 8-22 Dally Vaeatloa Bible School
Sc[
First Baptist Church.
July 9—Ladies Aid of Littlefield1 llemolWV
fair.
Aug. 5—Jenna County d). K. 41. 'Field Day at
I'enohseot View Grange hall.

FOOTWEAR

LADIES’ WHITE
TENNIS OXFORDS
Crepe So'es

$1.50
MISSES’ TAN AND
WHITE CHECK TENNIS
Sizes 11'/2 to 2

98c
‘ORIGINAL” DEAU
VILLE SANDALS
AAA to C width

$4.50 to $8.00
McLain Shoe Store
WALKOVER SIGN
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
ROCKLAND. MAINE

The attractions for. next weekjat
Park Theatre look as though the fans
have a rare treat in store. Th^b
outstanding productions are to be
offered: The first on Monday iWl
Tuesday ofTers Buddy Rogers in
“Safety in Numbers.” Manager Boyle
has seen it and assures a fast moving
comedy with plenty of music. Wed
nesday and Thursday Nancy Carroll
appears in “The Devil's Holiday," an 1
entirely new type of picture for Miss]
Carroll, hut which lMs won the ad- 1
miration of critics throughout the
country. Saturday will be shown a
picture of the days when men were
men "out in the great open spaces,"
nnd Warner Baxter comes forth as }
the Cisco Kid in a new series of ad- |
ventures in an all talking Western, I
“The Arizona Kid." which promises
plenty of action.
I(, |
I
Winslow-Holbrook Post meets at S
o'clock, daylight time, tonight.
I

THE MYRTLE CAFE
Miss Frances L. Hurd, Prop.

Home Cooked Food

35c Dinners
a Specialty

How the Universalists Are
Raising Money for Vestry
Fixings

resolutions of respect

Whereas. the lMvlae Master has removed
from our midst, our esteemed Bister, tiara
^Therefore. he It resolved: That Pioneer
Grange. iX". 219. by passing tiiese resolutions
extends its deepest sympathy to the bereaved
daughter and son. and other relatives, and
commend them to the treat Master Mho
doeth all things Well."
r,„
Resolved, that our charter be draped lor
,llTlial we set apart a page of our records for
a copy of these resolutions
That a copy be sent to the family of out
late sister, slid to The ICourlcr-GazeUe. for
'"'Jus'1 James L. (Ionian. Mrs Lilia Morton,
committee on resolutions.
_______ *

Why not trade your old
refrigerator with us and
get a liberal allowance
on a brand new one.

Our refrigerators are
well built on scientific
principles. Are eco
nomical and efficient.

METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief?

62tf

“MEMORY BLOCKS”

Trade-In
Refrigerators

Why suffer tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
when

Johnston’* Drug Store

$2.19 each

RUFFLED CURTAINS

$3.95
Those who claim /hat the people or
Maine are a stolid inartistic group of
people are either ignorant or have
forgotten the skill shown by the many
jack-knife carvers throughout the
State and they are 'also ignorant of
the fact that the youth ,<>f this gen
eration with its customary efficiency
has found a new material through
which to express their creative and
artistic instincts.
The new medium today is soap;
such an ordinary material that no
one can believe it can be put to such
extraordinary use. Alichaelo Angelo
was forced to mould his works first in
butter, but young America has gone
this experiment one better. It has
discovered a material far cheaper
than butter, more permanent and that
is procurable at any grocery.
Because of this low cost of material

,

CASH OR EASY TERMS

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 Main Street

Rockland

Tel. 980

soap sculpturing clubs have become
common throughout United States
and in arousing a great deal of inter
est. The equipment for this work is
so .inexpensive that it has become an
activity which is being promoted l>y
many individuals, clubs and com
munity groups, and normal courses
are now being given in this subject
to many of the teachers of the pub
lic schools.
In
exhibit now being held in the
Anderson Galleries in New York of
the National Small Sculpturing com
mittee it has been possible to display
more than 3000 pieces, most of them
being work of amateurs, although
the class for professionals is exceed
ingly well represented. •
In order that the young people of
Maine might join with the youth of
America in getting training in artis

tic designing, plans are being made
tv present at the leadership confer
ence at Ixikie Coblbosseecontee, .June
21 to 28. a course in handicrafts and
skills. In addition to working leather,
metal, wood and iron there will lie a
department of soap sculpturing. The
instruction in this course will be giv
en by an expert. Miss Yo Keeting.
* * * *
Miss Keeting was born in Albany,
and is a descendant! of four genera
tions of artists. Upon completion of
her general and academic education,
slip studies art (painting and draw
ing) in Chicago and Boston, and
sculpturing under Prof. Upjohn. Co
lumbia College. For a number of
years she was assistant to the man
ager of the Grand Central school of
art, one of the largest in New York
City.

White Six-Piece Cottage
Curtains; $1.25 value—

98c tet

Ail Wool Camp Blanket! in Ox
ford Gray; a $5.00 value for—

The Unlversallst vestry under the
energetic manipulations of the Im
provement'Society, of which Mrs.
Lucia Burpee is general chairman,
has been undergoing a transforma
tion. including paper and paint, curteins. and a heliopore floor. The pa
per was donated by Edward Gonia,
the paint by E. F. Glover, the cur
tains by the “Willing Workers” com
mittee and the furniture has been
repaired and touched up by George
' Palmer and Ralph L. Smith. The
members of the Improvement Society
lic. ’ _
are carrying on the activity of the
floor, and through their strivings
The women's committee of the and hard work hive nearly reached
eastern division of the Central Maine the goal of final payment. After
Power Co. met at the local head the salvage sale, which netted a tidy
quarters last night. Mrs. Abbie Hans- sum. and individual contributions
com presided and the roll was called from Mis. David Talbot, Mr. and Mrs.
by Miss Hazel Wall. The guest M. E. Wotton. Mrs. H W. Peaslee,
J,icaker was Leroy Coombs of Belfast Mi. and Mrs. J. A. Jameson and
whose subject was that ever present others were considered, it was decid
household problem, “Refrigeration." ed to sell “memory blocks” to realize
All ofthe women assisted in the prep the remaining sum. This has taken
aration of the supper which consisted the fancy of the people, and the
of lofbster salad, olive's, hot rolls, response has been heartening.
These “memory blocks” sold for 35
coffee, angel cake and pineapple
mousse. The home service equip. or in portions of fifths are given in
(Bent, including the electric stove, memory of relatives and friends who
G.E. refrgerator and kelvinotor. made have contributed to the happy memo
the task a pleasant one. and Mrs. ries of the church or to create happy
Ellis was present to lend assistance memories for the younger members
in many quarters. Occupying a proud who will carry on the work. Mrs.
and conspicuous position on the guest Hervey Allen is receiving subscrip
table was an attractive wedding cake tions and will be glad to hear from
prepared in honor of a new Central others to complete the neeesaary
■Maine .bride, Mrs. Irving Sprague sum. Mrs. Allen reports these blocks
Blanchard, who officiated at the cut- subscribed for: Elmer C. Davis, Mrs.
C. M. Walker. Dr. F. O. Bartlett.
't'ing.
“The Marionettes," Mrs. Jennie Tib
betts. Capt. Joseph Kemp of Quincy,
BORN
ROHKItTUOX Al Tliunuxton, June It. to Mr. Mass.. Dudley Smitfi. H. N. Mc
Dougall, Fred Veajsie, Miss Elizabeth
and Alra. Walter Jtobertson, a son.
KBCN'E At Chatham. Mass.. June ,8. tn Dr. Jameson. Frank S. Rhodes. Albert
and 'Mrs. Harold Keene (Harriet Camp), a Briggs. Mrs. Henry A. Reuter, Miss
son.
Ellen Cochran. Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam T. Cobh, Mrs. Mary Messer,
MARRIED
UIVWDRTH-RAVKIX At fi*nrt»n»uth. X.H.. Luther Smith. Mrs. George L. St.
Julie IS. by Rev. SafTOr^ Jones, Mrs. Anne Clair. Mrs. Joseph Yeazie M. B.
ir Xongwa
Perry. Miss Margaret Stahl. Miss
Camden.
TRASK-bFAVIS—At Swan’s Island. June 10. Carrie Barnard. Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
by Rev. H H. Hathaway of Harmony. Leland Berry Mr. and Mrs. George B. Wind.
H. Trask of Atlantic and 'Miss Margery Lewis Mrs. F. A. Tirrell. Jr.. Mi ss Josephine
of Swan's Island.
Thorndike. Mrs. Ava Lawry. Mrs. H.
P. Blodgett, William D. Talhot,
• DIED
>
CLARK—At Rockland. Pune 19. Beniamin Hervey Allen, Mrs. E. F. Glover,
Clark, aged 79 years. 2 months. 18 days. Mrs. W. E. .Morgan, Mrs. Grace
Funeral Saturday al 2 o'clock from 67 Daniels. L. A. Walker, Miss Edith
' Waldo avenue. X'o flowers
JAC'OB
IS, Swan MacAlman, Walter H. Spear. Ernert
,,ra“SOX
“v —At
“ Fairfield, June
•
Arthur Jacobson of St. George, aged 28 Davis. Mrs. Grace Ayers Black. Jack
years.
Funeral Saturday at 2 o'clock Black. Miss G. Louise Aye'rs, Mrs.
standard front late residence in ist. George.
WtOWX'—At Orff's Comer. June 7, AJonr.o H Fred True, Mrs. E. R. Veazie. Mr. and
Brown.
Mrs. W. L. Benner. Miss Myrtle Her
rick. Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard.
CARD OF THANKS
Miss Hazel Kellef^Mr. and Mrs. E.
1 wish to thank the voters of Knox County
for the wonderful support at tlie polls (Mon F. Berry, Mrs. Oliver Lovejoy.
It is a matter of gratification to
day which gave me the nomination for RepuliIh'au candidate for County Commissioner
• lie ladies of the Society that the
Adin 7. (Hopkins
subscriptions are being voluntary,
which shows the interest and eni thusiasm entertained for the project.

In a recent issue of this paper the.
readers were entertained by the de-.
lightful account which Albert
Gould gave of his trip to Gloucester
in the mission schooner George -B.
Cluett. That craft has since arrived
at her destination in Newfoundland,
Mr. Gould having been a paAsenZer'
part way. "We had a flneOfripSto
Lunenburg.” he writes, "deg*ite^3
hours of fog. We reached ^Jsunenberg
on the 12th and I reluctantly had to
leave for home when the Cluett sa$ed
on the 13th. They gave us a fine
reception there—brass band and 6v-4
erythlng. I have just received a
cable that the Cluett arrived at St.
Anthony, New Foundland, her des
tination, this Tuesday morning wji|i
all well on board. She ought to be
back in Boston about July 1st." , •

All

BLANKETS

$2.25

The most Interesting event in local
business circles yesterday was the
sale by Frank L. Newbert o? his
well known restaurant in Spear block
\o Carl H. Benson, former manager
of Park Theatre. Mr. Benson took
charge this morning, retaining the
Newbert staff, complete. The res
taurant vyas opened in July. 1925. and
Miss Margaret Young of the Pine “Dick” has had the satisfaction of
Club. Camden. (Knox-Lincoln J-fi^eing the business increase steadily
dub delegate to the National Camp He will now take that vacation lie
at Washington, D. C.) left Tuesd^je has dreamed about so long. Tlie new
morning to join the other candidates proprietor came to Rockland in Sep
and the two state leaders, L. H. tember 1924. remaining until May
He made many friends as
Shibles and Mildred G. Brown In 1929.
Portland. The party will stop in manager if the theatre, and is as
Boston and New York, enroute to. sured of a successful career in his
new method of catering to the pub
the club camp.

73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Sent Poet Paid on receipt of price
75 cents

410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

Medium Dark Plaids, part wool;
size 65x80; a $3X0 value for—

Tan or Black Saddle; Crepe Sole.

The big tent on the old circus
grounds on New County road, just
vest of the Atlantic garage, will ]
house the free Ford show tomorrow
and Saturday. There Vill be sound [
pictures, special exhibits and a fell
line of all Ford models, including the
1930 group. There is no admission
and the public is welcome.
f

A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every home. Sold only at

s

COTTAGE WEEK SPECIALS

LADIES’ WHITE
CANVAS OXFORDS

Charles Weaver who was in charge
of the Western Union office while
Manager Frank L. Clark was having
his vacation has gone to Old
Orchard to manage for the same
company during the summer.

In the names of Colby College
women who have won various awards
ol the Colby Health League for ex
cellence in athletics and physical cul
ture recently announced by Miss
Corinne B. VanNorman. director of
physical education for women, ap
pear the names of Miss Mary Wasgatt. '30. winning one ot the “C.W;”
emblems (Colby Women) anti Miss
Marion L. Richardson, of thS'sopUiK
more class, awarded a “C.H.fe"
(Colby Health League) monogram.

up

McLain’s Shoe Store

The Gay house Gay street, has
been sold by Thomas J. Foley to
Thomas Shannon, the sale hems
made for Mrs. Boyle and Mrs. Swt^t
nieces of the late owner of the
property.

Elmer Rising is home from Bos
ton for a fortnight's vacation before
entering upon his work there of
illustrating two books for Harvard
professors, one of which will deal
with Albania. He has dohe a sheet
map of Boston for the census depart
ment, and will be used later by the
Boston Health League, with suitable
designations. The young artist is
greatly interested in his work in
which he has shown so much skill
and adaptability.

from 5c to 10c

Everything in
Drapery
Hardware

at

The Methodist Sunday School pic
nic planned for today has been post
poned1 to tomorrow because of the
wet weather. If the day proves flair
the picnic will be held at Jefferson
Lake, tf stormy ait Northport.

A number of changes have lately
been made in the staffs of the local
theatres.
Arthur Cullen, former
doorman at the Park has been pro
moted to assistant operator at the'
•Strand, and Albert Cassidy, usher,
succeeds him as' doorman.
Miss
Virginia Childs, who has so efficient
ly handled the box office assignment,
enters the employment of the Rock
land Pharmacy just around the cor
ner and will be succeeded Monday by
Miss Gertrude Ladd.

IMONTON’ s
DEPARTMENT STORE

Everything in

Curtain Rods

for Summer

Capt. W. H. Wlneapaw is enggj
to talk on Aviation before the lift
Educational Club picnic ^.June 27,
with Mrs. George Ludwig. Beechwoods street, Thomaston.

Miss Olive Edwards, clerk at the
Knox Registry of Deeds, was sud
denly stricken with appendicitis
Tuesday morning and was at once
operated upon at Knox Hospital.
Her condition Is quite favora^iar,
Mrs. Elmer Joyce of Camden, a foriner clerk in this busy Court House
department, is substituting.

gl-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Part Wool Blankets, Pastel col-

era; size 70x80; at—

PILLOW SLIPS
42x36; 5 for—

$1.00
42x36; 4 for—

Long White Voile Ruffled Cur
tains; a $1.50 value for—

$1 00
42x36; 3 far—

$1.15 pair

_______ $1.00________

Long White Voile Curtains with
Figured Colored Ruffle. Special
Price—

TOWELS
TURKISH AND HUCK
Turkish Towels, 33c value; fast
colored borders, rose, gold, blue
and grey—

$1.19 pair

$3.50 each
CRETONNES
A splendid variety, priced at

25c, 35c, 39c, to $1.50 yd
FLOOR COVERINGS
Felt Base, from—

RUGS

4 for $1.00

All sizes at prices to suit all

Many splendid values in Cottags
Curtains in colors, with Cornice
Ruffle; from—

69c Turkish
2 for—

Special;

Towels;

92c

$1.59 up

Special Lot Full Size

49c yd. up

SHEETS

Linoleum in all grades

81x90 Seamless; $1.25 value for

CRETONNE

98c each

DAY BED COVERS

Green StampsJ

Rayon Bed Spreads
$3.25 value; at—

$2.69

81x99 Seamless, $1.39 value, for

$1.19 each

With Flounce

63x99 Seamless, $1.25 value, for

$1.19 each

98c each

WOVEN HAMMOCKS
$2.98 up

they get some of the cut worms that
ere (pestering «ne by cutting off iny
f2fararaizrajzmaizizfzraajarere^
best dahlias.
Maine Central Begins Cam Phronia, my big bantam, hatched
I every one of her nine eggs. The bun
paign To Prevent Grade nies are fine in a butch of their own. Tow ah'idanes from Japan. New Min. Ellis Ripley of Warren street, Mrs. Page has moved from tho
Mother Bunnle content to let 'them go ‘hipment just received. They actual caught her foot in a kitchen rug re Joseph Melvin tenement. Main street,
Crossing Accidents i
now as they are nearly as large as ly fly; 50c. to $4.50. Sentcr Crane cently, and Is confined to her bed Into Mrs. W. S. Melvin’s house, 29
with nn Injured knee.
Warren street.
Company.—adv.
she.
The Observer, N. C. C.
An Intensive campaign against
grade crossing accidents has recently
been launched by the Maine Central
Railroad under the direction of
Safety Supervisor. M. F. Dunn, of
Portland. Again this year the Maine 1
Automobile Association, is cooperat- i
ing in the closest possible manner
with the Maine Central in urging
motorists to study |the causes o<
grade crossing accidents and is dis- '
iributing to the members of the
Maine Automobile Association, which
is the State of Maine Division of the i
American Automobile Association, j
educational posters and literature '
dealing with this problem.
"Last year five persons were killed I
and 23 injured in reportable acci- *
dents at highway crossings on the
Maine Central Railroad," Mr. Dunn
declared.
FANCY MIDDLE RIB CUTS
As a result of the publicity cam
LEAN AND GOOD FLAVOR
paign carried on in previous years.
1929 showed a decrease of 50% in the
number of fatalities as compared
with the year 1928 although there
CUT FROM SMALL SPRING LAMBS
was an increase of 6.9 per cent .in
the number of motor vehicles reg
istered. In the country at largQ
there were 83 fewer deaths than in
1928, notwithstanding the fact there
was a large Increase in the number
of motor vehicles on the highway.
LITTLE PIG LOINS
The posler adopted for use this
season depicts in a graphic way the
result of an automobile running into
FRESH CHOPPED
the side of a train and it will he
PLENTY LEAN
noted that 24% of all the highway
grade crossing accidents in the
United States last year were due to
this cause. Statistics show that 2483
persons were killed and 6804 injured
at grade crossings throughout the
country.
FINE FOR QUICK COOKING
Till majority of accidents are the
result of negligence, disregard of
warning signs, or failure to ap
proach crossing under control.
All grade crossings have warning
signs and it is only because of
negligence and disregard of stop
signals that so many accidents occur.
Alertness on the part of individual
motorists, Mr. Dunn believes, can
and will prevent highway crossing
accidents.
Tlie following simple rules for the
guidance of motorists at railroad
grade crossings are recommended by
the Committee on Protection of Grade
.Crossings in their report to the Na
FRESH DAILY
tional Conference on Street and
Highway Safety held in Washing
ton last week:
Slow down or stop.
Listen and look both ways; when
one train passes another may be
coming.
Shift to lower gear if necessary to
prevent stalling on track.
Don’t try to beat a train over the
crossing.
Be doubly careful at night or on
strange road.

SOME SAFETY RULES

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

FOOD VALUES!
We Invite Comparison of Quality and Prices

lb
CORNED BEEF
LAMB FORES
lb
BEEF ROAST CHUCK CUTS lb 20c
PORK ROAST
lb
lb
HAMBURG STEAK
lb
NATIVE VEAL STEAK
CUBE STEAK
lb
lb
LEAN STEWING BEEF
lb
Stewing Cuts of Native Veal
Lamb Cuts for Stewing or Smother lb
EVAPORATED MILK, 3 cans,
Full Case,

SALT PORK, Pound
TUB BUTTER, Poun<1,

Our Usual Fine Quality
BOILED HAM, neatly sliced; lb.
WHOLE BOILED HAM, lb.,

.23
3.59

.14
.37

.59
.45

LOBS! ERS
i

ALIVE OR BOILED

SWORDFISH NOWr IN SEASON
TRY OUR CRABMEAT

PETER’S HADDOCK, Pound,

.06

FANCY HALIBUT, pound,
FRESH SALMON, pound,

.39
.39

FRESH BAKED DAILY

THE OBSERVER
'Wlmt i a difference in local sur
roundings a few days will brin< at
this time of year. When I last w rote
of my "mliservings” about two weeks
ago'there w ere bunches of blue violets
and other small blooms along the
path to my dahlia, garden. Now -ihe
field each side is full of tall waving
grass of various .kinds. I just had
t-o stop and. bring in a lovely bouquet
of red clover and' the white lttey
blooms of caraway—near the fence
I fiend simie witk pink blossoms.
IR 'bins, are t;►l»n,tiTu 1 around the
home. Yes, we have a cat, but. I won|der if everyone knows that cats may
he trained to let birds alone. A welltradned cat is far less menace to birds
than squirrels are. A squirrel will rob
a bird's nesi and destroy the young.
Squirrels are cunning and milch Is
written about not molesting them. I
let my cat catch as many as he can.
I know whereof I speak.
There is a large cedar tree close to
the end ot our front porch—where
robins and' other birds always build
nests. For two or three years when
my son ‘was a small iboy the red squir-1
rels would pick the little 'birds out |
of the nest and drop them on the
ground., in spite of all our watchful
care. My .boy used to stand guard
hours at a time beneath that tree,
only to llnd another filt-d dead and a
squirrel chaptering In glee when he
would return from a brief absence.
I hope you do not 'pet squirrels in
preference to birds.
There are several .birds at this mo
ment. perched on the rail
the pas
ture fence, also on the dahlia stakes
and hopping over the lawn. I hope

15c
19c
24c
26c
25c
55c
42c
25c
35c
20c

BREAD

LARGE LOAF

Zc

CLAMS
IN SHELL OR SHUCKED

NATIVE STRAWBERRIES

FRESH DAILY ARRIVALS

SLACK SALTED HADDOCK

NATIVE SPINACH

NATIVE ASPARAGUS

Regular Saturday Sale
Hot Beans and Brown Bread

Perry’s Market

1

to the department in 1927, at which
CLAIMS IT IS BEST
time the infestations appeared to be
very light and localized around Orr’s
European Web Worm Has Island,” Dr. Pierson said. In 1928 Portland Woman Says Sar
infestation occurred at iXewagen.
Attacked Many Stands In which is ff«tIll increasing in intensity.
gon Has Brought gGreat
“
Last
year
reports
from
Squirrel
Benefits
Maine.
Island and Ocean Point showed the
insect invasion to be serious in these
“I bad a nervous breakdown from’
Defoliation r>f spruce trees varying sections and spraying experiments
from 30 to 60 per rent on «eme sec were started. An eff >rt to raise para the strain of overwork and I felt like
1 was going ‘all to pieces?. My stom
tions of the Maine roast was reported sites gave only negative .results.
ach wouldn’t retain food and I had
by State Entomologist Pierson, after
“Sample plots were taken this
an examination by his department of spring in the now heavily infested
spruce stands from Orr’s Island to spots which showed an average de
Port Clyde. The spruce web worm, foliation varying from 30 to 60 per
a European invader. Is responsible for cent at Pemaquid, Ocean Point and
the destruction, he said.
Newagen. As high as 80 iper cent de
An effort on the part of the State foliation was found in one ispot.
to raise parasites to combat the in
“The worm in some places has at
vader have so 'far proved unsuccess tacked balsam fir and juniper in ad
ful. An arsenate of lead spray was
dition to red |ind white spruce.”
of some effect, but the department
Attend the free Ford show Friday
can make no definite recommenda
tions for the elimination of the pest and Saturday at the big tent on Old
until further experiments are tried. Circus Ground. Rockland. All mod
Dr. Pierson said.
els, sound pictures, exhibits, etc.
“Reports of dying spruce first came Free admission.—adv.

DYING SPRUCES

yf

Cloverdale

SUPER

MRS. MARY L. BOOTH

fancy CountryRoll
vomiting spells every morning. I
couldn't eat or sleep in any comfort
and I felt like locking my doors and
hiding from everybody. Sargon gave
me a splendid appetite, toned up my
stomach so that I oan eat anything
I want without a trace of indigestion,
I sleep soundly and get up in such fine
spirits I keep busy all day.
“Sargon Pills keep my bowels regui lated perfectly.”—Mrs. Mary L. Booth,
181 Pearl St.. Portland, Maine.
Sargon nWiy be obtained in Rock
land at The Corner DrUg Store, Inc.—
73-lt
adv.
A DISAVOWAL
[For The Courier-Gazette]
The sweetbriar peered through the hedge;
The child found the nest of the wren ; '
Tlie sea gull encircled the ledge;
The copperhead lay In the fen.

New Grass BUTTER

They whispered of eternal trust
In each the other’s life to dwell:
Hand clasping hand they felt they must
Have always loved, they loved so well.

Gt its finest

But as a rainbow fades from sight,
Anon the subtle charm grew weak ;
In disaccord was lost delight.
And now they pass, nor do they speak.

«CLOVERDALEf
BUTTER

CLOVERDALE
been

preferred

In

A sweetbriar peers through the hedge
A child finds the nest of the wren ;
A sea gull encircles the ledge;
A copperhead lies in the fen.
£va Hammond Churchill
Needham, Mass.

hot

New

England for more than

a

Every-Other-Day
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generation.

prize novel. The story Is simple and
departs from the long tradition of
James Fenlmore Cooper In present
ing the Indians, not in the movie
type, but as they are—lying, cheat
ing. brave, loyal, intelligent and
Thursday opens “brite and fare,”
artistic. A Navajo girl, weary of but the east wind keeps it from being
the Americanization (process, ,seeks hot as time. An ideal day for a walk
to ‘return to the blanket." She falls in the open spaces, so at 8 a. m.,
in love with Laughing Boy, a young with a lunch in one pocket and opera
Indian who works In silver and tur glasses in the other, I take the trail.
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
quoise. They marry and are about to
I seem to be the only saunterer
realize happiness when the wife. abroad. A few grey squirrels cross
Summer hours—9 a. m. to 8. p. m. dally ex
Slim
Girl,
Is
killed
by
an
enraged
ad

cept Saturday when hours are 9 a. m. to 8.30
my path, a chipmunk scurries along
p. m. Children’s room closes 8 p. m. dally.
mirer. The tale Is haunting and a wall, the crows give me the cawpoetic in an extraordinary degree
caw! and that noisy fellow Mr. BlueAdditional to the list of new books
Mr. La Farge who Is 28 years old Is jay, yells his defiance and tells me
published In the preceding issue are the son of C. Grant La Farge, New- to beat it! but I keep going.
the following for summer reading, to York architect and the grandson of
Climbing Bear Hill I bear a lovely
be had in the rental department:
John La Farge, the artist. At Har song, sweet and low, and suddenly
vard where he was graduated In the songster comes into view, perched
On the shelves (seven day hooks) 1924 he specialized In atflhropoloey, on a small cedar. I come to a full
are noted “The Selbys" and “The and the seven year9 from 1921 were stop at onee. Our surprise is mu
Scarab Murder Case."
spent with archeological expeditions tual, but the songster doesn’t know
Saint Udo by Richard L. Masten: in 'Arizona, Mexico and Guatemala. that I’m a friend, so he departs sud
Telling how by a mortal sin Father He has mingled so much with tlie denly for cover. I can hear him. but
Udo. counsellor and friend of all. Indians it is said that he has come cannot locate hfm again. 1 am posi
balked a duke, pleased a prince, and to resemble them In looks and walk. tive I never met this bird before.
saved a lady’s life. It is a novel tof Ills .-kin is copper, his Jaw lean ar.d From the view I had of him—he was
both charm and distinction, laid in his cheek bone«= high.
only about ten feet from me—not
• • • •
medieval Italy. The character
more than thirty seconds, he apThe claims of Maine to be a book- apeared to be about the size of a
Father Udo stands out as an unfor
gettable figure, portrayed with a vein reading State, probably not generally robin, dark blue in color, with a black
of kindly, tender irony that recalls realized very widely outside of New- spot on the top of his head, a long,
England, are explained In a recent straight black bill. His song was
the stories ot Anatole FrancA
Gone North by Charles Alden Selt i article by Miss Theresa C. Stuart low. like the cooing of a dove.
zer: A story of the Hudson Bay | of the State library. The State’s Perhaps my description is not clear
library of 185,000 volumes, including enough for some reader to identify
region bristling with action.
Warning Hill by John P. Mfir- fiction, drama, biography, travel, sci- this new-found friend, but it is the
quand: Delightfully written, delicate ence and technical works, is avail best that my brain, retained in the
ly running the gamut between come able to the remotest inhabitants limited time allotted it.
* * * *
dy and tragedy Is this story of under a lending system that makes
Tommy Michael, of the timidity and use ot the mails. We are always
After climbing the tower for a look
longing that had devastated his seeking to Impress upon the users of around 1 came down, visited the
youth, and of the spirit and pride that the library the resources of the State spring for a drink of ice cold water
finally overrode
his
obsessions library when a particular volume, and was on my way again. From the
'Warning Hill” lis Mr. Marquartd's not feasible to purchase for out- path through the tree:-, I saw a ledge
first novel since 1925 when “The shelves, is needed. This service is that looked like a good place to eat
taken advantage of by many, how lunch, so upon climbing found my
Black Cargo" was published.
The Son of John Winteringham by ever as can be appreciated by a re self above the tree tops, with a good
Warrene Piper: The story of five mark of Miss Stuart's to the effect outlook around me. While eating I
orphaned children and the uncle who that "a day at the State library isn't heard the whir-r-r of wings, which I
adopted them. A brilliant example of begun well unless there is a request took to be a pheasant though I did not
subtle writing. Miss Piper is a na letter from the Rockland Library. see the bird. I had sat there quiet
tive of Australia and this is her first Any time you are in need of a vol ly for perhaps twenty minutes, when
ume not on our shelves, do not hesi I heard again the whir-r-r of wings
novel.
Dandelion Days by Henry William tate to ask us to procure it for you and looked up Just in time to see a
son: The second In the series of four from the State library—we are very hen and a cock pheasant fly by me,
novels called by the general title “The j Flad to render the service,
not more than fifteen feet away.
They may have been in the vicinity
Flax of Dream” in which Mr. Wil- I
ROADSIDE MARKETING
when I arrived.^ I made a thorough
liamson tells us of the childhood,
search for a nest, both on foot and
youth and young manhood ot Willie
Farm women can improve their through my glasses but found none,
Maddison. Mr. Williamson is con
sidered one of the most talented of economic status by taking up road The pheasants breed hero and are
side marketing, in the opinion of 1 quite numerous.
the younger writers of England.
Back of where I sat the Eastern
Australia Felix, The Way Home Mrs. Henry Ford. wife of the auto
Ultima Thule, the story of Richard magnate and president of the Wom Massachusetts street railway runs its
and Mary Mahoney, written by Henri en's National Farm and Garden Asso- car through the Fells, keeping away
j ciation. The automobile has enabled from the street. In the fall I have
Handel Richardson.
city dwellers to go to the country in seen pheasants from the car windows
search of fresh vegetables and fruit, alongside the tracks. The passing of
Outward Bound by Sutton Vane:
Mrs. Ford points out, and farm wom
No play of recent times has won the en should take advantage of this new the car seemed not to disturb them.
Nothing more appearing from my
widespread emotional response that development as a means of farm
point of vantage I came down to
was given to “Outward Bound" when
relief.
earth again and hit the trail for Spot
it was produced several years ago. It
Pond. A fine body of water, a part
has been played in every country ad
Your rug problems can be settled
the world where copyright exists—.1: I with satisfaction guaranteed by call of the Metropolitan water system,
little islands in it. and the east wind
24 different countries, a record prob ing The People’s Laundry, Limerock
blowing across it quite cool. I sat
ably never before equaled. Mr. Vane street. Tel. 170. We shampoo your
down on the shore of the pond be
here turns his great play into a novel rugs and return them promptly, like
hind a rock for shelter from the
—a hazardous experiment which he t n„w.
124-tf wind, and in the sun and prepared
has performed triumphantly. The i
curious theme at once grips the
imagination and interest of the
reader, in the opening chapters we
witness the last moments of seven
people, among them a swindling fi
nancier, a snobbish widow, a genial
young toper, and an ardent curate;
they later appear, by a strange meta
morphosis, on the same ship. It is
some time before they realize the
predicament they are in, that they
are P'outward bound" after death.
We have known them in life and we
see them retain their normal char
acteristics, their human foibles, as
they- react with striking differences
to the appalling realization of their
postion. Eventually the ship arrives
at its destination, and the novel
reaches a dramatic climax In the
scene before the “Examiner" who
passes Judgment on the characters
before they disembark to take up life
again in the new world. The con
ception Is daring perhaps, in Its pos
sibilities for irreverence, hut it is
treated with consummate delicacy,
and restraint, and with so masterly
a narrative style that the tale is of
absorbing, breathless interest.
• • • •
Journey's End by R. C. Sheriff and
Vernon Bartlett: How R. G. Sheriff
happened to call his war play and
the novel of the same title written
in collaboration with Vernon Bartlett,
‘‘Journey's End” is rather interest
ing. He had completed his play,
which was conceived in hospital re
covering from wounds after two and
a half years of the war, without hav
ing found a title for it. While at a
little Sussex seaside village he hap
pened to recall a certain dug-out
near the frontline in France, on which
some wag had scribbled in chalk the
words "Journey’s End." This title,
for which some unknown soldier was
responsible, is now as well known in
20 languages as it is in English. In
the novel the writers have filled in
the great story of youth and sacrifice
with richer detail, wider background
and deeper colors. The story begins
with Raleigh's and Stanhope's boy
hood in England. 'New characters
are introduced and the romance, only
touched upon in the play, is devel
oped fully and poignantly. It is in
teresting to note that on the scr«'n
"Journey's End" is receiving unani
mous approval. The screen produc
tion moves as proudly and nobly as
It ever did on the stage. The pro
ducers recognized a great play when
they saw it and have maintained its
incomparably swift, soaring power.

SAUNTERINGS

Taste

GREAT TALKERS

ALL
KINDS
FANCY
FULL CREAM
CLOVERDALE
BRAND

CAMPBELL’S SOUPS
MILD CHEESE
BULK TEAS
UNEEDA BISCUIT
P & G SOAP

3

25”
LB 25”
14 LB. 25”
wo*. 25”
CANS

6
7 25”
CAKES

«

4

FRESH-ROASTED COFFEES

MACARONI

KleeKo

SPAGHETTI or NOODLES

4 25*

THE EXCEPTIONAL COFFEE
Steel-cut, chaffless,
packed in the
flavor-tight tin.

CLOVERDALE

PKGS.

LB.
TIN

35

REX BRAND
PAN AMERICAN
SURPRISE BRAND

4
LB. PKG.
LB.
LB.

330
290
250

Drake’s Sponge Cake
Sunbrlte Cleanser
Bulk Macaroni or Spaghetti
Cloverdale Pure Preserves
Kippered Snacks
Ken*L-Ration or Kit-E-Ration
10 Qt. Galvanized Pails
Slade’s Goblet Mustard
Cloverdale Bluing
Crispo Fig Bars
Jello
ASSORTED FLAVORS
Sweetheart Soap

CLOVERDALE or
VAN CAMP’S

EVAPORATED
MILK
TALL
CANS

MORE 25‘ VALUES
EACH
» CANS
3 LBS.
LB. JAR
5 TINS
1 CANS
EACH
2 FOR
2 BOTS.
2 LBS.
3 PKGS.
4 PKGS"

4

25'

250

250
250
25?

250
250
25?
25?
25?
25?
25?
25?

PKG. BLUE STUAK free with eo«h purchase of Four pkgs.

POPULAR 5? PACKAGE

CANDIES & GUM
TASTYEAST, MILKY WAY
HERSHEY BARS, OLD NICK
NECCO BOLSTER, BIT-O-HONEY
BABY RUTH, CHICKEN DINNER
CLOVERDALE WAFERS
WRIGLEY’S, BEECH-NUT AND
TEABERRY GUM

8 25*
PKGS.

(Except Sunday)

phones
June 1 there were 1.4166,021 tele
phones in New England served by
167 individual companies, divided by
States as follows: Maine, 139,868;
New Hampshire, 86,276; Vermont,
64,857; Massachusetts, 919,864; Rhode
Island, 125,306; Connecticut, 329,850,
The latest telephone census pos
sible to secure from all countries
shows a total of 32,712,284 telephones
in the entire world Jan. 1, 1929 Of
these 19,341,295 or 59 per cent, were
in the United States. On the same
date Europe had 9,236,685 telephones,
which is less than one-half the num
ber in the United States and 28 per
cent of the world's total. The re
maining 13 per cent of telephones
were distributed widely throughout
the rest of the world.
Mure than two-thirds of the tele
phones in the world are under pri
vate ownership. All telephones in
the United States are operated by
private companies, and this country
not only has more telephones than
all the rest of the world, but is also
foremost In the number of telephones
relative to population, with 16.3 tele
phones for euch 100 people. This is
nearly ten times as many telephones
per 100 population as there are in
Europe or the world as a whole.
Germany ranks second to the
United States In absolute number of
telephones, but has only 4.6 tele
phones per 100 population. Great
Britain has 3.8 and France 2.3. Ar
gentina, with the same telephone
density as France, outranks the rest
of South America. Japan and the
Union of South Africa lead their
respective continents, each with 1.3
telephones per 100 population.
Small towns and rural districts in
the United States are exceptionally
well provided with telephones. In
this country, community of less
than 50.000 population average 12.6
telephones for each 100 people. This
is greater than the total telephone
density of any other country except
Canada, and exceeds fhe telephone
facilities of most European cities.
to enjoy life in the open. About 10
feet from me was a clump of blueterry bushes. Soon I saw two bees
alight and begin operations. Through
my glasses I studied their method of
working for ten minutes.
If t^ey were busy sipping nectar,
I was equally busy getting knowledge
of just how Mr. Busy Bee does work.
Some clusters of blossoms they
would ignore, other clusters probe
each blossom, stand on their heads,
hang by their toes, and do ail sorts
of stunts.
Boze
Formerly it took twenty-five years
for a reputation to cross the Atlantic.
Today it takes a week—and, for bad'
reputations, even less.—Paul Mr.rand.

BOSTON
FROM ROCKLAND
c/leamer

Freight and Passenger Service
Bull on the "CAMDEN" or “BEL
FAST" any night except Sunday, at
8 P. M„ Standard Timo, for Boston.
Connections at Boston with direct
steamer to New York.
Steamer
“J. T. MORSE” leaves Rockland 6.15
A. M. Standard Time Dally except
Monday for Bar Harbor and inter
mediate landings. Steamer “SOUTHPORT" ' leaves Rockland 6.15 A. M.
Standard Time Dally except Monday
for Brooklin and intermediate land
ings.
Special low rates for automobiles ac
companied by passengers.
For reservations apply Wharf Office

EASTERN
gteams hip 11**99
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
SUMMER ARRAVOBMB8T
Eastern Standard Time

.Vistlhavee Lise
Steamer learea Vinalhaven at 8 A M., ar
riving at RtM-kland at 9.30 A. VI. Returning,
teavea Rockland at 2.30 J'. .51, due to arrive at
Vinalhaven about 3.45 1*. M.
Stonington and Swan’s liland

>

AT LAKEWOOD

That time does not affect a really
well built, Intelligent drama is dem
onstrated1 by The Lakewood Players
this week, In “The Witching Hour,"
This play has done service for many
years yet It Is as taut, as interest
ing, as timely and as entertaining
as when it was first produced. No
one who sees this drama will ever
forget. For next week The Lakewood Players will be seen in a very
modern and very funny comedy,
“Little Accident." This is the play
that set New York by the ears and
kept it laughing for some 18 months.
Other cities were no less receptive
of its comic aspects and it has gone
down as one of the great successes of
its time. There is veritably a laugh
a minute In "Little Accident." These
laughs are brought about through
the efforts of a young man to retrieve
and raise his offspring and to marry
the mother of his son. It Is clean
fine comedy and will brighten the day
of all who see It.

in

flavor
*

Super-Pasteurized
Gl

Butt

bl

over oioom

e r

— fresh as the fragrance of flowers and the —mo
good taste always. Every drop of cream la superpasteurized to assure your satisfaction.
Four quarter-pound sections in each sanitary
Qoverbloom carton — easy to cut for individual
servings. At your dealer’s.
ARMOUR AND COMPANY. Chicago
i ■»
JF« potWvety guarantee «ha» every drop of ere—* — wflhout aseaptten — used in CioeerUoom Butter U

- PASTEURIZED

• • » •

Gallows’
Orchard
by
Claire
Spencer: The story fulfills the defi
nition of romantic tragedy—with pity
and passion it unfolds a drama of
beauty and Inevitable truth. It is
the story of a girl whose pure crystal
fearlessness antagonizes the little
village in Scotland which is her home
of her effect upon the three men who
love her. and of how she perishes
finally at the hands of her righteous
townmolk. It is the tale ot a primi
tive Tess by an author who has never
read 'Hardy, who uses words as
though they had never been used be
fore. The story moves swiftly from
peak to peak—murder, marriage,
birth, death, until the ultimate heart
breaking climax. 'Gallows' Orchard’
was the Book-of-the Month choice
for April. Miss Spencer was born in
Scotland and came to this country
as a girl of 12 years. Her early life
was spent in Paisley, with its huge
cotton mills, in a peasant's cottage on
the hillsides of Loch Fein near In
verary.
• • • •
“Laughing Boy" by Oliver I-iFarge
is probably the center of interest just
now as it was voted the 1930 Pulitzer

They like the Armour Radio Program—so will you

“I

Line

Steamer leaven Swan's Island at 6 00 A. St..
Stonington 6.55, North Haven 7.50, due to ar
rive at Rucklaud at 9 00 A. M. Returning,
leaves Rockland nt 2.00, North Maven at 3.00,
Stonington at 4.00, due Io arrive at Swan’s
Island about 5.00
M.
.7 2 11
B H. STINWO.V, General Agent

the

country

Take advantage
of these
outstanding values.

Daily Service

United States Has More Than
Half of the World’s Tele

"Every number in your program it a hit with us."—-H. M, Warren, Pa.
“/ haven’t muted an Armour program tinee yo«* started broodeatting."—B. R. Wn PncUo, Colorado.
"A group of eleven people at our house last night voted your program the best of tho evening.”
— C. C. L, Phoenix, Arizona.
<
“The Jrnwur Hour makes radio north nhilo."t— W. L C, Era—ten, HL

Tune-in the ARMOUR HOUR FRIDAY NIGHT—from 9.30 till 10 (daylight)

Every-Other-Day

BRASSWORK: A POEM

Rockport’s Unofficial Poet
Laureate Makes Hit With
Light Keepers
Down In Rockport they see very
little of Fred W. Morong, He’s away
from home most of the time. His
Job, district machinist for the light
house service. Is that sort. In addi
tion to not seeing him often they
know little about him, little more
than who he is and what his job Is.
Until very recently they never sus
pected that the quiet man, who lives
up opposite the schoolhouse was of a
poetical turn of mind, flow they’re
beginning to And It out.
That’s because he Is now known
as the author of "Brasswork,” a poem
which has had the men of the light
house and Coast Guard service on
tip-toes for weeks past
For a time the authorship of this
poem was a mystery, but after a
time the name of the writer became
known and Morong has been unoffi
cially designated as the poet laureate
to the service. The discovery of the
identity of the author makes clear
that a man's past acts are always
bobbing up to trap him.
Here’s the how of that:
Mr. Morong has not always been in
the lighthouse service. For years
he worked in the can factory at Lu
bec. There he used to exercise his
ability to versify. He wrote poems
about all the things which occurred
there, fights and races, marriages
and fishing experiences. Folks read
them and chuckled, sometimes they
shed a
tear, but all liked Fred's
verses and they used to say, after
something out of the ordinary had
taken place: “Wait and see. Fred's
poetry about that.’*
And this was partially responsible
for the discovery that he it was who
gave ’’Brasswork’’ to the world.
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poetry, but since entering the light
house service, has exercised it very
little. From the inception of tho
Lighthouse Nights of Big Brother
Club at V."EEI, he has been a constant
listener. He has taken a lot of inter
est In it and has written a letter or
two which Big Brother has read.
Not long before he put Brasswork upon paper he and Mrs. Morong
were listening in at the hour.
"Think I'll write some poetry and
'send In,” remarked he to the Missus.
Nothing more was said of it and,
for all that is known, he forgot the
idea until his next trip took him to
the Cutler light station. There he
heard the keeper complaining about
the work entailed In caring for the
brasswork about the station. It gave
him an idea, caused him to remem
ber his notion of poetry for the Big
Brother Club and •’Brasswork" was
the result. For those who are not
listeners in on Big Brother and those
who have no copy of the poem, here
It is:

Keeper's Complaint
Last Winter Morong’s duties called
him to the Cutler station. During
the day there he listened to the plaint
of the keeper as to the cussedness of
caring for the brasswork in the sta
tion. When the 'job was through
and he had a bit of leisure he sat
himself down and wrote verses,
called them "Brasswork" and sent
them to the Big Brother Club of the
radio station WEEI, Boston, to be
used in the weekly lighthouse keep
er’s night.
Big Brother, when he read those
verses, chuckled, loud and long and
deep, but, he asked himself, who is
"The Man Oft Watch,” as the verses
were signed. Ought to recognize that
writing, he told himself, it looks fa
miliar. But recognition didn't come.
That didn't cause Big 'Brother to
hesitate. He knows a good thing
when he sees it and the next light
house night he gave the fblks “Brasswork’’ on the air.
It was an instantaneous hit. Next
day the mails began bringing re
quests for the poem and the name of
the author. Requests for copies of
the poem are still coming and 3,000
have already been distributed.
Lighthouse and coast guard men
ecrtttched their heads and asked:
"Wbo'n heck writ that?” Big Brother
scratched his head too, and thought.
Then BB had a hunch. “I know the
writing," he said. So he called for
a Stenog and wrote to Mrs. Morong.
down in Rockport, Maine, asking her
for a sample of Fred’s writing and
whether she thought he wrote "Brasswork." About the same time a man
in the service, who had worked with
Morong in the can factory at Lubec,
as a result of his head scratching and
thinking,
recognized
the
style.
"That's Fred Morong," said he, and
forthwith wrote Mrs. Morong. asking
about it, saying:: ”1 know it was
Fred by the way it goes."
How It Was Written

That's the story of how the Identity
of the author of "Brasswork" was
discovered. Here's the tale of w’hy
it was written:
Mr. Morong has as set forth In the
foregoing, always had a flair for

Lose Fat
Safely and Quickly
Kruschen fki.lt s—(a perfect combi
nation of the aix mineral suits your
body must have every day to func
tion properly) purify your blood of.
harmful acids, and aid the kidneys
and bowels to throw oft waste mate
rial—the continual formation of whioh
is probably the cause of your fat.
In this modern age of living. It’s Impossible
to get these salts from the lancy foods >*u
eat—but don’t worry just as long gs you hive
Kruschen Balts.
Take a half a teaspoon every morning In
a glass (Of hot water little by little that uglyfat disappears, you'll feel belter than ever
before—years younger, more energy, frail
soon possess that enviable beauty, dear skin,
sparkling -eyes, superb figure which only per
fect health can Impart.
An 85c hottie (lasts 4 weeks) at David L.
McCarty’s, or any progressive druggist In
America. Money back If'Kruschen doesn’t con
vince you that It Is the safest, quickest, easiest
way to lose fat.
NOTICE OF FIRST MEETING OF
CREDITORS

In the District Court of the 'United States
for the District iof (Maine.,
In the matter of Albert C. Jones, Bankrupt.
In Bankruptcy.
To the creditors of Albert
Jones of iRockland, Maine, bankrupt .
|
Notice is hereby (given that on the 14th day
of June, 1930, the said Albert C. Jones was
duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
Knox County Court House In 'Rockland In said
pistrlct on the 28th day /of June, 1930, at ten
o’clock In the forenoon. 'I). S. Time, nt which
time creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
FREMONT J. C. LITTLE,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Augusta, Maine, June 16, 1930.
73*It

NEW HATS FOR OLD
Let ut renew your Hat with our
modern Hoffman!

Straws, Felts, Panamas
Cleaned and Reblocked

PROMPT SERVICE

PHILIP SUL1DES
Main St.,

BRASSWORK
Or The Liititboui. Kunr's Lament
Oh. whit In the time /if a llxhthee|ier’s life.
Tint causes him worry anil struggle and strife.
That makes him use cuss words and heat up
his wife?
It’s Brasswork
What makes him look ghastly, consumptive,
and thin.
What robs him of health and of vigor and vim.
And causes despair and drives him to sin?
It’s Brasswork.

The devil himself could never Invent
A material causing more world wide lament,
And In Uncle Sam's service bout ninety per
cent
Is Brasswork.
The lamp In the tower, reflector, and shade.
The tools and accessories pass In parade.
As a matter of fact the whole outfit Is made
Of Brasswork.

The oil containers I polish Until
My poor back Is broken and aching, and still
Each gallon and quart, each pint and euch gill
Is Brasswork.
I lay down to slumber all weary and sore
I walk In my sleep, I ewake with a snore.
And I’m shilling the knob on -my bed-chamber
door,
That’s Brasswork.
From pillar to post rags and polish I tote,
I’m never without them, for you will please
note
That even the buttons I wear on my coat
Are Brasswork.

The

machinery, clock-work, and fog-signal
bell.
The coal-hods, the dust pans, the pump In the
well,
Now I’ll leave It to you. mates, If this Isn’t—
well
Brasswork.

I dig, scrub, and polish, and work with a
might.
And Just when 1 get It all shining and bright.
In comes the fog like a thief in the night;
Goodbye Brasswork.

I start in next day, and when noontime draws
near
A boat load of summer visitors appear
For no other purpose than to smooch and be
smear
My Brasswork.

So It goes all the summer, and along In the
fall
Comes the district machinist to overhaul
And rub dirty and greasy paws over all
tMy Brasswork.
And again In the spring, if perchance It may
be,
An efficiency star Is awarded to me
1 open the package, and what do I see?

More Brasswork.
Oh, why should the spirit of mortal be proud
In this short span of life that he Is allowed
If all of the lining In every darn cloud
Is Brasswork.
And when I have polished until I am cold,
And I’m taken aloft to the Heavenly fold.
Will my harp and my crown be made of pure
gold?
No, Brasswork.

—By Sam E. Conner in the Lewis
ton Evening Journal.

UNION
High School Commencement

Commencement exercises of the
graduating class of Union High
School held June 6 in Town hall saw
a large company in attendance. The
hall was beautifully decorated in the
class colors of blue, and silver. The
background of the stage was fur
nished with fir trees and the front
banked with boughs and bearing the
class motto, "Rowing Not Drifting."
To music played by the assistant
teacher Mrs. Addle Mitchell, the
class of nine members was mar
shalled into the hall and seated by
Daniel Patt. The graduates were
dressed in grey caps and gowns and
each wore a rose. Rev. M. E. Jones
made the Invocation followed by
music -by Daniel Patt. The saluta
tory was by Wilma Hills. Class
history was by Sadie Burgess, who
was greatly surprised to hear ever
the radio one night as she tuned in
the story of the class beginning with
the freshman year and passing
through the struggling four years
following. William Mank was the
class prophet. He awoke to the sad
realization of finding himself and
airplane forced down in the wilder
ness, miles from home, because he
was without gasoline. Turning to
his radio for a stroke of comfort he
was astonished to hear familiar
voices, which proved to be his class
mates lecturing and singing on vari
ous stations. All had become famous
while he was a lonely man in the
wilderness. Grevls Payson present
ed the gifts. Grevis was anxious
that his class chums should have a
right start in life, so he gave them
useful implements. Advice to under
graduates was given by Rosamond
Danforth, advice that would be a
great asset to the lower classmen if
followed. Harry Burns read the last
will and testament of the class. The
valedictory by Ella Livingstone with
“Rowing, Not Drifting," as her sub
ject was well given. The exercises
closed by Supt. F. D. Rowe conferring
the diplomas, and the bendiction byRev. Mr. Jones. Other members of
the class not above mentioned were
Myrtle Hemenway and Harlan Pres
cott.

VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Samuel Rfch of Isle au Haut
attended the graduation of her nieces
Dorothy Polk and Mary and Bertha
Nelson and also her cousin Annice
Gross. She was the guest of her uncle
D. A. Gross.
Mrs. Alice Frost who lias been the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Carver
has returned to North Haven. She
came to attend the graduation of her
grandniece Celeste Carver.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Roberts re
turned Monday from Portland where
Mr. Roberts attended the postmasters’
convention.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Roman have re
turned from Lisbon Falls where they
attended
commencement,
visiting
their granddaughter Ruth Homan.
Wilfred Nickerson and daughter
Evelyn of Boston were weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Loyde.
Mrs. Maude Davis is home for a
month’s vacation from Auburn.
Joseph Leopold and son of New
York are in town this week.
Miss Ruth Roman of Lisbon Falls
is the guest of her grandparents Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. Homan.
Mrs. Lucinda Gerrish who has been
the guest of her brother Daniel Gross
left Monday for Stonington. She was
in town the ipast week to attend
graduation of three grandchildren,
Dorothy Polk, Mary and Bertha Nel
son, and also her niece Annice 'Gross.
Mrs. Merle Tolman returned Mon
day from Portland.
Mrs. George Kay, Mrs. Donald
Johnson and little daughter visited
Rockland Monday.
Mrs. Fred Morong of Rockport is
the guest of her mother Mrs. Mar
garet E. Libby.
Mrs. Alfred Orcutt and daughter
Helen are in New [York, guests of
Lawrence Orcutt.
Mrs. Preston Ames left Tuesday for
North Haven.

went to South Hope Saturday eve
ning with their class and enjoyed a
supper at the Community Sweet
Shop.
Miss Zctta Smith with her pupils
and a few friends enjoyed a picnic
Saturday at Mrs. Payson’s.
Mrs. Arlene Spaulding who was in
town to attend her brother's gradua
tion has returned home.

NORTH CUSHING
Mrs. Nellie Moody of Rockland is
visiting Mrs. L. P. Cummings at the
home of E. S. Vose.
William Manning of Thomaston
was in town Monday.
Jack Bedell is foreman of the steel
work at the radio plant.
Chester Hunt and family of Rock
land visited his parents Sunday.
Verne Robinson lhas employment
with A. H. Young who is building a
new piece of road at the Cove.
Mrs. Alwilda Davis is suffering
from a badly inflamed eye caused by
a clogged tear duct.
William Achorn of Camden was in
town Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Kinney and
daughter of St. George were guests
Sunday of Mrs. Ida Smith.
Harold Smith and Richard Lufkin

Page Five
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gether with Agnes Stanley and
George Lemoine spent the weekend
on the mainland.
Those who are home from school
are: Fremont Stanley, Sullivan High;
Henry Tinker and Vincent Bridges,
Rockland High; Margaret Stewart,
Higgins Institute.
Wallace Pease has been having
serious trouble with his eyes.
• • • •

MINTURN

t
School Notes

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wilbur are
spending a few weeks with Mrs. Fred
Wilbur.
Mrs. Burleigh Staples and daugh
ter Elinor spent the weekend at
Vinalhaven with Mr. and Mrs. War
ren Staples.
Mrs. Ray Tinker has moved home
from Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Abner Sadler to

On the grammar school honor roll
were Adelma Stanley, Rachel Turner,
Lillian Sprague, Madeline Stanley,
Flora Bridges Phyllis Stanley, Law
rence Orcutt, Lewis Bridges, Austin
Scott, Norman Stinson, Byron Carter,
Effie Turner Morris Stanley. Receiv
ing presents in spelling, Phyllis
Stanley and I^awrence Orcutt. Not
missing day for year, George Moulton.
Seven point children, George Moul

ton and Flora Bridges.
Six point
children, Morris Stanley.
Primary room—Honor roll, Maxine
Sprague, Margaret Stanley, Lqrla
Kent, Hattie Scott, Avis Sprague.
Charlotte Matthews, Rita Scott, Mae
Bridges, Ruby Turner. Raymond Scott*
Hilda Johnson, Maxine Stanley,
Perley Stanley Charlotte Stanley.
Receiving presents in spelling, Avis
Sprague, Elinor Staples, William
Johnson, John Martin.
Winning
flower contest, Mae Bridges.

APPLETON RIDGE

Mrs. Sylvia Stanith and daughter of
Orring’ton are guests ati A. G. Fitman’s.
Miss Maudie S. Fuller motored
Thursday to Saco where she was an
overnight guest of Mrs. Nettie Cross
Mitchell and family. She returned
home Friday, accompanied by Miss
Lizzie Fuller who has spent several
months witli Mrs. Mitchell.
Rev. C. A. Kinney of Dover-Foxcroft
occupied1 the pulpit' ait the Baptist
Church Sunday morning.
ANOTHER MILESTONE
Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley and Misses
[For The Courier-Gazette]
Chrystal Stanley and Ruth Moody are
What have I learned within the mounting spending a few days this week with
years?
friends and relatives in Augusta.
To let them come, with them /be satisfied;
Attend the free Ford show Friday
Weigh what 1 hear with humor and just ears ;
To err a little In pretense and pride;
and Saturday at the big tent on Old
To lift a little when my help Is sought,
Circus Ground. Rockland. All mod
And of my husband have a kindly thought.
els, sound pictures, exhibits, etc.
Eva Hammond Churchill
Needham, Mass.
Free admission.—adv.

♦ ** ♦

The 1930 High School class left
Monday, accompanied by Mrs. Am
brose Peterson as chaperone, for their
motor trip through Maine. They
made the trip by airplane to Rock
land, where motor buses waited to
take them to Bar Harbor on tlie first '
leg of their journey. Augusta and
Portland will be included in theft*
trip.
Mrs. Fred Robbins and Mrs. Reuben
Carver entertained Tuesday at the
home of the latter, an all-day picnic
given to members of the Washing
ton Club.
Mrs. Dewey Brown entertained at
bridge Tuesday evening, tlie occasion
in honor of Mrs. Maynard Coombs of
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Honors
went to Wilbur Coombs, Jr.
Mrs. Margaret Kossuth who has
been the guest of her 'son Willis
Kossuth at Sunny Slope farm left
Tuesday for Arlington. Mass.
Pomona met Saturday witli Pleas
ant River Grange. About 75 from
out of town were present. State Lec
turer Howe of Bangor delivered the
address.
The program: Pomona
song; trombone solo, E. A. Smalley,
accompanied by Mrs. Smalley, pianist;
duet, Arlena and Willis Kossuth; re
marks by Judge Frank B. Miller of
Rockland; duet, Vernon Amiro and
George Geary; piano, Agnes Smalley
and Leola Smith.

Heats Water ELECTRICALLY!
You’tf say its the best thing you
• «■

!

ever put in your home!

* ♦ ♦ •

Monday evening Marguerite Chap
ter held the last regular meeting until
September. Mrs. Margaret Kossuth
was affiliated with this chapter.
After the ceremonies the entertain
ment committee—Mrs. Frank Rossi
ter. Alice Creed, Hazel Dyer, Florence
Guilford—announced a mock wed
ding, which proved to be one of the
most interesting amusements given.
Preceding the entrance of the wed
ding party, ‘O Promise Me,” with
original words, was sung by Minnie
Smith, Margaret Kossuth and O. C.
Lane. As the strains -of the wedding
march were played by Mrs. Agnes
Smalley, the little flower girl (Nellie
Nickerson) entered, dressed in pink,
with half hose, white pumps and coquetish bow on her hair; she carried
a large basket of pink flowers. The
bride »(Elizabeth 'Ross) and groom
(E. A. Smalley) followed: then came
the maid of honor (Hazel Dyer)
gowned in yellow, picture hat of white
tiUle, carrying a basket of yellow
flowers. Arthur Pears was best man.
Muriel Lane as bridesmaid wore pink
organdie, large picture hat of white
tulle and carried a basket of pink
flowers. Alice Raymond as brides
maid wore green organdie, large pic
ture hat of white tulle and carried a
basket of flowers. The bride’s father
(Frank Rossiter) and mother (Mrs.
Arthur Guilford) gowried in green
crepe were also present and the father
gave away the bride. The parson
(’Gene Hall) performed the impres
sive single ring service. After con
gratulations all marched^0 the ban*
quet hall where a wedding lunch was
served, which included a huge bride’s
cake cut by the bride, who was
gowned in white chiffon, with long
white lace veil caught with lilies of
the valley. The bride threw her
shower bouquet which was caught by
Mrs Maynard Coombs of Albu
querque, who was a guest of Mar
guerite Chapter. The cake was made
by Mrs. Frank .Rossiter and deco
rated by Mrs. Leslie Dyer. The bride
and groom have best wishes from all
members of the chapter.

Attend the free Ford show Friday
and Saturday at the big tent on Old
Circus Ground, Rockland. All mod
els, sound pictures, exhibits, etc.
Free admission.—adv.

Provides—

50 gallons of 150 degree absolutely clean
hot water any time of the day or night,
always ready. Price complete includes
copper boiler and connection to your
present system.
Ask any employe—

—every employe knows about the Sepco.
We are having a special campaign from
June 18 to July 2 in which any employe
can take your order.
Unconditionally
Guaranteed— .

by manufacturers, backed further by our
own guarantee of satisfaction or your
money back. Start today enjoying the fin
est hot water service imaginable by plac
ing your order for one of these Sepcos.

On display at any of our stores or ask to see list of 350

owners already enjoying Sepco Hot Water Service.

A COLLEGE TO MOVE

Colby College will be moved as a
step toward greater service to educa
tion. It was decided by the trustees.
Though no definite sites were select
ed, there is a possibility that the
college might forsake its narrow
strip of river bank between the rail
road tracks and the Kennebec and
remove to the beautiful Ganneston
park in Augusta. William H. Gan
nett, elderly publisher, and aviation
enthusiast has offered enough of this
vast tract within the heart of the
Capital, free of encumbrances, pro
vided $3,500,000 be raised within
three years to finance the necessary
construction and equipping.

“Built like a giant
Thermos Bottle”

Central Maine Power Company
at any of
FULL FASHIONED BEST SILK
NEW COLORS-FRENCH HEEL

ELASTICITY TO FIT ALL LEGS

our atom
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[ Hied from the Stearns school In Ver- mer at their residence at LlncclnSummer Cottages and Board 1
To Let
____
non. XillJHe is speixtins seven years ■ ville Beach.
TO I'T Six room house. Electric lights
If you have a cottage to let or desire aumMr. and .Mrs. Janies B. Brown have >" tl>i» country setting an education
Advertisements in this column not to exceed and .flush closet. 15 Lisle St. A|>|>b at other mer hoarders advertise the fact in this paper
Elwood Hardy leaves this week for
three
lines
Inserted
once
for
15
cents,
3
times
where
thoinutinb will read of it.
side
of
house,
or
VV.
iH.
IMIODKS.
Tel.
I returned 'to Portland after visiting Attd learning trade conditions and Milford. Mass., and Clarence Heald
for 50 cents. Addltlohal lines 5 cents each
TO LET Hcven room gottage at Pleasant
I in the home of 'Frank H. Jordan- methods. He will then return to for North Conway. N. H.. IhjiIi hav for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six
TO LET Three room furnished apartment. fa•ach. by Meek. piontb t*r season. MRS.
Mrs. Brown came ito attend the an- China to enter into his father's busi ing positions as Simplex operators words make a line.
ARIETTA BLBTHEN. Rockland, LMe. Tel.
Adults vnly. 1* Pleasant 'St. LILLIAN (B1OKHe wil lspend two weeks in in the Western Union telegraph
nual isinquet of the alumni of the ness.
N jjJLL
73*7?$ |IS'R'
Thomaston.
DEPARTMENT STORE
llktt
UHI SALE Large modern cottage at Cres
Thoniastijn High School.
offices.
TO
LET
Two
apartments
on
(Oak
St.,
oneFOR
Wanted
George E. Cross is visiting his son.
furnished, one’not. Apply ERNBSTV DAVIS. cent Beach, all improvements, two-car garage,
410-412 Main Street
Mrs. George Creighton is in «n<w
Members
of
Meguntlcook
Encamp

73-75
tine
location. EDWARD (M).XIA at (ionia’s
George E. Cross. Jr.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Retail and direct salesmen. It
Hospital for observation. The chil
ment. I.O.Q.F., went to Belfast on youWANTED
69-71
TO LET For season summer cottage at Store. The New Bicknell.
are considering change for fall an expe
The
regular
meeting
of
the
Womans
dren are being cured for by the grand
TO LET Two furnished camps at Hosmer's
MRS RUTH MoBKATH. »8
Auxiliary of the Williame-Brasier Monday night to attend a District rienced Tailorcrest representative will make Owls Head
appointment for personal, confidential inter
parents, Mr, and Mrs. N. F. Andrews.
Union St. Tel. 649.
_____ 73-tf Pond. 2 rooms each. $12 per week, $30 |»er
Post. A. L., will ibe held at the home meeting.
view.
Substantial proposition.
Permanent
or $50 tor |he season. EDWIN A.
TO LET Five room apt., furnished, piano, month
Miss .Mary iWylfie ie visiting her of Mrs. Charles Smith, Green street.
Dean’s confectionery store on connection for business Betters. Commission
60-74
electric
lights,
gas.
flush
closet.
$5
per week. DEAN, Rockland. Tel. 671-J.
sister. Mrs. Grace Andrews.
basis.
W.
A.
HOCltAX.
Ashhurnham.
(Mass.
N spite of Fashion’s
Wasiiington
street
has
been
reopened
Friday evening at 7.30 with ImportFOR SALE--Or to let summer cottage at
73*7»5
73* It Tel. 4ISM or call at 730 .MAIN ST.
and
in
connection
with
the
store
is
Ingraham
Hill.
6
furnished
rooms,
electric
T. B. Wyllie has had a garage built i»nt business.
many Victorian re
TO XlKT Store 25x50 ft. on Main St., suit
lights, city water, nhe view of harbor. A bar
WANTED Load or part load tor a l*/2 ton i able for store or storage. C. 1 *1. B to replace in -part the barn burned a
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Robertson arc a new ice cream liarlor which lias
vivals, legs have not be
it'sold at once. t. A. TA UK. Tel. 614M or
truck
to
Bath
or
Portland
June
21.
Reduced
\\
M.L/l’APER STORE.
73-75 gain
The parlor rates. CHARLES jKlN’G, (Camden, IMe. Phone
while ago.
receiving congratulations uixin the just been completed.
232-W.
55-tf
come "limbs,” hiding
TO LET PHrnlshed apartment of 3 rooms,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer True (Blanche birth of a son. (Saturday. Lawrence cold's are blue and gray and the .M I
73-75
TD TFT- At Owl's Head 7 room furnished
newly
renovated,
modern
Improvements
In

under heavy black stockings.
place is very attractive. Keene's ice
Buber) vf Hallowell are coming to avenue is gaining in population.
cottage, electric lights, two-car garage for
WANTED Position, as auto driver, or light cluding telephone. Near bathing beach. In
of August. NELSON B. COBB, at
Thomaston to make their home with
Rejoice!
The family of William Gray who cream of Bangor is being served electrical worker preferred. Will accept any quire 5? 4'REST ENT ST._______________ 72*71 month
Fuller ( obh-Davla.
4R-f
work. TEL. 606-R.
72*74
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Turner.
have been quarantined were released there.
TO LETT Six rooms, hath, garage: furnace
Dainty as finest silk and fairy
FDR SALE— Furnished cottage at ^rescenl
George L. Cate was a recent guest Wednesday.
The annual meeting of the Camden
heated, 95 Llmeroek iSt. Inquire of W. $1 Beach. A1P modern Improvements. LENA
WANTED
Young
man.
willing
to
work,
to
stitches can make them, the aura
72-74
in Hallowell otf Rev. and Mrs. Webber.
Miss Doris Wellman has a position High School Alumni was held at the learn the automobile business. No drones Gl/OVFR CO.. 453 Main fit.
K. SAMGENT. Tel. 994 or 990-M.
52-tf
apply. S. NHXJ &PEAR, Bpring St .j
of Paris reflected in their ultra
TO iLET Furnlahed or unfurnished apart
Megunticook Grange hall on Monday need
Inquiry by -the correspondent as to I at the Samoset Hotel
72-74
Rockland.
ment.
Inquire
6
Talbot
Ave.
Tel.
1285.
new shades.
the health of Mr. ciruli Mrs. Webiber | Russell Morgan has entered the night and a Penobscot river salmon
72-tf
WANTED—Position as mother’s helper or
banquet was served. The following companion to young lady by high school girl.
brought the information that Mr. , employ of the A. & P. store.
TO LI-71' Fprnlshed apartment, at 35 Cam
Webber is about as usual but Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John I Fuller of Frye- tfficers were re-elected: President. Call or address 1 D'l’NN ST., Thomaston.
den ST MRS. NICHOLAS Ml KRAY.
72-74
72*74
Webber is not as well, seldom leav- J burg were recent guests of Mr. and Harry Carle; vice president. Miss
TO LET Six room house, all modern. Grace
WANTETb Plain and fancy washing and St ERNEST IP. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
ing her room. Mr. and Mrs. Webber Mrs. Earl Woodcock,
Margaret Crockett; secretary. Miss
Ironing. MISS LIZZIE BAKER. 280 Main ;
72-74
have
many
friends
in
town
who
will
■
Mrs.
B.
Hv
Keller
and
daughter
Stella
Derry;
treasurer.
Miss
Kath

St.
72-74
are creations for legs, enhancing
TO LET Seven room tenement and garage
Executive com
regret to learn of their ill health.
Edith who have been guests of Mrs. erine MacDonalTf.
WANTED- Position as housekeeper by young at H» High St. ETTA H. SANBORN, 23 Antes
and glorifying the fine feminine
Prof. Edgar Lineken is spending Carlton Hammond' in Portland, have mittee. Dr. Walter Conley, Mrs. C. woman with small child. Write or call MRS. . .
T .
72-tf
fashions of spring, 1930.
three weeks with his parents Mr. and returned home.
Wilkes Babb and Miss Gladys Calk. G MORGAN, 32 Berkley St.. Rockland. 72*74 t,ul> St Ttl 11 >S.".
...
,
1 TO -LET Three room furnished apartment.
Mrs.
A.
J.
Lineken.
There
were
150
present.
Before
the
Clarence
Henry
was
in
town
Tues

UANTF^D- Lady
lights, water, etc., also sleeping rooms,
Spring colors were developed
72*74
The Gray line has announced its day.
banquet music was furnished by the nights. Board cheap. EVELYN ht < LAIR. I TH().MI,ttON, IB Willow St..
by Mme. Julie Bolegard, Paris
Tel. 385-23.
vacation tours for this season. The
Camden
High
School
Orchestra.
The
TO LET Six room apartment, newly reno
The Half Hour Reading Club will
WANTED To buy 4 or less pigs. Write to j vated. Hot water and hath. Rankin block, ;
stylist, exclusively for Humming
Bar Harbor ami Maine Coast Tour hold its final meeting of the season entertainment was given by Adelyn
MRS E. H. St. ('LAIR, Owl's Head. Tel I over Havener’s. E. L. SPEAR or EUGENE
includes Thomaston with evening dan' at the home of Miss Christine Moore Bushnell & Company.
Bird Hose, to match precisely
385-23.
72-74 SPEAR______________________
69*74 I
ner. room and breakfast at the Knox Friday evening, at 7.30.
Miss Helen Rogers of Belfast will
the popular fabrics and leathers
WANTED Lady bookkeeper, experienced
TO LET Cantabrldgia. furnished. Ash |
Hotel.
The
Blue
line
also
has
Thom

In
general
office
work.
Rockland
party
prej
Mr. and Mrs. George Bragdon mo assist Miss Maude M. Thorndike in
Point, Lucia toad. 7 rooms, bath room, hot
of the moment. See these beau
aston and the Knox Hotel in its Itiner tored from Heibron Monday night, ar the Western Union Telegraph office ferred. Write stating age, experience, etc. I and cold water, set tubs, fireplace, kitchen !
An exceptional opportunity for the right ( range and oil stove. MRS. E. W. CLARK, j
tiful new creations now on dis
ary.
riving 'in Thomaston at 2 a. m. Tues during the summer season.
person. Address “B” care Courier-Gazette. I Ash Point.
play here.
Mr. and Mrs. Til ram Mitchell of day morning to visit Mrs. iBragdon's
The Biddeford Daily Journal in
TO LET Furnished 3-room apartmeut. up- i
Belfast are visiting Mr. and Mrs. home folks. William GiMchrest and commenting on the work in music
WANTED—Five or 10 first-class painters on stalls, 25 FRANKITN [STREET._______ 71-73 j
Luther Clark.
family. As 'they were about to turn in the Saco public schools of which Knox Mansion, Thomaston. Apply on job.
TO LIT Store at 12 Llmeroek St. Applt to l
72*74
Miss Frances Hahn of this town into Georges street a fast driving car Miss Ruth Thomas of Camden is su PRESCOTT.
68-tf
BASIL H. STINSON. Tel. 402.
. J. SIMONTON COzrajaiBraraajzreiziac graduated
WANTED Young man, 19. would like job
from Boston University coming from behind ran into their pervisor has the following article:
TO LET A dean cosv 6-room house. South]
as chauffeur. Address ‘F.. care this office
Monday.
car. Mr. and Mrs. Bragdon were not “Nearly 1000 witnessed the gradua
72*74 Main St MRS MABEL RAWLEY. 130 South
Main St. Tel. 676-M.
68-tf!
Mrs. Mattie Campbell and Kather
WANTED -Experienced cook wants position
nished Houses.’’ There will be spe- j ine Taylor who came to Thomaston seriously injured buit did receive a tion exercises of a class of 98 at
WARREN
TO LET—Garage $5 month. V. F. STUDsevere
shtiking
up.
The
other
car
was
for
summer.
Can
furnish
references.
70
City
Hall
on
Thursday
evening
and
eial music under the direction of ‘ to attend the graduation of John
65-tf
CHESTNUT ST . Camden._____________ 71-73 LEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
Donald Mathews accompanied by
Chester Wyllie. The topic for Wed Campbell will return to their home in badly broken up. being rendered un the program presented was one of
TD LET—Beven room apartment, all mod
his son Leon and two friends of
WANTED By experienced voting woman
serviceable.
The
strangers
did
not
the
most
effective
in
years.
The
nesday evening June 25 will be Dead River Sunday. Mr. Campbell
care ern, with sun porch, corner Cedar and Brew
Wellesley. Mass., spent the weekend
give their names hut did acknowledge musical part was an extremely en work for the summer. Write R. <W., 71-73
ster Sts., opposite Science Church. Apply at
“Making Life Better For Others.’’
has employment in Vinalhaven for they were at fault. Mr. Bragdon has joyable feature and was in charge Courier-Gazette.
with Mr. and Mrs. T. V. Mathews.
MEN S SHOP. Park St._______________ 64-tf I
George Walker is in Boston. Mrs. j
WANTED To buy autographed letters or
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wyllie and son Walker is at their cottage Galashiels i the season.
resigned his position as teacher in I of Miss Ruth Thomas, supervisor of | documents signed by Presidents Washington
TO LET Furnished apartment of two
Miss Anna Dillingham of Boston Mattawomkeog and accepted a poei- music. This consisted of a cantata to Lincoln, old pewter, colonial silver. P. 0. rooms, or single rooms, all modern. HILL'
Maurice motored to South Penobscot at Martin's Point. Friendship.
DANE.
Tel. 4>>7-R.___________________ 61-tf
is at the Blodgett summer home on tion in the Hebron -schools.
Sunday.
entitled “A Day in Venice’’ in four BOX. 2IKS, Rockland.__________________ 71-82
• • • •
TO LET—Cottage house on Camden St. :!
Knox street. »
WANTED Experienced stitchers at MOD
parts,
“
Dawn
and
the
Gondolier
”
Tickets for the alumni banquet to
also 4 room apartment on Summer St. Apply
ER.N jPANTS 4 0._____________________ 67-tf
Mrs. Fred Alden of Union was in
Attend the free Ford show Friday given at the beginning pf the pro
MRS. FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-R.
Expresses His Appreciation
be held at Rebekah hall, June 24.
WANTED—Roomers or hoarders. MRS. W. ______________________________________ 66-tf] In one of our Good Used Cars, you
town Monday on business.
and
Saturday
at
the
big
tent
on
Old
gram and the other two, “Venetian
may be bought from secretary, Jennie
176 Main St. Td. 874-W
The following letter from Fred E.
Miss Xanlna Comstock is at home Circus Ground. Rockland. All mod Love Song” and “Good Night” near S. KEN.N1STON,
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block
_________________________________ 64-tf|
Starrett. treasurer, Edna S. Boggs, Burkett of Union, legislative nomi
can leave the cares of the day be
from the Boston. School of Fine Arts els, sound pictures, exhibits, etc. the close. Miss Thomas during the,
Applv to B. B SMITH, Thorndike & Hix
and at Gardiner’s drug store. Satur nee in Monday’s primaries, has *been
WANTED—Automobile generator and start Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
hind. Don’t even have to worry
66-tf
and is a guest of Mrs. Russell Turner, Free admission.—adv.
years she has been In Saco has er work. Brushes In stock for all cars. Arma
day afternoon. Detach cards and give received by J. S. McDonald.
Knox street.
about
finances. They are inex
tures
turned
and
undercut
fwr
garages
at
brought the music department to a reasonable rates. Complete automotive elec
one to Miss Jennie Starrett. If My Dear Mr. McDonald: —
■Miss Evelyn Mossman and the pu
For Sale
pensive.
LINDSEY-THORNE
very high standard.”
through mistake any member has
trical
service.
HOUSE-SUEOMAN,
Inc.
Next
f wish to thank you for your kind pils of her Pleasant Point school were
66-tf
On St. John’s Day, June 24, Cam to Fori! Agency.
been omitted please notify the com expressions to my wife by telephone
in town Tuesday on the way to Oak
FOR SALE—Universal washing machine In
A pretty home wedding of interest den Commandery, Knights Templar,
1928 Essex Coupe
WANTED—To loan Money on auto, house
mittee at once.
during my absence today. Will you land Park for a picnic.
hold
furniture,
diamonds,
etc.
Interest
3
per good condition. *$15. MRS. A. J. ELLIOT.
to Thomaston people took place Sun- will entertain the St. John’s Com- cent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX
73-7
Thomaston.
Tel 24.
Mrs. Angeline Greenough is visit kindly express to the people of your
Alfred XI. Strout is employed at
1927 Chevrolet Coach
ing her cousin Mrs. Frederick Reddy town my deep appreciation of the Alan L. Bird’s law office in Rockland day evening at 8 o'clock at the horn. mander>' of Bangor. The Sir Knights FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. Postofflce.
FOR ^>ALE—Four burner oil stove, with
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
V.
Thorn,,
'
’
°'
C‘
0Ck
*
m
''
an<
’
“
66-tf
in North Andover. Mass.
stand and oven. 4’all or telephone after 6 p. m
1928 Whippet Cabriolet
support they gave me. If at anytime for the vacation from Harvard Law8Q RANKIN ST. Tel 166-W.________ 73*75
be given at 10 o'clock,
Mrs. Mary Clements is in Milli I can be of any 'service to you or your School.
11 Ellis avenue, Medford. Mass j At noon a dinner will be served at
1927 Chrysler Sedan
R
SALE
My
2
family
house
corner
of
nocket where she plans to spend the town. I would esteem it a privilege
Miscellaneous
Thomaston is interested in the news when their daughter. Miss L“ita Mav
L :» rock and Claremont Sts., also my furniOakland Park and at 1.30 there will
summer with her daughter Mrs. Mal and pleasure to have opportunity to of the published Intentions of mar
So A. FARM JlCrtft.
mile off State road, t>..< C S PINKHAM, 82 Llmeroek St. 7 3 - If
1926 Ford Roadster
colm Brimigion.
do so.
riage of LawTence C. Perry of Rock Thorne became the bride of Andrew be a ball game and other sports and
apple trees, bearing: 25 a. tillage. 20 wood,
FOR SALE- -Work horse and 3 new milch
at 2.30 there will be a boxing bout. fine pasture, 8 rtu. house, good repair, piazza : cows
James
Lindsey.
22
Carolina
street.
I
With
best
wishes!
am
yours
truly,
land
and
Miss
IRuth
C.
Lermond
of
1
’
ETBR
UPWARDS.
271
(Llmeroek
<St.
1928
Studebaker Coupe
Miss Annie Packard is quite ill.
Medford, son of Mr. and Mrs. Janies • At +.15. they will attend the movies 40 ft. barn : shed; great buy. .1. D. PEASK Tel. 806-J._________________
Fred E. Burkett.
73*75
this town.
A. L. Oliver spent the weekend in
Hope,
Me.
73-75
1928 Chevrolet Sedan
Union, Me.
FOR SALE- Mill wood 4 ft. long. $6.50:
Mrs. Alfred Babb who has been H. Lindsey of Thomaston. Rev. Hen at the Comiqae theatre and the pic
town with friends.
STATE ROAD HOTEL $2000, -center of
length. $8 : fitted wood, $14 ; also lumber.
spending a few days with her niece, drik Vossema. pastor of the Medford I ture witi be "The Girl Said No.” At village, most wonderful buy. Meal for sum stove
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Castner. Mrs. J
L
A.
PACKARD.
R.
F
D
Tlngnaston.
73-tf
1927 Rontiac Sedan
First Universalist Church, officiated. 8.30 lunch at the Camden Yacht Club mer i»eople: 13 rms. large dining room : house
Elizabeth Levensaler of Waldoboro
Attend the free Ford show Friday returned Sunday to her home in Ban- The double ring service was used.
FOR SALK- Two oak settees (3 person
and at 8 o'clock there will be a pro in fair repair, turnaee beat : 15 ear garage :
and Mrs. Charles Washburn of and Saturday at the big tent on Gld ! gor.
size),
suitable
for
cottage
or
piazza,
good
con

1926 Overland Touring
see
at
once.
.1,
I).
PEASE,
Hope,
.Me.
73-75
The bride was gowned in white | fessional vaudeville entertainment
Mrs. Charles Swett. Mrs. Wallace
dition : reasonable price. CKIE'S GIFTCMHH’
Thomaston visited Miss Susie Hahn Circus Ground. Rockland. All mod
00 FT. ON LAKE $1900. Also overlooks
in the opera lftuse by Jimmy Evans
73*75
satin
and
lace
with
a
long
train.
Her
Fenderson
and
Miss
May
Leach
were
1929 Buick Sedan
Sunday.
bain of Likes, ion ;t well divided : 7 rtn.
els. sound pictures, exhibits, etc.
FDR SALE—Lighter, practically new boat
| overnight guests of Mr. and Mrs. veil was tulle, capped with lace and and Company. The following com house. 50 ft. stable: Imost homelike appear
Mrs. Herman Kelleran who has Free admission.—adv.
old age forces | 56x14. All oak frame, finest of workmanmittees
are
in
charge
of
the
affair:
fastened
with
orange
blossoms.
She
ing
place,
5
min.
to
village
!
Ralph
Crawford
Monday.
Miss
Leach
been spending a few days with her
73-75 1 ship. Two new icnglnes. 28 h. p. each. Has
sale. J. D. PEASE, Hope ,Me
HOURS
going to North Haven Tuesday. Mrs. carried a shower bouquet of bride's Chairman of the general committee,
cousin Mrs. Ansel Hilt has returned
i »iw
. —I—7--------- T * v
bottom which makes her an Ided
WEEK DAYS, 7 A. M. to 6 P. M.
Em.
Sir
Leslie
D.
Ames;
reception.
roses
and
lilies
of
the
valley.
The
Ma
V
E
i
R
u
rep
J
ire
[!
sharpened.
|,arb(,r boat fun particulars upon request,
and Mrs. Fenderson returning
to Cushing.
DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS I Swett
ailed fci.nd delivered fcaUKTactlon guar- Addre„ lXTEK.XAT.vAau h-LAr. CO.. «-aai
SUNDAYS,
8 A. M. to 1 P. M.
maid of honor. Miss Martha I. Silva, Em. Sir Charles E. Moore, and ail anteed.
to their homes in Ashland.
Mr. and Mrs. William Belaseo of
4T1IE -HAKhWARE <O.. Rockland.! noslon (Mass
73*75
transportation, Tel. 7.y.
73-tf i
Mrs. Emtlie Gould, Albert Gould. Jr. a schoolmate of the bride and a cousin past commanders:
Thomaston were Sunday visitors of
H)R (SALE One 32 ft. Friendship sloop:
Osteopathic Physician
i and friend Hsu-Sur-Lin arrived in of the groom, wore a period gown of Em. Sir Harold Cortheli: refresh
NOTICE—After this dale I shall pay no , one 22 ft. 4 hris eraft : one 14 ft. power yacht
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Haskell.
i town Wednesday.
The two last peach-flowered organdie with a lace ments. Sir F. W. Miller. Sir A. H. bills contracted by any other person than [ tender: one 91 by 15 ft power yacht: or,«*
Rev. H. M. Purrington will speak
myself WALTER E. DYER. Rockland. Me.. 65 ft. by,12 ft. Commuter run less than lOffO
400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
named motored through. The Chinese picture hat to match. She carried a Parsons. Sir F. F. Thomas: enter June 16. 1936.
on “The Second Advent.’’ Sunday
___________ 72*74 miles: one 65ft. power cruiser, new last year.
27 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
tainment. Sir Elmer Joyce. Sir
I friend is the son of a .merchant in bouquet of butterfly roses.
morning at the Baptist Church. The
ALMOST GIVEN AWAY 100 A. farm, 700 1 Can be seen any time at the,CAMDHN YACHT
Talephonaa 1295: Raaidanca 253-M
TEL. 692-M
Charles
E.
Lord.
Sir
John
Taylor;
Attending
the
groom
as
best
man
the olden country and has just graduft. on lake, high elevation. overlooks village BUILDING A RAILWAY. INC., Camden.
subject for the evening will be “Fur
73-81
was his brother. Edward E. Lindsey, music. Sir Sophus Hansen. Sir Pearl 1-8 mile awa.v ; 25 a. best tillage, fruit, lot Maine.
(formerly of Thomaston) of Stam G. Willey. Sir Alton French; print «»f wood, timber: 7 rm. house, tine repair.! FOR SALE Cabliage plants. Danish Ball
50 ft. barn : hennery : shed. Most Ideal for
ford. Conn. The ushers wejeGeorge W. ing. Em. Sir A. F. Beverage. Sir Ar summer or year round home, worth $3000. Head, strong, disease free, 45c per 100, $1 per
1000 ; also flower seedlings and tomato plants.
Deering of Pittsfield. Mass., a former thur Mullen, Sir A. S. Prince; deco sell for $1900. J. D. PEASE. 'Hope. Me.
35c per doz. SAtiEdi CHATKR, 116 Elm St,.
resident of Medford, and Ralph O. rations, Sir Fred Elwell. Sir A. L.
Camden. Tel. 274.
72*77
_______________________________
LIGHTNING is nothing to be fooled with.
Silva, a cousin of the groom. Miss Hopkins, Sir D. J. Dickens. The line
FOR SALE 250 acre farm, house and barn
Are
you
sure
your
radio
antenna
is
properly
!
In
good
condition.
1000
cords
hard
wood,
some
Natalie E. Kinsman, organist of the of march will include the following
proected b\ an approved appliance, (all .21 h|ueberrv land, cuts
tons hay, Waldoboro
First Universalist Church, played streets and all persons ar«" iskcd to and our Service Man will look jour InstallsWJ.
v r BTUDLEY. 69 Park
the wedding march and the accom decorate as much as possible. The tlon over and tell you the cost of proper pro St. Tel. 1080.
72-tf
This estimate given without charge.
paniment of the soloist. Miss Agnes stores will be decorated by pro tection.
FOR SALE—Horse, riding, drawing or light
HOCSE-SHERALVN, Inc., Electrical Spe
Gerrard, who sang "Oh Promise Me.” fessional decorators from Boston. cialists.
72-74
66-tf work. K. F. TACK, Union. Me.
Miss Thorne attended Medford The line will be formed at the Elm
FOR SALE--Cook stove with tank in good
SED CARS BOUGHT AND SOLD, at 108
Two Yearling Bears are for
66-tf condition and to let room for lodging, modern
High School and is a graduate of street schoolhouse grounds and Park St. F. p. KNIGHT.
conveniences. 60 WILLOW ST. Tel. 1089-Y
Malden Commercial school. She is march on the following streets: Free.
MONEY TO LOAN o» 1st and 2nd mort
73*78
Sale and rfiay be seen at
presently engaged as private secre Mechanic, Elm, Belmont avenue. gages. KNOX FINANCE CO., 16 School St
FOR BALE—Two horses, aieda, wagons aim
Opp. postoffiie.
66-tl
tary to Lawrence B. Lewis of Malden. Limerock. Chestnut, Main. Trim.
rigging. We have motorized our business.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws and AI B A
O. I’ERRY.
72-74
She is active in the work of the Med Washington and back to the Elm repair
your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST
ford First Universalist Church, hav street school grounds. This will be Tel. 1010.
FOR SALE Oakland sedan. 1928 Model, in
6<-|f
full repair, good condition. TEL. 1086-W.
THE LARGEST PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL IN THE WORLD
WASHINGTON, ME.
ing been secretary to the church a big day for Camden and the town
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
73-74
71-80
school for the past two years and a will present a beautiful sight with its Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm 8L Mall orders
DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO TRAINING MEN FOR SPE
SALE- - In upper part of Miss Marga
past officer of the Young People's gay decorations. About 500 Knights solicited. II. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J. 66-tf retFOR
Crandon's stable, 12 Knox St.. Thomas
are expected.
CIALIZED POSITIONS IN ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES ton from 9 a. in. to 5 p. m. every week day.
Christian Union.
and estates, up-to-date property. In the gar
parlor set of six pieces, two white chamber
Mr. Lindsey is a graduate of Thom
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay.
Writ*
sets, three dining chairs, dishes, rugs, stands,
aston High School, class 1922. He is
ROCKPORT
A Little Out of the Way,
-is what you want ORRIN J. PIC EBY, Bel
silverware. |H»rch hammock, pillows, feather
Started in 1917 with 27 students. Enrollment this year2648 students
employed with A. C. Lombard & Sons.
fast. Me.
66-tf beds, cot bed. 41 Vols. of Tulplt Commen
But It Pays To Travel
taries for $25, and all kitids of books, long
Boston. The groom's gift to the bride
Maynard Thomas, the popular To the Honorable Munlcipal Officers of the ratrrora, kitchen utensils, fine Winchester rifle
was a diamond pendant, to his best
City of Rockland. Maine.
and equipment. MRS. ADDLE L. HOWES.
manager of Perry’s Market, Rock
man. white gold initialed cuff-links, land. is confined to his home on Com
The Central Maine .Tower Company a cor
72-74
poration duly organized under the laws of
and to his ushers, white gold comb mercial street by illness.
FOR SALE- Three new blueberry winnow
Maine,
and
authorized
to
transmit
and
dlsand nail-file sets. The bride's gift to
Fred A. Norwood, W.R.C., will hold trihuie electricity in the City of Rock'.and. in Ing machines. O. W. CURRIER. Appleton. Ale
Day Division................ 1,437
her "maid of honor was a white gold
with the ceneral statutes relating
a reception and banquet in honor of a<cordance
to that business, hereby petition y»»ur Hon.
FOR -SALE -Six dining chairs gnd ham
pendant.
Evening Division.......... 1,142
Col. F. S. Philbrlck. department com orable Board to grant it larmi.sslon ,n accord mock. 25 OAK IST.
71*73
Immediately after the ceremony, a
ance
with
the
law.
to
/erect
and
maintain
mander of the State G.A.R., and other
Total.................. 2,579
FOR SALE—Dairy farms, hen farms, blueSituated at Moosehead Lake High
reception was held under a beautiful
poles
with
cross-arms
carrying
,wlies
over
and
department officers on the evening of along the following named streets or high- l»erry farm. lake, shore property and summer
lands on direct road to Ripogenus
archway of flowers. The rooms were
homes.
M.
R.
MILLER,
East
lU'nloQ,
'Me.
June 27. Banquet at 6 o’clock, daylight w avs:
□am
alio decorated with bouquets of roses.
71*73
The following statistics were compiled last year from reports received from the
Four
poles
on
Spring
Street,
between
Union
time, followed by an entertainment.
The receiving line stood in a bower
and
(Main
.Streets,
on
the
southerly
side
of
FOR
SALE
The
Franklin
Trussell
bulding,
Mrs. Caeilda Cain, delegate to the said street, yin order to remove four pules Kituateil In the heart of Tort Clyde Village.
MRS. EDITH M. BARNEY
of roses, ferns and palms. Assisting
graduates of our tVENING division, one hundred per cent reporting. Similar
recent convention at Portland, will from present locations on north side of said Contains two tenements and two stores. Late
Tel. 86-12
Greenville, Me.
the young couple were ihe maid of
render a report of the proceedings. street. Do necessary digging and eonstrpet ly repaired. Reasonable price. Inquire of
statistics will be obtained this year from the graduates of our Day division.
71-72
honor, the best man and the mothers.
two
manholes
with
multiple
duck
cable
lines
ALICE
T.
TRI
SSEL.
Tort
Clyde.
Me,,
or
ED
Members should bear this date in from opposite side of street from fire station WyLltP 4 PAYSON, Rockland, Me.
70-87
Mrs. Thorne was gowned in orchid mind and plan to attend.
doors on Spring Street tb i.Main Street, across
FOR SALE Or exchange, registered Oxford
lace with a corsage of pink and
Average
A telephone has recently been in Main Street to Tillson Avenue, to second pole Down ram. 3 yrs. old, large heavy fleece, prlcq
orchid sweet peas. Mrs. Lindsey wore
on Tillson Avenue near corner of $25, or will exchange for one of same breed,
stalled in the residence of George location
George Simmons' property.
Now Specializing in
a gown of blue applique lace with a Wentworth, number, 87-3.
At time of entering the Bentley School............... 23
if as good. ROSE HILL FARM, Owl's Head.
CENTRAL MAINE POWER U4>M|’ANY
corsage of pink and orchid sweet
Me. Tel. 11T0-Y.
71-73
At time of graduating............................. .. .'............ 27
B> 'H T. JBLODGKTT.
Mrs. John McKiniry of Mechanic
Live
Broilers, Fowl, Hen
Dated June 13th, 1930.
FOR SALE Sail boat 25 ft. xlO ft. Catpeas.
Youngest at time of graduating, 20; oldest 55
street has returned from a visit in
ilgged. In perfect shape. Auxiliary engine.
City of Rockland. Maine, June 16, TJ30
After a brief honeymoon trip, Mr. Augusta.
nery
Eggs,
Dressed Poultry
In City Council.
.
Has all equipment. Dory tender. T. SNOW.
and Mrs. Lindsey will reside at 35
71*73
Upon the foregoing ipetition It Is ordered Rockport. Tel. 163-12.
Excellent
salesmanship,
prompt
Friends
are
glad
to
know
that
Mrs.
Earnings upon
upon
Orient street, Malden. Mass. They Addie Jenkins is able to be out after that notice thereof be given by publishing a
returns, financial responsibi'ity
FOR SALE -Wood that makes warm
copy of this petition with Ihe order thereon friends.
will be at home after July 15.
Tel.
Rockland
125-W
or
122-2
Thom
has assured our shippers for 20
her recent fall from which she sus in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
At time of entering the Bentley School.... 81,208
Fitted wood. $14: junks, $12; cord
lished in .said City of Rockland, that a hear aston.
tained a broken shoulder.
years, a perfect guarantee of satis
wood. $1U. del. O. H. URIE & CO . Thomas
At time of graduating .................................... 1,865
ing
thereon
will
be
given
at
the
..Mayor's
Office
CAMDEN
faction. Weekly shipments want
E. R. Noyes iynl family have re City .Building, on the third day of July, 193(l’ ton. Successor to Ralph Conant & Son.
54 per cent increase while in attendance
68-tf
ed. Reference: Federal National
turned to their home on Union street at 6.30 o’clock (Standard Time) in the after
FOR SALE--24 foot power boat. 22 h. p.
Bank.
The opera house was filled on after spending the winter in New noon, at which time and place, residents and
owners
of
property
upon
the
streets
to
he
engine.
CHARLES
HENDERSON,
Thomaston.
Earnings in
Tuesday night when the Junior prlz* -York.
•'J :f
affected by the granting of the permit applied
W. F. Wyman & Co.
speaking contest was held and the
Mrs. Emma Torrey and Mrs. Ca- for. and all other persons interested, shall
FOR SALE *5 ft.x6 D. flacker design V
Years after
Amount
Cfnt
increase
4 FANEUIL HALL MARKET
prizes were awarded. Girls, first, cilda Cain left Wednesday morning have full opportunity to show uni so why auch bottom runabout, cedar plank, double cockpit,
Class
since entering
permit
should
not
in;
granted,
the
last
pubgraduating
BOSTON, MASS.
Shirley Arnold who recited “Ma at for Northport to pass several days Hcation of said notice to be at least fourteen 6-40 Gray motor. New last year. Also Two
New Class B & U Outboard Racers, single
467%
37Th-tf
86,307
the Declam Contest;” second. Chris at their cottage. They will entertain (14) days before said hearing
9
1920
step, all mahogany. Designed from two of
Ter order of the Municipal Officers.
tine Leland whose piece was “The as guests Mr and Mrs. Washburn
432%
5,632
8
the fastest models in the country. QUINN
1921
A true copy of petition and notice thereon
BROS.. Eagle, Me.
59-"*
Soldier’s Reprieve.”
Willis Stahl Ingraham of Camden.
235%
4,148
,A.tlest:
E. iR. KEENE.
7
1922
u
City Clerk.
won the first prize for boys and he
By special invitation members of
FOR SALE—Hardwood fitted, $14 : Junks,
170%
3,398
6
1923
$12: long. $10; fitted limbs, $10; fitted soft
recited “The Sun-Browned Dads of Harbor Light Chapter. O.E.S., will
wood and slabs. $8 ; also lumber. T. J. CAR
151%
2,965
1934
5
Maine” and Forest Bridges won sec attend services Sunday morning at salary and greater possibilities for ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
66-tf
114%
2,732
4
1925
Every Star advancement.
ond his number being “The Face on the Baptist Church.
FDR SALE-Fifty houses of all description*
107%
2,592
member
is
urged
to
attend
and
to
meet
3
the Bar-Room Floor.”
1926
Honor parts have been awarded to in Rockland A large Hat of summer cottages.
Herbert Mills leaves this week fot at Masonic hall at 10 o'clock, day the pupils of Try to he Ip Academy and In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and
92%
2,239
2
1927
talk over my list if you wish to buy. ROBERT
Since 1840 this Arm has
light
time.
Palmer, Mass., where he has a posi
the graduation exercises will be held U. COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
74%
1,987
66-tf
1
1928
faithfully served the families
Owen Cavanaugh, who has been
tion as Simplex operator in the tele
at
the
Baptist
vestry
on
the
evening
44%
1,782
0
1929
of Knox County
patient at the Children's Hospital, of Juste 25. At only a small admis
graph office.
LADY ATTENDANT
Miss M. B. Bartlett has returned Portland, the past six months, re sion you will get a good evening’s
Excellent living accommodations at our dormitories and fraternity houses at
Tai. Day 450;
781-1
e
turned home Tuesday, his condition entertainment.
from a short stay in Portland.
Cooked food and
AMBULANCE SERVICE
reasonable rates.
Completion of courses requires two years in the Day divi
Mrs. Frank L. Kennedy has re being somewhat improved.
candy will be on sale in the afternoon. '
turned from a trip to Los Angeles, . Dr. Howard A. Trlbou. U.S.N., sta
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S., has |
sion or four years in the Evening division. Catalog will be sent on request.
trcrved at Sub Marine Base, New Lon received an invitation to visit Grace |
Calif.
Anne Rankin and Christopher don, Conn., arrived Saturday to I-Chapter, Thomaston, June 25. All! We want all your LIVE POUL
ROCKLAND, ME.
Longworth of Camden were married spend a week with his mother, Mrs. I desiring to attend are asked to notify
I Mrs. Ora Burns, W. M., before next ! TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
in Portsmouth. N. H.. June 16. by Nancy J. TribOU.
Harry C. Bentley, C. P. A., President
or write Charles Shane, care of
The annual picnic of Harbor Light I Monday night in order that transporRev. Safford Jones, pastor of the Uni
he Bentley School of ccounting and Finance
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Mt. Tel.
tarian Church. Mr. and Mrs. Long- Chapter. O.E.S., will take place July I tation may be provided.
I Mrs. Adella Goding of Hope is the
worth arrived home on Tuesday 15, at Small’s Beach.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
921 Boylston Street, Boston. Massachusetts
Miss Lillian Brann, who for the I guest of her sister Mrs. Nellie Wllnight.
your door. References: Any poul
35 Limerock St.
Rockland
Sedric R. Boardman and family of past year has been instructor of the I kins.
try raiser.
Hartford, Conn., are occupying the fifth grade, McLain building. Rock-1 The Nitsumsosum Club and husOsteopathic Physician
J. Frank Coombs house on High land, has tendered her resignation to I bands were entertained very pleas- I
By Appointment—Tai. 136
CHARLES SHANE CO.
street during the summer. Mr. and accept a position at Reading. Mass.Jantly Monday evening at the home of
Graduate of American School Of

THOMASTON

In Everybody’s Column

IMONTON’ s

f-

IGHf

Luckily
legs are
not“out”

MILLER’S GARAGE

MILLER’S GARAGE

WANT A

BEAR?

The Bentley School of
Accounting and Finance

Medomak Camp

Moosehead '
Coffee House and
Overnight Camps

Number of Graduates

Age

Entering and

Average

Average

Graduating

1929

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

T

A

BURPEE’S

’

Mrs. Coombs are spending the sum- as special coach, at an increase in Mrs. Erlene Davie.

27-tf

Osteopathy

“ON MY SET"

Mrs. Ella S. Bird, Mrs. George
Palmer and Mrs. Allan MeAlary mutored to Gorham yesterday to attend
the graduation exercises at Gorham
Normal School, Miss Mary Bird being
a member of the graduating class.
Richard Bird on his way to Boston
was also present On the trip home
they were accompanied by Miss Bird.
Mrs. Ghoris Jenkins, Myrtle street,
was hostess to, the E.F.A. Club yes
terday afternoon.
'

The Rubinstein Club is to have
luncheon at -Whitehall Inn, Camden
next Wednesday. Reservations must
be made not later than Saturday with
some member of the board.

Mrs. George Roberts entertained
Tuesday afternoon in honor of Miss
Ethel Rogers and Miss Vickery of
Boston, guests of Miss Lillian Rob
erts. Favors in cards were awarded
to Mrs. Sarah Marsh and Miss Robf,ts_
,
Miss Ethel Rogers and Mi«K Vick
ery who have been guests of Miss
Lillian Roberts left Tuesday for their
homes in Boston.
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Every-Other-Day

Miss Vilda Coffin of Auburn is
having a three weeks’ vacation part
of which is being spent in Rockland
with her aunt. Mrs. Nettle Gardner,
Edward street. The remaining two
weeks' will be spent in Bangor and
Newburg.

Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown go this
week to Chicago, where Mr. Brown
will represent the local Rotary Club
as a delegate to the International
convention of that fraternity. This
year Rotary is celebrating its silver
anplversary and the proceedings are
expected to take on unusual interest.
The Browns will devote a week to the
trip.

Prof. Harry T. Baker, who came
home from Goucher College, Balti
more recently, for his summer vaca
tion, attended the commencement
Exercises of his alma mater, Wes
leyan University.
Assistant Postmaster Henry C.
Chatto is at his Crescent Beach cot
tage for the summer.

Andrew Coffey and family have
arrived from New York for the sum
mer, and will occupy the Robbins
Mrs Carl Gray of Omaha, Neb.;
cottage at Ash Point.
has opened her summer home at
J’leasant Point for the summer, and
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Waldron,
has as her guests Mr. and Mrs. J.
Harold Waldron and Miss Mildred
Conrad of Omaha.
Waldron are attending commence
ment at Bowdoin College, Norman
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Veazle will Waldron being one of the graduates.
serve on the committee in charge of
the formal opening of the social sea j
Mrs. Gertrude ltanlett entertained
son i f the Country Club this evening, tile T.H.E. Club Monday evening at
Dinner will he served at 6.30. and her home on Lake avenue.
Cliff's Collegians have been engaged
to furnish music. A few last minuto
Mrs. Kenneth Lord and sons ex
reservations can be handled by call pect to leave Fort Leavenworth.
ing the Country Club this afternoon. Kansas, June 21, -for Washington,
D. C., where they will be a short time
Miss Edna Rollins who has been thd with Major Lord and Mrs. H. M.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Emery, Lord before arriving! in (Rockland
Pacific street, has returned to her about July 1. Major Lord is to remain
in Washington for the summer, hav
home in Kennebunkport.
ing been detailed there for duty for
Members of the Itooevlk Club h id a year.
a delightful picnic Tuesday at the
Master Charles Toner Is the guest
cottage of Mrs. Edward Benner,
Seven Tree Pond. Master Clarence of relatives in Freeport for a short
Peterson and Master John Crockett time.
were special guests.
Members of the Chapin Class and
guests, numbering 22, enjoyed a pic
Mrs. William Gregory and son nic at the cottage of Miss Gladys
Carleton of The Highlands are guests Blethcn, Pleasant Beach. Tuesday
of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Thomas. War J night. A ‘‘wienie roast" on the shore
ten.
was a feature, the wienies being aug
mented by sandwiches, sweets and
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Blake and coffee.
small daughter Phyllis of Lynn,
Mass., were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Anna Blodgett is the guest
it. C. Wentworth, Broadway, over the of relatives in Buckwport for several
weekend.
weeks.

Extremely interesting yester
day was the broadcasting of a
session of the National Electric
Light Association in San Fran
cisco. Messages were exchanged
with,'Germany, England and West
Orange, N. J., Lord Derby being
one of the speakers. Every word
came in distinctly, the German
speeches being repeated by an
interpreter.

day to include a cruise to Iceland, do'
I not go there to see great cities. Iiut a
I quiet and interesting life which Paris
The city of Reykjavik in Iceland would like to boast of if it Could. !
lias been called "the ugliest city of Corrugated iron buildings arg slowly'
Europe," but I would not dare call giving way to stone and the House ■
attention, to the slander, if I were not of Parliament is a worthy building. ■
able to add. as Icelanders usually do, But we go to Iceland to see how the
that in the first place, whoever it was people live amid hot springs, geysers .
who so christened it, .has not been and volcanoes, to see how they live i
there of recent years to see how where the season is too short to grow :
beautifully It has grown. When a grain, to see their herds of cattle and '
tiny Ashing village becomes the capi ponies and flocks of sheep and watch I
tal of -a country, it takes a consider tile eider-down collected from the
able number of generations to make it nests of the eider duck, all of which
look like Paris or Vienna, and most cannot be seen to as good advantage
folk who extend tlieir summer holi- I elsewhere and well repays a visit.
“THE UUGLIEST CITY OF
EUROPE”

He Travels On His Face

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

|_JlS mother loves his face—of course
cocky Jack Oafcie th!n.<& everybody
else does!
So 'he breaks into high society! Teaches
beautiful debutantes how to make love!

Shows veteran polo players how <o play
the game!

Jack doesnt know they’re giving him
the razzberry*! That to amuse her friends*
the loveliest ‘deb” of all enc-urages him
to propose!
Then Jack gets wise! You get worlds
of fun—when the tables are turned! Be
cause Jack settles things as bnly he can!

<«.••• e«s

Rudy Vallee's saxophone teach
er, another Rudy by the 'name of
'Wiedoeft,
considered
to
be
America's premier saxophonist,
will be guest artist and play duets
with Vallee on the Fleischmann
Hour tonight over WEEI St 8

Into High Society!!

A classified ad—a strange
meeting and then'—the most
exciting and baffling mys
tery you have oyer seen
wi'.h an amazing climax
that will astound you. J

JACK OAKIE

o’clock.

IN

e«e e«e e*.

When the crews of Jawn Har
vard and old Eli .rweep down the
Thames River with clock-like
precision strokes in the annual
Harvard-Yale
rowing
regatta
tomorrow, a complete description
from start to finish of their bat
tle for supremacy will be radioed
over WBZ beginning at 7.30 p. m.,
according to plans, although the
time of broadcast is subject to
change.

Miss Belli Hagar is home from
Presque Isle.
There is nothing
particularly striking about
that
faet until one learns that she was
the first air passenger. Presque Isle
to Rockland. She found the trip one
of sheer enjoyment, a revelation of
the beauty of Maine. Miss Hagar
will remain at home a fortnight
before going to summer school. She
has concluded a very successful con
tract with Presque Isle Normal
School.

Elmer Emery of Nyack, N. Y., is
the guest of his parents for a two
weeks' vacation. He motored by way
of the Mohawk Trail and White
Mountains and had with him his
aunt Miss Mary Emery and Miss
Gladys Hunter.

Second Lieut. Mary S. Emery.
A.N.C. is the guest of her brother
James W. Emery. Limerock street.
She has recently returned from 3*4
years' duty in Honolulu, T.H. and is
home on four months’ leave, after
which time she will be stationed at
Fort Banks, Mass.

Miss Mary Tyler, who spent the
winter in Portland has returned to
her home on Camden street, where
she is now confined by illness. She
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cooper have re
Mrs. Charles A. Emery has arrived was accompanied by her niece Miss
turned from an auto trip to Portland. home from Kents Hill Seminary Eveline Tyler of Boston.
Lewiston and Waterville.
where she attended commencement
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Johnston who
and the reunion of the class 1600 as
Mrs. Flora Duncklee Is in August^ a special guest. An enjoyable feature were guests over the weekend of Mr
,as Mie guest of friends and relatives was the reunion with her classmate and Mrs. Ibra Ripley have returned
fur several weeks.
at iKents Hill. Mrs. Helen Copper to their home in Dorchester, Mass.
Hunt of Newport, the first meeting In Their visit was occasioned to attend
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Knight and 27 years. On her way home Mrs the Johnston-Orff wedding in Rock
daughter Bertha are In Brunswick Emery was guest of Mr. and Mrs. port.
today attending the reunion of Mr. Ronald Mcllroyl in Lewiston.
The Chummy Club was enterta'ned
Knight’s graduating class of Bow
doin.
Mrs. C. E. Rdllins and daughter Tuesday evening by Mrs. E. W. Free
Miss Daphne Winslow have been oc man. with Mrs. Nathan Witham. Mrs.
Miss Irvilla Stoddard who teaches cupying their cottage at Pleasant Ernest Gamage and Mrs. Emerson
Sadler as special guests. Honors in
in the Middlebury, (Vt.) High School Beach for a few days.
cards were won by Mrs. Sadler and
arrived home yesterday. After com
Mrs. Frank Fields.
pleting her teaching duties. Miss
Miss Martha Wasgatt left Tuesday
Stoddard attended the commence for 'Hot Springs, Arkansas, where
A Portland newspaper says: Miss
ment at the University of New she will attend the national conven
Hampshire and visited friends in tion of her sorority, Chi Omega, as a Frances McDougall, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. H. Nelson McDougall ct
Pittsfield. Mass.
delegate front University of Maine.
West street left Tuesday evening for
William Flint of this city and Miss
Mr .and Mrs. Ralph Harrington of New York where she will sail on
Katherine Winn ef Thomaston were Brewer were guests Sunday of Mrs Friday at midnight on the steamship
guests Sunday of lJr. and Mrs. C. B. Harrington's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Statendam for a tour of the British
Isles ,with a group of the National
Hutchins of Augusta at their summer John Nutt. Warren street.
Student's Foundation which is com
home at Pemaquid.
posed of college students. There will
John Clayter of 63 Summer street
Members of the Outing Club dined expects to move in the near future be ten young women in the party.
at Rockledge Inn, Spruce Head, yes to Cantden where he has employment. Miss McDougall 'was accompanied
to New York by her sister and hus
terday.
band, Mr. and Mrs. Merrill A. Hay
Mrs. James S. Gould and children
Miss Daphne Winslow who ha« Carolyn and James. Jr., who have of Birch Knolls, Cape Elizabeth.
completed her teaching duties at been guests of Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Mr. and Mrs. Hay will return to
Norway has arrived home for a brief Peaslee are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Portland Sunday evening.
stay before leaving for the Univer John Williams jn Union for a week
CLARK ISLAND
sity of Maine where she will attenf before returning to their home in
summer school.
Quincy, Mass.
Carl Johnson, young son of Mr.
Mrs. Leola Bose was hostess to the
Mrs. E. L. Toner is in Boston, and Mrs. Henning Johnson, who has
Breakfast Bridge Club Monday at called by the ill health of her brother. been very ill, is reported as improv
ing.
the Thorndike cottage, Ingraham
Hill.
Fred S. Fales arrives Saturday
Robert McGuffle has returned from
morning from 'New York, with the a visit to Stonington.
Tuesday afternoon Mrs. J. N. ashes of his sister, the late Jane T.
A large delegation from this place
Services will be held at attended the commencement exer
Farnham took her Sunday School Fales.
class of the LittleflMd Memorial Aehorn cemetery at 11 a. m., Rev. W. cises of Thomaston High School last
Church on a picnic to the home of S. Rounds officiating.
week.
one of the pupils, Miss Evelyn Bragg.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Ellis have
Lawn avenue. Out door sports were
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Newbert re moved to Rockland.
indulged in, and the children had a turned Tuesday from Boston where
Mr. and Mrs. William McCourtie
happy time. Lunch was eaten '-n Mrs. Newbert received treatment at of Detroit, Mich., are visiting Mr. and
the piazza.
Those present were the Baker Memorial Hospital. She Mrs. Peter McCourtie.
Laura Sylvester , Shirley Grant, is much improved in health.
Mrs. Herbert Mattson has returned
Geneva Hill. Feme Britto, Kathleen
from Knox Hospital.
Chase, Florence Grover, Anna May
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Daggett and
Mrs. John D. Caven has had a
Thomas of Lincolnville. Theresa guests, Mr. and Mrs. Keim, who have Majestic electric radio installed in
Bragg and the hostess Evelyn Bragg. been at the home of Mr. Daggett's her home.
mother. Mrs. Lena Merrill, for two
Mr. and Mrs. George Afoody of
Miss Anna May Thomas of Lin weeks, have returned to their hemes Rockland were Sunday guests at the
colnville, is the guest of Miss Flor in 'South Glens Falls, N. Y. They home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert McGee.
were accompanied by Mrs. Merrill
ence Grover, Pine street.
The old belief that Tianis are not
who will be the guest of her son for good to eat during months which in
Charles S. Sacker of New York three weeks.
clude no *R in their name, is not
is visiting relatives in the city.
shared by the large number of peo
Mr. and Mrs. David Johnston (Ella ple who, come here each Sunday to
Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson of Orff) whose marriage took place dig them for picnic dinners.
Roxbury. Mass., were in Rockiand Saturday at the home of Miss Marion
A McCray Kelvinator has been in
to attend graduation; Frieda Her Weidman. Rockport, left Tuesday for stalled at the new boarding house.
rick, niece of Mrs. Anderson being Quincy, Mass.
The Village school closed June 6
one of the graduates. The}- wero,
after an eight weeks’ period: Harri
accompanied home by Mrs. Fred
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens and son Colbath has the record for at
Herrick and Miss Frieda.
Mrs. Victor Hall are in Brunswick tendance, not being absent or tardy
today to attend the commencement during the term. Many days were
Fred J. Lindsey. Jr., and family- exercises at Bowdoin College, their missed this term on account of
are occupying their cottage at SouPi interest centered in Herbert Pres measles.
Those having the best
Thomaston for the summer season cott a member of the graduating rank in their grades for the year
class.
were Gerda Lind , 8th; Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin are
Rogers. 6th; Doris Caven, 5th; Alice
attending commencement exercises
Mrs. Sadie Leach left yesterday for Lind and Marion Larson, 3d; Victor
at Wheaton College, their daughter, New York, whence she sails Friday Bloomberg. 2d; Wiliian^ Ellis. 1st;
Miss Barbara Wiggin. being a mem on the Steamship Car-mania for a Albert Lind, primary. Those second
ber of the graduating class. Miss European tour of several weeks in rank were Harry Lind. 6th; Har
Wiggin. a member of the dean's likt. which will take her to England rison Colbath. 5th; Edwin Baum. 3f;
is graduating with high honors, afti
France. Germany, Austria, Switzer Leslie Simpson. 3d; Glen Simpson.
a four-year period of college life re land. Italy and Czeeho-SIovakia. 1st; Flo Getchell . primary.
Miss
plete with high lights. In addition The trip one of the Temple Tours, Gerda Lind passed the state ex
to the year's study in France won fly is being made with 25 musicians amination for High School entrance.
distinguished scholarship, she has under the direction of Dr. Leroy This report is given by Miss Adrea
been prominent in athletics, ridin
Campbell. founder, director and Bartlett, teacher.
and baseball, soccer, etc. This year teacher of the Warren Conservatory
she was president of the Romance of Warren. Penn. Visits will be
Language Club of which she was made to memorials of famous mu
treasurer in her sophomore year sieians and attend the Mozart Festi
She has been • engaged to teach val at Salzburg, and the Passion
French in Morse High School, Bath. Play at Oberammergau.

“The Social Lion”
A Paramount All Talking (Comedy From
Octavus Roy Cohen’s Saturday Evening Post Story “Marco Himself’

■with

MARY BRIAN

with

“The Second
Floor Mystery
—AIjSO-

Acts

GRANT
WITHERS

LORETTA
YOUNG

Paramount Sound News

Comedy

SKEETS GALLAGHER
OLIVE BORDEN
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
NOW SHOWING

Comedy
TALK SNAPSHOTS

“The Patters”
Beginning

‘Sporting Youth Series”
Novelties

Lupe Velez
in

“Hell Harbor’

TODAY

JOAN BENNETT in “CRAZY THAT WAY”
PUBLIX
SHOWS
Daylight Time
2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Sat. Continuous
2.00 to 11.00

Home of
Paramount
Pictures

HOME OF
PARAMOUNT
PICTURES

Publix Theatre
Tel. 409

TEL. 892
THE HOUSE WITH PERFECT SOUND

“EVERY SEAT A COOL RETREAT”

SIMMONS BEDDING

OPEN AN ACCOUNT
K1NEO RANGES

CONVENIENT TERMS

Glenwood Refrigerators

CAN BE ARRANGED

HOOSIER

ON ANY PURCHASE

KITCHEN CABINETS

283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

STRIKING EXAMPLES IN VALUE GIVING
WE WILL NOT KNOWINGLY BE UNDERSOLD!
Our profits are figured low, based on a b'g volume of
sales. You’ll like trading at any of Eastern’s StJres!

Five Piece Breakfast Set
$

The table is a 30x42-inch drop leaf style!
Today and Saturday only at this low price!
Also four charming panel-back chairs! In
lovely gray and blue, blended finish! Use
your account for this value!
51.00 DELIVERS
51.C0 WEEKLY

22JS

EASTERN’S DAY COUCHES $14.67
Opens to full size bed, mattress included
9x12 Congoleum Rugs,
$9.75
Felt Base Floor Covering,
.39 and .49
Porch Rockers, cane seats,
$1.95
Couch Hammocks, complete with stands,
$9.95

Here is real news! Friday and Saturday we place this smart Bedroom
group on sale at a remarkably low piice as a two-day feature!
Included are a bed in rich autumn brown color! A splendid dresser of fine cabinet
woods in walnut color, with swinging mirror! A cedar chest of natural finish or
walnut veneered! A diamond link spring with end helicals, and a comfortable
deeply tufted mattress in art ticking!
$4.00 DELIVERS—$1.50 WEEKLY!

CHEERY NEW THREE
QA
PIECE LLOYD SET!
Woven by the famous Lloyd process of strong fibre, fin
ished in striking brown tone with green decorations—a
graceful style! Includes settee, chair and rocks', with
loose cushions in smart cretonnes!

EASTERN FURNITURE COMPANY.

K
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TALK OF THE TOWN

THE NEW ROCKLAND

Ralph C. Wentworth has moved
Wendell Thornton, who has just
from 19 Brewster street to 239 graduated from Colby College, is ex
pected home tomorrow.
Broadway.

Business Activity Continues And Signs of Growth Are Apparent—Story

In the cum laude list of graduates
The W.C.T.U. meets Friday at 2.30
from Colby College appears the name daylight with Miss Florence Hast
of Miss Helen Joyce Hobbs of Hope. , ings, 115 Talbot avenue. It is the an
nual meeting and there will be elec
A committee from the Universa tion of officers.
lis! Mission Circle met at the church
parlors yesterday and worked on
Penobscot View Grange will meet
at 7 o’clock p. m. standard next
quilts.
Thursday, at which time the third and
The Cunningham house on James fourth degrees are to be conferred.
street to which Percy McPhee moved Every member is asked to be present.
this week, is one which he bought
Rev. James A. Weed, whose most
recently.
recent pastorates were in Rockport
The next big event in Rockland is and Ellsworth, died in Monmouth
the St. John’s Day celebration next Tuesday after an extended illness,
Tuesday. A parade will be among aged 72 years. The funeral services
will be held there tomorrow at 10
the features.
a. m. Mrs. Charles T. Smalley of
New Meadows Inn, the shore din Rockland is a daughter of the de
ner resort at Brunswick, which al ceased.
ways has a lure for many Knox
Donald L. Karl has resumed his
County people, opened Monday.
duties at the Postoffiee. Members
Commander George
H.
Reed, of the staff now having their vaca
(D.C) who has been at his Rockland tions are Ansel Saunders, letter car
home for several weeks has gone to rier, and Roland Rackliff R.F.D. man.
New York where he is to be stationed. Charles Higgins is substituting for
Mr. Rackliff.—Leonard E. F. Alex
Donald Merriam, who has just ander is now permanently annexed
completed his third year at Bowdoin to the staff on a substitute appoint
College, is remaining until July l«t ment.—The Owl’s Head stage is
to continue his work in the library. now leaving the Postoffice at 3.30 in
stead of 4, standard time.
Bruce Reed is to be employed by
the Western Union during the sum
The Gray boat shop, located near
mer, stationed at Livermore runs. the South Warren bridge is one of
He expects to enter upon his duties the busiest spots in Knox County
the week of June 23.
just now. The concern has seven
boats ready for delivery, one of them
Rockland teachers listed to attend being f r the proprietor’s father,
summer school include Miss Cora President Gray of the Union Pacific
Hall, Mrs. Harriet Hall Lufkin. Miss Railroad. Another will go to *he
Frances Hodgdon, Miss Jeanie Mc- financier Thomas W. Lamont, who
Conchie and Miss Margaret But- has a summer home at North Haven.
tomer.
Mr. Gray has been in Boston this
week, disposing of one of the boats.
The Western Union schedule for
the summer season, now in effect,
Abonut 25 of the 32 members of
finds that office open on weekdays Voiture 1024, Forty and Eight So
from 5.30 a. m. to midnight, and from ciety, went to Union Tuesday night
9 a. m. to 10 p. m. on Sundays— night and participated in the parade
standard time.
at Union Common and the “wreck” at
the fair grounds. Two candidates
Dr. Chester Bailey left yesterday were initiated, and the exercises arc
for Frederick, Md., where he will en said to have been highly edifying to
gage in the practice of osteopathy. the bull frogs on the bank of the
Mrs. Bailey and daughter are remain picturesque stream which encircles
ing for the present with Mrs. Bailey’s' that park.
Seven members of
mother, Mrs. Katherine Studley, Voiture 763 were alsc^ present. A
collation was served.
Crescent Beach.

THE SOLE SURVIVOR

Boy Scouts
n
Four new Scouts have been
given their certificates of registra
tion in the Methodist Episcopal
Church Troop 2. They are Stanley
Cates, Edward Beasley, Charles
Emery, Jr., and Charles Carver.
There are now 2$ registered Scouts
in this troop.
• • • •
Sea Scouts of Unit No. 8 have been
at work caulking and painting their
whaleboat preparatory to making
several short cruises.
They arc
somewhat handicapped being at preseht without leadership.
• • • •
Troop 6 supplemented its regular
meeting Monday evening with a
swimming party at Megunticook
Lake, the trip being made in cars
with Mr. Milligan and Mr. Lewin in
charge.

Rockland Man Rescued From
Shipwrecked Vessel In ’95
—Local Shipmate
The Portland Sunday Telegram in '
recent issue told anew the story of 1
the shipwreck of the schooner Louis
V. Place whicn occurred off Lone
Hill. Long Island, Feb. 8, 1895. The
article follows:

of The Men’s Shop—Visit The Big Ford Tent At Circus Grounds
4------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ —------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------No business section develops in a
day or a month. The growth of
Park street’s business area, the New
Rockland, has been rapid, yet not
a mushroom development, for it
has spread out over a decade. Prior
to 1920 it was almost entirely a
residential district with few busi
ness establishments encroaching.
It is probable that there were
two moving causes for its rise—the
rapidly increasing use of motor cars
with resulting annihilation of dis
tance, and origin of the parking
problem, and the sharp increase in
rent on Main street which in many
cases became almost prohibitive.
Too there was the nationally ob
served growth and the many nat
ural advantages of Park street as a
business artery.
The growth of the street as a
business zone is yet in its infancy,
destined to spread with the normal
growth of the population and direc
tion of trade habits. Daily indica
tions of this development are to be
seen in new buildings, improve
ments, electric signs, street mark
ings, etc. It is worth one’s while
to go through the street with eyes
alert.
• a • •

The Men’s Shop
Down near the foot of Park street,
number 17 to be exact, is a modern
clothing establishment called The
Men’s Shop. Its home is the west
ern store of the new Brown-Blaisdell
block, thus giving ,it show windows
on Park street and west as well.
The business was formerly con
ducted in the Park Theatre store
across the way, started by Mike
Armata, and then taken over by
Anthony Pedone, the present mana
ger. Mr. Pedone moved to the pres
ent location several months ago,

THE WYMAN DAM
Progress On a Wonderful
Structure Which Many
Knox People Go To See

making a thoroughly modern shop.
Mr. Armata is proprietor.
The slogan of the store has alv i\rs
been “every article guaranteed” and
it advertises as the lowest priced
store in the city. Men’s spvrt g" tls,
men’s suits, clothing of all kinds.
Arrow shirts, neckwear, etc., ire
stocked.
A large line of straw
and panama hats has been received,
priced nr st attractively. The st >re
is the exclusive agent for the fan. us
Sweet-Orr work clothes The show
window is shown above as it may l.»e
seen any night—ablaze with light, for
the store is open for your convenience
every evening.

THE BIG FORD TENT
Park street .will have a big visitor
over the weekend in the shape of the
huge Ford show tent at the old circus
grounds on New County R« id.
There will he a complete showing of
.all Ford cars and trucks and sound
pictures of the Ford plants and mass
assembly. The show will be Friday
and Saturday, day and evening with
admission free.

WHatYoirWant
Intbe WANT APS

3
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Yes, We Have Tires
Today!
Why buy from the mail order houses
When you can et as a good a trade at home?

LET US GREASE YOUR CAR
AND CHANGE YOUR OIL

•>

+

❖

t

VALUE OF SUN SUITS
Good Looking. Easy To Wear and
Builders of Health, Specialist De
clares

As soon as the spring log drive has
passed through the first temporary
waterway at the Wyman Dam Con
struction at Bingham, where the Cen
tral Maine Power Company is con
structing a 100 090 horsepower de
velopment. the first step of raising
the pond will be undertaken.
Day and night, without interrup
tion except for {in overhauling pf
equipment on Sundays, the earth
dam fill is steadily going in at the rate
of 10 000 cubic yards a day The
earth dam is more than i50 per cent
completed and its top is now about 50
feet higher than the normal river
surface.
A portion of the power house has
bc4»n completed and a derrick in
stalled on the roof which will handle
equipment and place the concrete in
the remainder of the power house.
The concrete work in second tem
porary waterway is practically done
and a good start has been made on the
log sluice and spillway sections.
Excavations for the initial substa
tion yard is nearly finished and work
of building the footings fcr the struc
ture is ready to start. The deep foot
ings for corewali at east end of dam
are completed and this section of dam
will be brought up to above the grade
of the adjacent ground in the near
future.
The large retaining wall at west
end of earth fill which consists of
more than 80,000 cubic yards of con
crete is over 75 per cent completed,
and should be practically finished
within another month. Concrete has
been placed in this wall at times, at
the rate of 1200 cubic yards a day,
thus using approximately six cars of
cement daily.
A novel arrangement in placing
corewall concrete is the use of two
traveling steel forms which are in
constant action. Each of these forms
permit the placing of a section of
corewali 50 feet long and 10 feet high
daily, and arc moved from the pour
of the day previous, to their new po
sition in a few minutes, contrasting
sharply with the old method of
wcod^n form building.
The new highway on east side is
progressing satisfactorily. Work on

“The season during which sun suits
furnish sufficient protection from
cold is comparatively short in Maine
so that unusual care is needed to
secure all the benefit possible from
the sun's rays,” says Helen Spauld
ing. clothing specialist, University of
Maine, who is now conducting meet
ings in cooperation with home dem
onstration agents on “Dressing the
Children.” Continuing she says “The
comfortable and attractive sun suits
l>ing shown at the meetings on
“Dressing the Children” are cut to
give all the protection needed on a hot
day and to permit the accumulation
of a healthful tan They are made of
loosely woven gay prints or of material
in solid colors. Some have waists of
very sheer or open woven material
to offer as little resistance as possible
to the sun’s rays. They are made
with few’ fastenings to be easy to put
on and off. ,They are cut with very
short legs and low under the arms
and over chest and back to permit as
much tanning as possible.
'*The small boy or gill who is per
mitted to pretty much live in these
le garments during the summer
is fortunate for they are not only good
looking and easy to wear but they are
positive health builders.”
Quoting from a leaflet of the U S.
Department of Agriculture on “Sun
Suits for Children” we Jflnd: “Sun
baths should be given to all well chil
dren to keep them well and to many 4-4*4*4‘4*4‘4‘4«4*4*4’4‘4’4*4’4«4'4*4*4‘4*4*4«4*%
sick children to help make them well.
When the weather permits and the
sun is not too hot arrange for the
youngsters to be out doors in the sun
shine as much as possible. Sick chil
dren should take their sun baths
stripped or clad merely in very short
pants. In many places this can be
done only in front of an open window,
The health giving ultra violet rays of
the sun do not pass through ordinary
glass. A physician should advise
how long the exposure should be and
carefully watch the condition of the
child so that no ill effects will result
from too long treatments.”

R

the highway to Carrying Place on
Attend the free Ford show Frldal
west side commenc 'd during the last and Saturday at the big tent on Oil
week of May. This road will be
Circus Ground, Rockland. All modi
miles long, while the highway on the els, sound pictures, exhibits, etJ
east side is nearly 12 miles long.
Free admission.—adv.
I
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Studley Furniture Co.
61 Park Street

Rockland

Phone 11 54

Summer Furniture
Summer furniture is now in vogue, and our big
values will interest you.

Reed and Fibre Suites for the porch or living
room, Hammocks and Gliders for lawn or porch,
complete line of New Perfection Oil Stoves and
'Refrigerators for the summer kitchen.

Also a complete line of Porch Furniture
All at Special Low Prices
We are always prepared to fit out your cottage or
camp with Fine Reconditioned Furniture and
Ranges

I

1

*

Studley Furniture Co.

61 PARK STREET

TELEPHONE 1154

ROCKLAND, MAINE

4*

i
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A COMPLETE

Drug Store Service

i

JOHNSTON’S

J
*
*

We are a modern drug store in every department. We can fill every drug store need with
special attention to Prescriptions.

4*

*

Try Our Soda Fountain Products

Half-frozen men clung to the rig
*•*
ging while the three-masted schooner
?
We have served the Drug store Trade
Louis V. Place shuddered under the
smashing impact of seas that were
§
Successfully for 24 Years
You can’t go wrong when you choose from
slowly but inexorably tearing her to I
*
pieces. Within hailing distance on;
. shore the helpless crew of coast
❖ 73 Park Street
Rockland, Me.
guardsmen vainly attempted to shoot,
a line to the stranded vessel, rocking
crazily to and fro as the combers
ground her onto the ledge.
[ One by one the men lost their grip
on the rigging or were torn away by
.the seas, plunged into the boiling
•s*
♦
surf and were drowned. Hour by
COMMUNITY SERVICE
❖
• • ♦ •
hour the crowd of watchers on shore
C. O. BORGERSON, Prop.
Troop 1 under the Baptist Church increased, but as (though to flaunt its
Tel. 149
Rockland
Park
Street
power
before
them,
the
sea
increased
is re-registering for another year of
Scouting under the supervision of and drowned their shouted words of
Capt. E. W. Dorr and a troop com encouragement in its thunder. Spray
mittee of seven men. Although Capt. froze as it struck the rigging of the
Dorr will he stationed at Tenant’s schooner, coating the vessel with tons
Harbor for the summer season, he of ice from deck <to cross trees.
♦
♦
Within a few short hours of the
Is planning to keep his troop intact
time
the
Louis
V.
Place
T^ad
stranded
and give his Scouts an opportunity
to advance in their Scout knowledge on Long Island, only two men were
clinging desperately to the rigging.
during the summer.
All the others had been lost. One of
• • • •
the two was William Stevens of
Scouts who have been assigned to Rockland, and although his sea boots
the service detail for assisting in the were filled with frozen water, and al
St. John’s Day celebration, are to re
Visit
though every sea drenched him, he
port at Scout headquarters at 9.30
hung on with a grim determination
a. m., Tuesday the 24th where they that eventually saved him from death.
will be further instructed, in their
The schooner was a three-master
duties.
of 800 tons burden, engaged in coast
wise trades. It was on Feb. 8, 1895,
The first period of a pre-eamp that she went ashore near Lone Hill,
course of instruction, for First Class Long Island, in a terrific storm. Cap
Home of
Scouts, to qualify for the Junior and tain W. H. Squires of Bridgehampton,
Senior Life Saving Corps require L. I., master of the vessel, ordered his
+
ments, is to be held at 10 o’clock next seven men to take to the rigging, in
61 PARK STREET
Rockland, Me.
75 Park Street
Monday at the Scout Camp at Lin the hope that in some way the crew
colnville, under the supervision of ashore could save them.
THE NEW ROCKLAND
Hour after hour the little hand of
Scout Executive John W. Thompson.
I *
i-VVVVV*.
Scouts who are swimmers, only, are men withstood the sea and then, one
•4‘4’4‘4*4*4«4‘*>4*4->»>*>«5*«4-i- 4>4>4>4«4«4*4«4>4*«>4<4«<*4*4«4>4*4>4*4**>4<4«4*4»>4«*!>4<4*4»4*4«4*4«4>4«4>4*4>4>4>4»4»4»4>4»4»44»*
A
eligible for these ratings, except that by one, they dropped or were torn
the Junior Red Cross Award may be away. Throughout that night Ste
The Great Cars of 1930—each dominant in its field.
given to any Scout who can pass the vens and his companion hung on.
♦
❖
required test. This is held chiefly hoping that they might be saved. On
See
These
Cars
—
Drive
Them
—
and
Own
One
for Scouts to obtain the rating who the morning of the following day,
TEL. 1080
*69 PARK ST.
will not be in attendance at the vari half frozen and comppletely ex
ous camps where courses are to be hausted. they were picked off by the
*
4»
given. Those attending should bring c,»ast guard crew and taken quickly ❖ 4* 4« 4* 4* 4« 4* 4* 4* 4» 4» 4» 4* 4» 4»4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4» 4* 4« 4« 4* 4*4» 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4» 4* 4» 4* 4» 4« 4» 4* 4« 4* 4« 4« 4» <•
4» 4» 4« 4» 4» 4* 4* 4* 4» 4» 4* 4» 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4- 4* 4» 4* 4» 4* 4»
tlieir lunch. Transportation should ashore. The schooner broke up
be arranged through the Scout Mas shortly after.
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The fust words that Stevens spoke
ter of their respective troops.
when he dropped into the boat were
typical of those days of “wooden
A large, clean, well-lighted, well-heated room, equipped with every modern elec
LINCOLNVILLE
ships and iron men.’ “I could have
trical device for efficient automobile servicing has been added to our plant at
The Tempic Heights Spirltua ist stood it another 24 hours if I’d only
Society will hold its annual June had a p ate of beans and a cup of
68 Park Street.
meeting next Sunday w?t i speaking coffee,” he declared.
His companion lived until the res
ait 10 and 2 o'clock, standard time
by Mrs. Nettie Smart of Winterport. cue boat reached shore, but died a
f« w hours later from exhaustion and
We have built up a reputation for selling the Highest Quality
Having silenced firearms, Mr. exposure. The story of the Louis V.
Maxim announces tiiat he will rv xt Place has been for many years an
goods at the Lowest Price in Rockland
endeavor to eliminate noise in in epic among seafaring people. Today
dustry. And when he finishes that, tnly one known shipmate of William
ALL GOODS GUARANTEED
he might tackle polities.—San Diego Stevens is alive. That one man is
f’lpt. Thomas Tucker, owner and skip
Union.
per of the water boat Dorris in Port| .and harbor. Tucker was before the
mast with Stevens on other voyages,
although not a survivor of that tragic
Expert service promptly and courteously rendered by Frank Butler, who is in
voyage that was the last the Louis V.
charge of the department
Place ever made.

Quaker State, Amalie, Mobile, Texaco
and Veedol Motor Oils
Exide Batteries

U
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« WHEN ON THE NEW BUSINESS SECTION

-PARK STREET

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.

REAL
ESTATE

I
N

’S

MEN’S CLOTHING

Sales and Service
-SPECIAL-

A NEW 13-PLATE BATTERY

$7.95

ALFRED P. CONDON

DODGE and PLYMOUTH

V. F. STUDLEY

Modern Greasing Service
at MOODY’S

HEADQUARTERS FOR

QUALITY MEN’S WEAR

Manley Free Wheel Automobile Lift

Electric Vacuum Cleaner
Electric Spring Spray Gun
Two Powerful Alemite Guns (high pressure and 600w)
Air Scales
Complete Radiator Service
Battery Testing

Electric Flusher

Maine Central
Railroad

ANNOUNCES SUMMER
PASSENGER TRAIN
SCHEDULES
Effective 1201 A. M.

Men’s Sport Wear, exclusive line, Men’s Suits,
Neckwear, Hats, Shoes, Panamas, Underwear
Hosiery, Etc.

One Rockland man who read the
above story with special interest was
George II. Perry. He was a shipmate
• f Stevens 18 years on large,vessels
.tiiing out of Rockland and New York,
and has many interesting recollec
tions of the sea.

MONDAY, JUNE 23
73-74

WHEN IN BOSTON--Remember tnat you
I can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette wltb
' the home news, at the Old ftouth News Agency
Washington St., next Old South Church

Come In and Get Acquainted

THE MEN’S SHOP
17 Park Street

The New Rockland

Open Evenings
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Give us a call—see the most modern service room in Eastern Maine—watch us
service your car and learn what real service actually does to and for your car.

MOODY’S GAS AND OIL STATION
GULF GAS AND OILS

68 PARK ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
FUEL OIL OF ALL GRADES
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THE ALLIED BODIES

RAMBLES AFIELD
Met With Grand Army In

Portland — Knox County
Women Figure

Once Upon a Time There Stood a Large Building On Park Street, Where the Thurston Oil
Co. and Armour Beef Co. Now Have Locations. And Mny Men and Many Women Went 1 here
Daily for Employment Furnished by Mowry & Payson Who Conducted a Pant Factory T here. Above
Will Be Seen a Group of the Feminine Workers. The Date When the Picture Was Made Is
Unknown To the Writer But a Glance at the Costumes Shows That It Was Done in the Ante-Happer
Age. Perhaps Some of the Faces Are Familiar To You. We Should Be Very Grateful Io Some
body If He Or She Could Supply the Complete List.
I

25 YEARS AGO
A review from the columns

of this paper of some of the
happenings which interested
Rockland and vicinity in this
month 1905.

Robert W. Sylvester cut the hack
of one.of his hands badly while work
ing upon a wagon tire in Bieknell's
yard.
Capt. William R. Kalloeh’s schoon
er Onward became a total loss in
Rockport harbor.
Green peas arrived in season for
the Memorial Day dinner—but not
from local gardens.
A barber shop was being fitted up
for lArehie La Cross near Berry’s
stable.
An overheated furnace led to the
complete destruction of Charles H.
Moor's residence on Masonic street.
Fred F. Thomas of Camden was
managing Oakland Park.
[The
writer recalls that he did it to the
Queen's taste.]
Lucius H. Duncan brought in 28
salmon from his Northport weir.
Frank L. Clark was employed as
telegraph operator in Connecticut.
Augustus Anderson was killed at
High Island by the collapse of a
derrick.
The Rockland schooner Claremont
was a total loss on Maracaibo Bar
Venezuelan coast.
She was com
manded by Capt. Frank A. Peterson,
and Farrand, Spear & Co. were man
aging owners. She was originally
known as the Addle Sclilaefer.
• • • •
A fog bell weighing 800 pounds was
mounted on Otter Island by the crew
of the water boat Ina F. Billings.
The Maine Central Railroad sold
the steamer Frank Jones and dis
continued her route.
Alfred I. Babb, formerly (on the
composing staff of 'The Courier-Ga
zette, became president of the Typo
graphical Union in Woonsocket, R. I.
Orris Ulmer bought the O. M.
Lampson wheelwright shop at the
head of Rankin street.
The Grand Chapter, O.E.S., met in
Rockland with 300 in attendance.
Mrs. Lilia M. Niles of Hallowell was
elected grund matron and William
E. Willard of Portland grand patron.
Albert H. Newbert of Rockland was
elected associate grand patron.
Schooner J. Nickerson of Portland,
bound from Perth Amboy to Bar
Harbor, with coal, went ashore on
John’s Island ledges and became a
total loss.
S. Boynton Shadie and Fred Winehenbach left for California.
C. iO. Grant bought tlie schooner
Catalina.
Arthur Crockett. 11, of 'Ash Point,
was struck by a baseball bat. break
ing his nose.
Harold G. Haskell won second prize
in the annual competition for the
Goddard prizes at Tufts College.
Walter E. Weeks was appointed
agent of the Eastern Steamship Co.
at Tillson wharf. On bis staff were
William
Flfield
receiving
clerk,
Stephen Flfield delivery clerk, F. L.
Karl assistant delivery clerk, Earle
McIntosh collector, Miss G. B. Sher
man stenographer and Capt. W. A.
Mills watchman.
....
Benjamin H. Athern was badly
burned and bruised by an explosion
of dynamite at the Creighton quarry
in Thomaston.
George Nelson Tate of San Fran
cisco was looking up Rockland friends
after an absence of 37 years.
Fred 8. Sproul bought the Joseph
Abbott property on Union and Rankin
streets.
Charles Dana Gibson was inspect
ing work which had been done on
his new summer cottage at Isiesboro.
Mrs. W. J. Day was elected presi
dent of the Baptist Woman's Mis
sionary Society. The vice presidents
were Mrs. R. C. Hall and Mrs. Lizzie
if. Butler.
Parker T Pearson was elected super
intendent of schools in Warren, Wales
• and Holland, Mass. Mrs. Pearson
was formerly Edith Kalloeh of Rock
land.
Alvali B. Clark bought a house on
Warren street.
Benjamin C. Reed, formerly of
Rockland, was promoted to wire chief
in Boston.
Ambrose Mills bought tile Hunt
house with the intention of moving
it to Limeroek street and occupying
It himself.
Harry
Bradbury
bought Fred
French's barber shop.
The deaths of Mr. and Mrs. James

R. Farnsworth occurred within four
days of each other. Mr. Farnsworth
was adjudged to have left an estate
valued conservatively at a quarter
of a million.
• • • •
These births were recorded:
Rockland, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
H. Cables, a son.
Deer Isle, June 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
Dudley Sellers, a son.
Rockland. June 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Newhall, a son, Robert.
Rockport. May 10. to Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Demmons. a daughter.
Deer Isle, May 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
William E. Annis, a son.
Lincolnville, May 19. to Mr. and
Mrs. David McCobb, a daughter.
Deer Isle, May 16, to Mr. and Mrs.
John F. Eaton, a son.
Rockport, May 17, to Mr. and Mrs.
Orrin Jacobs, a daughter.
Waldoboro, May 27, to Mr. and Mrs.
Webster Benner, a son.
Deer Isle, May 24. to Capt. and Mrs.
Warren Powers, a daughter.
Thomaston. May 25, to .Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Maxey, a son.
The marriages during this period
were:
Brookfield. Mass., June 1 John F.
Ripley of Appleton and Ada S. Gay of
Brookfield.
Rockland. May 10, Leon E. Cookson
and Clara A. Tuttle.
Rockland, May 10. Howard Keirstead ard Lena Staples. •
Thomaston, May 10, Frank A.
Curtis of Rockland and Miss Mabel
A. Reed of Thomaston.
Camden May 6, William R. Staples
of Rockland and Ixittie M. Bracy of
Camden.
Vinalhaven. May 3, Alvin S. Cobb
and Sadie Hall.
Appleton, May 20, Lionel Newbert
of Appleton and Miss Laura Coos of
Somerville.
May 27, Charles E. Sheedy and
Rose E. Odlone.
Warren, June 1. Benjamin Dunbar
and Mrs. Sarah W. Conant of Belfast.

The women’s organlations allied
with the Grange Army held .their an
nual conventions in Portland last
week.
Th»? National Relief Corps elected
Mrs. Fannie McManus of Portland as
president. Mrs. Minnie Wellman of
Rockport was elected an alternate
delegate to the national convention.
Badges were presented to the 25-year
members.
Mrs. Harry Douli of Portland was
elected president of the Woman's
State Relief Corps.
Mrs. Eliza
Plummer of Rockland was elected in
specting officer. Mrs. Mary Cooper
was elected chairman of the law and
supervision committee.
Memorial
services were held for 39 deceased
members.
Mrs. Annie Silke of Bangor was
advanced to the presidency of the
Ladies of the D.A.R.
Mrs. Lena
Merry of Thomaston was elected pa
triotic instructor.
Frank E. Small of Cooper's Mills
was elected commander-ln-chlef of
the Sons of Union Veterans of the
Civil War.
Miss Marie Patterson of Hallowell
was elected president of the Aux
iliary to the Sons of Union Veterans
of the Civil War, and Mrs Nellie
Achorn of Rockland was chosen vice
president.

(Number Three)

If. in my erratic rambling 1 chance,
to stray over the same ground
more than once, I trust my readers
will lay it to the eccentricities of
genius rather than to the vagaries of
a senile mind. The fact is that 1
enjoy my pleasures for many days
and weeks after they are experienced,
going over the ground mentally again
and again at night when the world
•s asleep and there is nothing to dis
tract my attention. In these reminis
cent moods 1 often find myself ask
ing, “Have 1 ever embodied this in
one of my ‘rambles’ for The Cou
rier-Gazette or have I thought of it
so many times that 1 imagine I have
written about it?” So. if you find me
enthusing over the same bug this
year that I described last year, or
even the year before, ski pi it and go
on to the next paragraph, hoping it
may prove more interesting.
At present I am wondering where
caterpillars and crawling things in
general find shelter in winter, and
why the wooly red and black cater
pillar is often four, i meandering
across a snow bank n {February. 1
have a friend who never allows a

fly in her house, yet when she comes
home in the (spring and starts clean
ing her attic she complains bitterly
of the armies of living flies and the
heaps of dead ones which are there
ahead of her. She insists that every
window was closed tightly,—almost
hermetically in the fall and there
was not a fly to (be seen, and yet—
there they are, piled **up dead on the
window sill and buzzing cheerfully
and impudently all over the window.
For many years my own house has
been the scene of one of those en
tomological mysteries which nobody
can explain. Every summer I had
to keep my sugar firkin on a sheet
of tarred paper in the kitchen because
my pantry became infested with
armies of little red ants. If I left a
cup on the shelf with the dregs of
anything sweet in the bottom, hun
dreds of ants found it in an hour or
two tand met a merciful death at my
hands by means of boiling water.
A piece of cake left on a plate over
night would be loaded with them both
inside and out: in fact my -pantry
was the very last place in which to
think of keeping food. Vainly did I
smear every erack in the floor with
kerosene, turpentine, red pepper, and
a few other so-called “remedies.” and
at last I bought tartar emetic and
prepared a sweet and deadly feast
for them which they refused to touch.
Vainly did I search the grounds about
the house for their nests but not
one was to be found. For more than
twenty years U kept up the fight and
for more than twenty years those
little pests took possession of my
pantry every summer and beat me
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Io it. Last summer not one solitary
ant came to pester me.
Now will some one tell me where
they have uone and where did they
come from, and ir they should come
again what shall I fight them with.
One lady told me she drove them
from her pantry by sprinkling sullilur on the shelves. 1 tried it and
concluded that I'd rather have the

ants, especially as 1 had to have them
anyway, as they paid no atlention to
the sulphur.
Adella F. Veazie
I Rankin street, Rockland.
Tile wise modern housewife, shares
her burdens and lets The People's
Laundry. Tel. 170, do her family wash,
rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the
service prompt, the work excellent.
124-tr
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X

here Friday and Saturday
June 20 and 21

At the Big Tent on the Atlantic Highway
Next to Atlantic Highway Service Station
At the Old Circus Grounds
9 A. M. To 10 P. M. — Admission Free

\

x.
V.

X First Complete Display of all New Ford
x
Cars in this vicinity
*■ *

DELUXE SEDAN
PHAETON

DE LUXE COUPE
TUDOR SEDAN

COUPE
SPORT COUPE
CABRIOLET
ROADSTER
THREE-WINDOW FORDOR SEDAN
TOWN SEDAN

ALSO FORD TRUCKS AND DELIVERY CARS

**

the Ford car that lias been actually
sawed in two! Revealsinteresting

®

details of many vital mechanical parts you

seldom see—valves, pistons, cylinders, etc.

Also shows fuel, cooling, ignition and lubrica
tion systems—how the body and seats are
made—how the different layers of paint are

^Sd^d^

like to know about the Ford car.

the Triplex safety glass windshield

Observe the added safety it gives in

•

why the Ford steel-spoke wheels
are M gtrong an(j sturdy. The

complete construction of the rim, spokes and
hub is clearly shown and explained. Note
bow the wheel is welded into one piece.

GSd^d^

put on, etc. Explains many things you would

collisions.

how the Houdaille hydraulic
shock absorbers work and why

they are called double-acting. They act as
cushions against hard road shocks.

GSd^d^

how the crankshaft and camshaft
are made. Manufacturing steps
are shown from the original steel bar until the
final machining and polishing.

’low Rustless Steel products are

made — from the sheet metal to
the gleaming finished parts. This metal will

not rust or corrode in any kind of weather.

ALSO SEE

the display of ball and roller
bearings, valves, piston and connecting rod

assembly, differential, and pinion, etc. Learn
about the mechanical parts inside the Ford car.

See and hear the TALKING PICTURE ©/ a trip through the Ford plant

“If you refuse me, I shall never love
another?”
"That's all very well, hut does the
promise hold good if I accept you'
—Judge.

ADMISSION

•v

Don’t Neglect a Cough
A neglected cough can lead to a lot
of trouble. But if you use Adamson’s
Balsam the first thing—there’s no
danger.
The first dose relaxes strained
throat muscles, breaks up and expels
phlegm and heals irritated memorane.
That stops the cougning. Other in
gredients, acting through the blood
attack the germs at seat of trouble
and in a day or two all danger is
gone. Adamson's Balsam contains no
dope or anything harmful. 35c and
75c. At ail drug stores. A safe,
j pleasant cough and sore throat medl!cine for children. Get a hottie today.

Try the handy Party
Package containing
12 fait pinte. It’e the
moet economical
bay.

FORD SHOW

sort

Straws

ERE’S a ginger >ala that’s more than
just a tasty beverage. It gives you
back the energy you iburn up through the
day. Just drink a gjassful and note how
quick it peps you up. It’s at your store to
day in full pint bottles, Clicquot Club
Golden, the energy-giving ginger ale.

H

The

broken.

Tropical Weight

AT ECONOMY PRICES

r

that will not fly or shatter when

lubtyara

GOLDEN

f-.-.s

Ten From This Section Com
plete Work—What They’ll
Do
i
This section contributed liberally
to the graduating class of University
of Maine. Here is the list showing
the studies in which the students
majored and the vocations which
they expect to follow:
Katherine Abbie Veazie, Rockland,
majored in mathematics; secretarytreasurer. Math Club; Maine Outing
Club: Class basketball; Glee Club:
Rifle Club. YAV.C.A.: treasurer Panhellenic Council; house treasurer;
house president: women's student
government
committee;
Spanish
Club; Honorary French Society;
Delta Zeta Sorority. Will teach.
Boss Patterson Spear, Rockport,
majored in mathematics; Glee Club;
Mathematics Club. Will lie principal
of East Corinth Academy.
Charles Keith Hooper, Camden,
majored in electrical engineering;
band: Instrument Club; vice presi
dent Honorary Musical Society; Uni
versity Orchestra; Tau Beta Pi: Phi
Kappa Phi; American Institution of
Electrical Engineers: Lambda Chi
Alpha Fraternity. Will work for the
Western Electrical and Manufacture
ing Company in Pittsburgh.
Charles Gerald Coughlin, Rock
land; majored- in mechanical engi
neering corporal (R.O.T.C.); de
bating team; student senate; track:
American Society of Mechanical En
gineers; Phi Kappa Fraternity. Un
decided.
Et na Christine Norwood. Rockland;
majored in French; freshman hockey:
ail Maine women; Delta Delta Delta
Sorority. Will teach in Edward Little
High School, Auburn.
Ruth Heald. Union: majored in
home economics; Home Economics
Club; College 4-H Club; student
government; Chi Omega Sorority.
Will teach.
Whitney Long Wheeler. Tenant's
Harbor; ma’jored in economics; Phi
,tlu Delta Fraternity. Unjleeided.
Carrie Janet Williams, Stonington:
majored in French; home economics
club; glee club; rifle club: varsity
archery; Maine outing Hub: class
basketball; manager varsity basket
ball;
campus board;
Y.W.C.A.;
treasurer Pal-hellenic council; num
erals in baseball; class volley hall;
class soccer; senior cane committee;
secretary Balentine; French club;
student memorial dirivie:
track;
Kappa Psi soi'ority. Will teach.
Kenneth Richard Haskell. Deer
Isle: majored in animal industry:
football: truck; Heck Club; stock
judging team; Honorary Agricultural
Society; Alpha Zeta scholarship
trophy for 1930; Walter Balentine
Prize: Alpha Gamma Rho Fraternity.
Undecided.
Award Vernon Webster, Dark
Harbor; majored in history. Will
teach.

Clicquot Clu

»

«

OUR "MAINE GRADS"

Dr. W. H. Young's house on Pearl
street, Camden, was destroyed by
fire. Carpenters were working on the
building which was not quite ready
for occupancy.
G. E. Carleton was re-elected presi
dent of the Camden Savings Bank,
and C. F. Richards was re-elected
treasurer.
R. B. Bucklin bought the F. F.
Thomas building on Elm street, Cam
den and moved his tailoring business
there.
The Widows Island hospital for
convalescents was being put in readi
ness for occupancy.
Mrs. Lucretia Long of Main street.
Thomaston, was terribly burned
while putting chips on the fire.
John Ferrin resigned as Camden
night watch to take similar position
at the Mt. Battle Mill.
Reuben Davis was drowned at Monhegan while pulling lobster traps.
Capt. I. A. Fountaine of the schoon
er Helen Martin died of pneumonia
In Norfolk. Va. He was a resident
of Thomaston.
Capt. William R. Creed who served
in the Navy during the Civil War.
and who for many years commanded
the steamer Gov. Bodwell, died in
Vinalhaven. aged 70.
Mrs. Albert Seavey of Cushing fell
on the slippery ground, breaking a
wrist. Three years previously she
had broken the other wrist. She was
76.
Adelbert Benner was awarded the
street sprinkling contract in Thom
aston.
Mrs. Sarah Vose died in Thomaston
at 90 years of age.
Vinalhaven High School's baseball
team comprised Carl Leafe, Lewis
Small. L. T. Gray, Vivian Drew,
Charles Lenfest. Lyford Arey. May
nard Coombs. Elmer Noyes and Carl
Greene.

' —adv.

Here, There and Yonder,
Touching the Alluring
Things of Nature.
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Leghorns

Panamas
SOLD BY

BURPEE & LAMB
ROCKLAND. ME.

FREE

9 A. M. to 10 P. M.

KNOX COUNTY MOTORJSALES Co.,-Tel. 333-Rockland
CAMDEN AUTO SALES, Camden, Me.
BATH GARAGE CO., Damariscotta, M.

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO., Waldoboro
SMITH & ROGERS MOTOR SALES CO. Inc.
Belfast, Me.

Y'

PORT CLYDE

“Join us!

It’s Simpson Spring!”
No further invitation is necessary.

SIMPSON

SPRING

BEVERAGES

have captured the hearts of young
and old with their thrilling goodness

....

their

refreshing

wonderful

quality.
The finest ingredients are perfectly
blended with pure, crystal-clear spring

water from the celebrated Simpson
Spring.

Every-Otker-Day
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You can taste the differ

ence !

Wherever you are ....

Ask For

Simpson
Sprinq

BEVERAGES
New England’s Most Famous Beverages for Over Fifty Tears

ROCKLAND PRODUCE COMPANY

“A WONDERFUL
HELPTO ME"

John Gordon has been in the'Knox
Hospital receiving treatment for a
| bad cut on his knee.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Seavey have re
turned from New Hampshire where
they have heen during the past week.
Miss Edith Gillmor of South Hiram Read What Mrs. Arnold Sayn
visited Mrs. Etta Te^l Sunday.
About Lydia E. Pinkham’a1
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Davis of
Vegetable Compound
Monhegan have been in town to at
tend the funeral of the late William
Davis.
Mrs. Jennie Butler is ill.
Dothan, Ala.—"What a wonderful
Henley Day is at Matinicus Rock help Lydia E. Pinkhain'g Vegetable
Compound has
where he is employed.at the light
been to me. I was
house. 1
so nervous and
Rev. Mr. Timberlake of Friendship
rundown 1 could
officiated at the funeral of William
n't be up half the
Davis which took place in the Ad
time. When I had
vent Church Saturday afternoon.
taken one bottlo
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sargent and
of Vegetable Com
daughter of Falmouth Foreside spent
pound I could tell
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Syl
1 felt better, so I
vester Davis.
took seven bottles
The community is again saddened
and I recommend
by the tragic death of William Davis.
it highly. It helped
: 11-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
my nerves and
I Carlos Davis, who was drowned in
j the ice pond June 10. The family keeps me strong to do my housework
ana wait on four little children. I hope
have the sympathy of every one in some other suffering woman will try it.”
their great sorrow. It is the second —Mrs. Porter L. Arnold, 1013 S. St.
| accident that has occurred here th»s Andrews St., Dothan, Alabama.
•spring. Stanley, young son of Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Stone, having been
drowned in the same pond March 31.
WEST ROCKPORT
Mrs. Lillian Benner has returned
from a visit in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Amy Xutt, daughter Dorothy
Harry Smith has moved his house and Miss Hazel Parker motored to
hold goods to Rockland and will re Augusta last Friday evening and at
side there.
tended the graduation exercises of
Cony High School. Miss ltuth Koller
NORTH WALDOBORO daughter of Percy and the late Grace
(Andrews) Keller formerly of this
Maude Mank. Nellie Winchenbach village was a member of the gradu
and daughter Alice were ip Rockland ating eloss.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Heald attended
Saturday.
Several fn m this place attended the junior prize speaking contest of
graduation exercises at Waldoboro C.H.S. at Camden opera house Tues
day evening. A granddaughter Miss
last Thursday evening.
Ednah Howard of Rockland spent Virginia Heald was one of the con
the weekend with her grandparents, testants.
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Mank.
A pleasing Children's Day concert
Mrs. Sadie Davis is parsing a few was given at the church Sunday
days in Jefferson.
evening by memliers of the ehureh
Orodcll SlaHil, George Reynolds. school. The youngest member tak
Isabell Sprague and Bert Bogues at ing part was little Beatrice Ashcroft,
tended the graduation exercises last only two years of age.
Thursday evening in Warren
Mrs. E. S. Orbeton was hostess to
George Flanders, Zolvina Mank. the Tuesday Club this week.
Olive Shuman and Margaret Calder- |
Mrs. Geneva Collamore has re
wood motored to Jay Sunday and i turned from Augusta where she has
passed the day with Rev. and Mrc [ heen the past two years. She was
G. B. Davis.
accompanied by her niece Ruth
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baillie and Keiler who acted as chauffeur and
daughter Jean of Somerville, Mass.. 1 Percy Keller who left them at Union
Mrs. Eva Miller and son Kenneth of where he had business in connection
verett and Mrs. Linnie Holden of with the State highway construction.
Worcester were recent guests of Mr. j
Mr. and Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton
and Mrs. L. H. Oliver.
attended the Lions convention at the
Mr. and Mrs. Roderick McLoud of Samoset Hotel last Friday and Sat
Somerville, Mass., were recently urday.
guests of Mrs. Hildebrandt.
Mrs. Lottie Simmons returned to
her home in Portland Monday after
visiting her aunt Mrs. Cassie Hussey.
SOMERVILLE
Miss Ellen Lunden is employed as
N. M. Xewhegin of Damariscotta
clerk at P.ert Andrews’ store.
was in town Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Merrifield
The Sand Hill school, taught by
and daughter Carolyn are guests of
Marie Turner, closed June 13
A
Mrs. Merrifield's father, Mr. Well
picnic was enjoyed by the pupils.
man of Rockville.
F. II. Tracy went to Freeport Sat
Mr. and Mrs. Leman Oxton recent
urday returning Sunday.
ly visited relatives In Waterville.
F. A. Turner was planting for J.
Mrs. Walter Wheeler and infant
L. Crommett Monday.
son Stanley have returned from
Mrs. Mary Place has gone to Au
Camden Community Hospital and
gusta to live with her daughter.
are for a few days with Mr. Wheel
er's sister Mrs. Rose Boynton.
Friends of Miss Eliz o. -th Laine,
who reeentily was graduated from
the nurses training school of a New
ton (Mass.) hospital, are pleased to
learn of her success in the course
and in winning the se’.ior scholar■ -hip.. She was educated in West
Rockport grade schools and Rock:>ort High. She is the (It i.liter of
Mr. and Mrs. Gustave Laine of Mt.
Pleasant street.

DISTRIBUTORS FOR ROCKLAND

When SIIE drives - ■
no tire can be too good

"Ladies’ Choice”
is a €'®0njR^EAli! bacl<
by our prompt, polite service

%
We pride ourselves upon the increasing num
ber of women drivers who drive in for our
service. Courtesy, cleanliness and quickness,
we know, appeals to them.

Without question, also, the ladies much pre
fer Goodyears—they tell us they’ve found
them “more reliable,” they “feel safer” on
Goodyears.
Consult us, without obligation, as to the most
economical type of Goodyear for .YOUR

»

driving.

AV'fr HEAVY DUTY
Strikingly handsome! A big, stout tire with
an extra-thick, extra-safe All-Weather Tread
over 6 plies of sturdy SUPERTWIST Cord—•
selling at ordinary heavy duty prices!

tPTT e —-ey- -

__ _

xjrrs»

___________

Blaisdell Automobile Co.
712 MAIN ST.

TEL. I

ROCKLAND

Here too. /'more people ride on Good year Tires
than on angx^her kind

SWAN'S ISLAND

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
No, not loiterings this time—in
stead I went on an auto trip to Ban
gor. I had no time to loiter by the
wayside, but nevertheless 1 enjoyed
tlr passing beauties, even if 1 could
n. stop to examine them closely.
Nature was at her best, the trees
, '
. ,1 in om.'ia’d green which, whlh
tli pine, spruce and hemlock fi r a
background make a symphony in
gim. Wild columbine is now in
bi nt nodding its j-ed and yellow
fl,avers in the breezes.
Chokeberry Labrador tea and rhodo a, all along the way. Flddleheaffs,
umbrella ferns, buckhorn and lacv
fe ns, all beautiful in their unfold
ing* and along with them the brown
ish green of the wild sarsaparilla,
each vying to ci ver the hare places
h.
the roadside.
One thing I
n.uiced—last
year
where
some
mi tile trees had been sawed down,
numberless shoots had sprung up
fr in the sawed off trunk, and In
st. id of their being covered with
gr. n leaves, the leaves were a lovely
ay min red. Why is this?
American hellebore in quantities
wus growing by the side of a swampy
br ok. while in a field near by I
counted a dozen bunches of a wild
m laid (in clumps) all In blossom.
S. me buttercups also and dahdelien* more than Roze could count.
If Beze will send me his address
ami it reaches me before rhodora
bb **' ms are gone I'll send him a
sprig that he may know just ho-.v it
looks.
'
C- s- °The Loiterer.
Washington, Maine.

FRIENDSHIP

Trask-Lewis

The ultimate minimum of praise is
contained in the appraisal made bv
a dealer when you're trying to trade
in your old car.—Arkansas Gazette.

'4/ uprated in

(

GERMANY

Neighbors share

this secret of

1

whiter washes

”T TOLD you there’9 nothing like
Rinso. Did you ever see such sudsl
Your clothes will last longer now, be
cause Rinso saves scrubbing, bailing.
“I think it’s a real bargain soap,
don’t you? A little gives such a lot
of thick suds. Nice safe suds, too.”

Great in tub or wather
Rinso is all you need—no other soap,
no softener—even in hardest water.
Its rich suds loosen dirt, wash clothes
much whiter.
The makers of 38 washers recom
mend Rinso.
Safe for your
-finest linens.
Get the BIG
package. Try i
Rinso for/j
dishes, too.

MILLIONS USE RINSO

Feet Hurt?
TRY A PAIR
OF OUR FAMOUS

NORTH HOPE

ARCH SHOES

Sam'l Heal and Harry Clements
of Belfast are working for A. I. Perry.
They are roofing his barn with gal
vanized steel roofing, and putting in
r.ew sills and a new tie-up floor.
Nathan Pease has been 111 the past
week.
Miss Grace Wentworth of Searsmont is assisting her grandmother
this week. I). G. Wentworth of North
Appleton who has had charge of the
road work in the North Appleton sec
tion is taking his meals there.

Super Special, at

$2.85
Royal Shoe Stores, Inc
286 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

NEVER UNDERSOLD
Mail and Telephone Orders Filled

46Th55

)
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©el6 ju Ijnbcn igt
—millions of people know that this means “the belt,
money can buy” And that is just what millions of people
say who use Budweiser Barley-Malt Syrup—becausept it
free from substitutes, adulterants, fillers, artificial, flavors(
or coloring. Those who recognize the advantages of using
a 100 per cent pure product are not satisfied with^ordinary,
brands of lesser quality than Budweiser embodies. •

Aged 3 Months in the Making

Look for Tonys pic
ture on the top of
every can.
A

booklet

giving

recipes
for
good
things to eat, will be
sent to any address
upon request.

Anheuser-Busch

Sudweiser

preserver

Barley-Malt Syrup
LIGHT OR DARK * RICH IN BODY ~ NOT BITTER
Rockland Produce Co.
Distributort',

Rockland, Me»

ANHEUSER-BUSCH-ST. LOUIS

DORMAN’S
440 MAIN ST.

E. A. Green, carpenter, of Northport is employed on Edwin Wheel
er's new house.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Davidson and
son John of Somerville, Mass., have
arrived and opened their summer
cottage.
Mrs. R. J. MacKenzle, Mrs. Emma
Torrey, Mrs. Alice Wheeler, Miss
Fannie Long. Miss Harriet Lung and
Miss Eliznlieth Wheeler motored to
Hebron Saturday to attend a ball
game.
Edwin Hart of Massachusetts
spent the weekend In town, getting
his house in readiness to rent for the
summer.
Eureka Lodge, F.&A. M., accom
panied hy Naomi Chapter. G.E.S..
will attend church next Sunday
morning In observance of St. John's
Day.
Edwin Hart and family of Brook
line. Mass., are guests of relatives In
this place.
Mrs. Elmer Falle and children who
have heen spending their vacation
in Milford, N. 11., arrived home last
week.
Quite a number of summer peo
ple have arrived here.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rawley went
to Augusta Thursday to atteril
graduation, their granddaughter Ma
rion Wallace being one of the gradu
ates.
Fred Watts has returned home
from a hospital in Portland.
Miss Bald who has heen employed
at the home of Irving Cook, is now
i in Rockland to remain during the
summer months.
Mrs. Dora Johnson arrived home
from Vinalhaven 'Saturday much im
proved in health.
Sewell Wagle has employed as
baker Mr. Ames of Rockland.
Richard Peterson and family ac
companied hy Mrs. Sewell Wagle and
son Richard, spent last Friday in Au
burn and Rumford. It is rumored
that Mr. Peterson will open a hotel
in Auburn the first of August.
The entertainment at Naomi Chap
ter s stated meeting Friday evening
will be in the form of a “circus per
formance." All members are urged
to attend and make it a success. The
banquet hall will be roped off, hav
ing all “performers" Inside.
Hot
dogs, coffee and ice cream will be
served.

Leland II Trask of Atlantic and
Margery Lewis, formerly of Knowl
ton. Que.. were married at the Bap
tist parsonage June 10. the single
ring service being used. The bride
was given away by her father Rev.
Mr. Lewis. Rev. H. H. Hathaway of
Harmony officiated. The bridegroom
is the son of Mr. nnd Mrs. N. R.
Trask and is a member of the Odd
Fellow and Rebekah lodges.
The wedding march was played hv
Mrs Maynard Herrick a sister of the
groom. The bride was accompanied
by her aunt Mrs. Derick as matron
of honor, who wore a dress of orchid
georgette and black hat, and Basil
Joyce a friend of the groom was best
man. The bride's gown was of white
silk crepe and she carried a bouquet
of white lilacs, spirea and pink col
umbine.
The rooms were decorated in
purple and white lilacs, and a pink
and white wedding cake and bride’s
cake adorned the dining room table.
Many lovely gifts of linen, silver and
glass were received. After the cere
mony a buffet lunch and reception
followed.
Guests from nut of town were Mrs.
Derick and Mrs. Beerwort of Clarenceville, Que.; Mr. and Mrs. May
nard Joyce. Salem. Mass.; Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Joyce, Gloucester,
Mass.; Mrs. Laura Smith, Portland;
Miss Mildred Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Harding. Bernard; Mr. and
Mrs. X. B. Trask. Mr. and Mrs. W„
L. Lewis, Edith and Kenneth Lewis,
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Herrick, and
Miss Laura Sprague. Atlantic.
Rev Mr. Lewis and family have
been living here for the past year as
lie is pastor of the Baptist and
Methodist Churches. Their former
home was in Knowlton, Que.

William Morgan of Rockland was
in town last Friday.
Mrs. Ralph Leonard and daughter
Ruth of Boston spent the weekend at
their summer home in this place.
Miss Wilma Cushman visited
friends in Winthrop last week.
Mrs. Sidney Carter and infant son
Ronald returned home last Thursfrorn Mrs. Lizzie Thompson’s.
Miss Alma Johnson of Portland
spent the weekend with Dr. and Mrs.
W. II. Hahn.
Dr. Randall J. Condon Is passing
several days in New York. He has
recently returned to his home here
after a prolonged western trip.
Richard Backus of Orange, X. J.
visited in this place Friday.
W. H. Allen of Boston is spending
th summer at Mrs. John Mitchell's.
Fred Young recently received
painful burns from which he is con
valescing at his home.
Miss Dorothy Burns received an
injury to her ankle recently.
I’.yron Burns motored to Portland
Friday.
I’ stmaster and Mrs. Ray Win
chenpaw. Mrs. John Stevtns and
Mis. Alfred H Morton went to Port
land Friday returning Saturday. Mr.
Winchenpaw attended the Postmas
ters' convention.
Dr. and Mrs. Francis A. Scott
(Betty Tompkins) of Huntington. W.
A' i. and William A. Tompkins, Jr..
of Madison. N. J., motored here from
New York Friday, stopping enroute
at Hinsdale, Mass., to visit Miss Mar
garet Tompkins, who is I n camp
there.
W. H. Allen of Boston and Adrian
Marchand motored to Camden Fri
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Andreas Hartel, Jr.,
Miss Elizabeth Hartel and Miss
Eleanore Hartel of West Newton ar- I
rived Saturday at their summer home
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Armstrong
and family of Winchester. Mass.,
CRIEHAVEN
have opened their summer home at
Davis Point.
Mrs. Leslie Dean of R ckport
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Gliddcn and
visiting her daughter Mrs. Ralph
friends of Waldoboro spent the week
Wilson.
Mrs. John Anderson and son Har end at their Martin's Point cottage.
Mrs. Clara Johnson, Miss Polly
old were in Rockland over the week
Crockett and friends of Rockland
end.
Mrs. Willis Wilson and son Ralph motored here Sunday.
Adrian Marchand visited his par
have arrived to spend a few weekients In Lewiston Sunday.
here with Mr. Wilson.
Preparations are being made to
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Anderson
and son Richard made a short visit open Camp Wapello the last of this
month.
with Mr. and Mrs. Austin Anderson
Mrs. Claude Patch of Stoneham
Sunday. Richard is remaining with
has opened her house at Hatchet
his grandfather for a few days.
Mrs. Maxwell Young and daugh Cove for the summer.
Theron Miller has returned from
ter Catherine visited her mother Mrs
Boston for the summer and is em
P. C. Mitchell last week.
A. R. Holmes Is buying fish at H ployed by R. L. Thompson.
Dr. and Mrs. Harold Keene (Har
J. McClure's wharf. New fishermen
riet Camp) of Chatham. Mass., are
are arriving daily.
Weekly dances ore scheduled until receiving congratulations on the
birth of a son June 8.
July 1-1 at the Clubhouse.
Cbmmeneenii ,it exercises of the
Mrs. Charlotte Rhodes of Rock
land is spending the summer With Junior High School took place in
Hossa’s hall Tuesday evening, June
her daughter Mrs. Leslie Wilson.
17. The members of the graduating
Rance took the “Bunch" on a picni
to Green's Island and Vinalhaven class were Blanche Prior, Dorothv
Sunday. He Is going Into the used Hyler, Elvie Hyler. Inez Simmons,
furniture business. Jimmie D. D Tauno Hendrickson and Edwin Syrwas Inconsolable because there were Jala. Music was furnished by Mrs.
Emma Harvey’s orchestra of Rock
no hot dogs featured in the menu.
Charles Anderson is going into the land. The program included: Over
dairy business—he has a heifer calf. ture and march, orchestra: Invoca
A. It. Holmes is hoarding at Samuel tion. Rev. J. L. Pinkerton; “America”
sung by school; “Salesmanship,”
Tupper's.
The seine gang made their first Blanche Prior; class gifts, Inez Sim
mons; selection, orchestra; “Boyhood
try for herring last night.
of Lincoln." Edwin Syrjala; "Thomas
Edison," Dorothy Hyler; selection
OWL'S HEAD
orchestra; “Richard Byrd." Tauno
Hendrickson; class prophecy, Elvie
Mrs. Robert Dow and son returned Hyler; selection, orchestra; Com
last week liy automobile with Mr. mencement Address. Mr. Timberlake;
Dow t i New Redford.
presentation of diplomas. Mr. Morse;
Emery St. Clair and Leland Perry ‘America, the Beautiful,” school;
left last week for New Bedford benediction,
Mr.
Clark;
march.
scallop grounds.
orchestra. The hall was prettily
Mis. A. A. Bain who recently badly decorated with yellow and lavender
sprained her ankle Is improving crepe paper streamers and the class
slowly.
motto witli the American flag as a
Mrs. Harrietts Carver has returned background. Mrs. Margaret Rowland
home from a visit with friends in and Mrs. Marcia Davis acted as
New Jersey,
ushers and Myron Simmons as mar
The Simpsons of Waterville have shal.
arrived at their cottage at Hender
son Point.
Frankie Moorlan was home last
week for two days.
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Whitmore and
rfROf
daughter Lillian and Mr. and Mrs.
L. W. Ames and daughters Margaret
and Mildred of Rockport were Sun
"Keeps the Foot Well’
day guests of Mrs. E. H. St. Clair.
for Men and Women
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McDonald of
Lee, with friends, were recently
guests of Mrs. I>. K. Reed.
Mrs. Lucy Sleeper of Eastport was
a guest last week of Mrs. Paul
Seavey.
Mrs. Florence Dyer. Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Dyer, Mary and George
Dyer were visitors in town Sunday.
Heel-to-Ball Fitting

r

TENANTS HARBOR

The Methodist and Advent Ladies'
Aid met with the Baptist Aid in
Seaside hall, Atlantic, last Thurs
day afternoon. About 60 ladies were
present anil a very pleasant social
afternoon was spent. lee cream and
cake were served.
Rachel Maulden is employed at the
home of Miss Frances Wilson In At
lantic.
The Rebekahs presented a play
Friday evening in Odd Fellows’ hall.
“How the Ladies’ Aid Earned Their
Dollar.”
After the entertainment
food was on sale. A dance followed
with music by Basil Joyce, Llewel
lyn Conary and Clyde Torrey.
The graduation of Swan's Island
Grammar school wgs held in Odd
Fellows hall June 4. The hall was
attractively decorated in orchid and
yellow crepe paper and flowers, the
stage tiling banked with evergreen.
The graduates were Maxwell Antes.
Glennls Smith. Hulda Snlith. Theo
Tainter. Elmer Withee. Robert Joyce.
Marguerite Burns. Presentation of
diplomas was made by Supt. E. A.|
Smalley Music was furnished for
the graduation and dance by Foss's
(ircliestra of Bernard.
• • * •
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Mrs. Clarence Carr Is at Metinlc
where she expects to spend the sum
mer. Mr. Carr is lengaged in the
lobster business there.
Walter Drinkwater has returned to
the U.8.C.O. station at Salisbury after
a 48-hour (furlough passed at his
home here.
H. A. Goddard arrived here Tues
day noon from New York and has
Joined Mrs. Goddard at their summer
home, where they will remain through
the summer.
Mrs. Mabel Wiley has returned to
Rockland after spending several days
here as guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Adams.
M. P. Post has moved his family to
Mink Island where they will spend
the summer.
Marylin Iirinkwater of Rockland is
visiting her cousin Irene Raekliff.
Mrs. Elmer Barnes was a business
visitor In Rockland Tuesday.
Gordon Simmons is passing the
summer with his father at Seal Island.
Mrs. Walter Drinkwater, Mrs. Ray
mond Raekliff, Mrs. Alvah Harris and
Mrs. Henry York attended the movies
in Rockland Tuesday night.
James Snow of the Kickapoo spent
a 48-hour leave last week at his
home here.

John W. Palmer attended the con
vention of the State G.A.R. in Port
land last week.
Lincoln Halplne of Worcester.
Alden Halplne of
Northampton.
Mass., and Norman Halplne of Port
land have been guests of their aunt,
Mrs. Eugenia M. Waltz.
Friends of Miss Laura Brooks, who
has been an assistant in the Waldo
boro High School, will be interest
ed to learn of her marriage to Earle
Blodgett of Sanford.
J. S. Longhurst of Philadelphia,
Morton Hanrahan. Ms. and Mrs.
Philip Cohen, John Crowe and S.
'Bernstein of Malden, Mass., H. D.
Farley and E. P. Farley of Winthrop,
Joseph de Napoli and E. Hayes of
Iteevere and Charles Brown of Man
chester, N< II., have been at the
Medomak House.
Mrs. W. A. Spenre of Fort Fairfield is the guest of her daughter Mrs.
B. G. MUtor.
At the Kaler’s Corner school, grades
five and six, Mrs.t Carrie Perry,
teacher, pupils not absent during the
spring teerm of 12 weeks were James
Fossa, ichard Freeman, Helen Oldis,
Warren Vannah, Esther Winchenbach,
Russell Winchenbach. Laura Cream
er, Alfreda Ellis, Alfred Ellis. Regi
nald French, Rhoda Hilton, Carl
Hinkley, William Mank. Roger Miller,
Edith Perry, Olive Piper and Chadwin Taylor; not tardy during the
term, Richard Benner, Janies Fossa.
Richard Freeman, Betheo Harkins,
Helen Oldis, Esther Reed, Beverly
Richards, Warren Vannah, Elsie
Winchenbach, George Winchenbach,
Russell Winchenbach, Keith Davis,
Laura Creamer, Alfreda Ellis, Alfred
Ellis, Arthur Fossa, Reginald French,
Carl Hinkley, William Mank, Roger
Miller, Edith Perry, Olive Piper and
Chadwin Taylor.
• • • •

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Walsh of
Thomaston were visitors Suday at
Irvin Wallace's.
'Hebert Winchenbach who has
been ill is now somewhat improved.
Clarence Lee and family were in
Bath Sunday.
Rev. Mr. Pinkerton of Friendship
will hold a service in the local
church Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
It is hoped a good audience will be
present at this meeting.
Mrs. Alice F. Burrow's spent Sun
day with her daughter Mrs. L. L.
Mank, East Waldoboro.
School closed June 13 at the Ledge.
The teacher nnd pupils participated
in a picnic.

BUY YOUR
PAINT
Direct from the manufecturer to
the consumer. You eave the job
ber’s, wholesaler's and retailer's
profit®.
i

Seven gallons or more delivered to
your nearest railroad station.

$2.37 per Gallon
or delivered at your house by the
agent at—

$2.50 per Gallon
This paint ia guaranteed by the
manufacturer—one of the largest
paint making firms in the country
—The Davis-Farm and Home
Paint Co. of Kansas City.

HARRY CARR
LOCAL AGENT
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Tel. up to 8 A. M. 946. Evg’s 8841
61Th70

ORFF’S CORNER

Mrs. Addie Achorn is at her home
for the summer, her daughter Mrs.
Lilia Ludwig with her.
Calvin Bragg spent Saturday and
Sunday at home from the U. S. Ma
rine Hospital in Portland where he
is a patient.
Mrs. Laura Weaver, Mrs. Amber
Childs and Mrs. Ada Elwell visited
Wednesday in Rockland.
Mrs. Meda Ralph who has been
spending the week with her mother
Mrs. Nettie Brown returned home to
Lynn Tuesday.
Raymond Jackson and family have
moyed into the Boman house at the
Corner.
Mr. and Mrs. .1. W. Gilbert of South
I'nion were here Tuesday to attend
the funefal of the late Alonzo H.
Brown.
Mrs. Amber Childs entertained
company from Brockton, Mass., Sat
urday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Young and
children of Rockland were Sunday
visitors at Kenneth Elwell's.
Mr. and Mrs. Rollin Waltz of
Texas and Miss Phyllis Brown of
Everett, Mass., were Sunday visitors
at Mrs. Nettie Brown's.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Smith of Med
ford, Mass., Nellie Benner. Mrs. Henrv
Meyer and sons Vernon, Leonard and
Floyd, of Dorchester and Mrs. Le‘ n
Achorn of Roxbury, have been
spending a few days at Mrs. Addie
Achorn’s.
school in this vicinity closed last
I riday. Pupils not absent during the
spring term: Eleanor Achorn Mil
dred Elwell, Kenneth Elwell, Hazel
Pearson, Mildred Kennedy, Barbara
Tisdale, Merle Pearson, Edwin Tis
dale. Not absent during the entire
year: Eleanor Achorn, Mildred El
well. Kenneth Elwell, Barbara Tis
dale,
Madelyn Kennedy, Eleanor
Achorn and Calvin Elwell never
missed a word in their spelling class
The Primary Voting
the whole year. The enrollment was
The local vote In the primary elec 35, average 31. Four of this num
tion is scheduled as follows:
ber will enter High School this fall.
Republican—United States Sena Percy R. Ludwig Is teacher of this
tor, Ralph O. Brewster 97, Dugald B. fine school.
Dewar 11, Wallace 11. White, Jr., 14S.
»««»
Governor William Tudor Gardiner
Alonzo
H. Brown
144, John Wilson 104. State Auditor.
A deep sense of loss is felt hy the
Elbert D. Hayford 133. Representa
tive to Congress, Frederick P. Bon community in the passing of Alonzo
ney 30, Zelma M. Dwinal 98, Donald II. Brown, whose faithful services in
R. Partridge 55. State Senator, Harold church affairs and community activi
W. Bishop 155. Register of Probate, ties will long be remembered. Serv
Elden I’. Munsey 166. County Treas ices held at the home Tuesday afturer, Joseph F. Chapman 161. Reg ernoon wore attended by a large comister of Probate, Norris Miller 180. pany of sorrowing relatives and
Rev. C. C. Whidden of
Sheriff. Arthur It. Greenleaf 140, friends
Arthur D. Stetson 102. County At Brunswick, a former pastor, officiat
torney, George A. Cowan 98, Weston ed.
The abundance of beautiful
M. Hilton 135. County Commissioner, flowers bore silent testimony to the
George A. Huston 148. Representa love and esteem in which the de
tive to Legislature, Hervey C. Bailey ceased was held. Besides the widow,
39, Leonard P. 'Boyd 12, Chester A. Mr. Brown is survived by two
Boynton 16, Everett C. Teague 187. daughters, Mrs. Meda Ralph of Lynn
Democrats—U. S. Senator, Frank and Mrs. Marjorie Ralph of this
H. Haskell 13. Governor, Edward C. place and eight grandchildren, by
Moran, Jr., 17. Auditor, Helen N. whom the loss is most keenly felt.
Hanson 13. Representative to Con Interment was in the Ludwig ceme
gress, Albert Bellveau 12, Arthur tery. Those from out of town to at
Hersey 1. Senator, William It. Walter tend were Mr. and Mrs. William
18. Register of Deeds, Clinton E. Ralph, Misses Madelyn and Ethelyn
Matthews 6. County Attorney. Brad Ralph and W. G. Griffin of Lynn,
ford C. Redonnett 6. Commissioner, Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Brown and
Samuel L. Bartlett 14. Representa Miss Ethel Brown of Shrewsbury,
tive to Legislature, Elmer E. Hahn 18. Mass., Mrs. Georgie Waltz of Everett,
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Ludwig and
Mother: “Tommy, how is it I find Mrs. George Kimball of Richmond.
you with your hand in the cookieI know as much about short skirts
jar?’’
Tommy. "I don't know, Mother, as the ladies do—I was four years in
unless it's because you wear rubber a Scottish regiment.—G. S. Sandilands.
heels.”
i

NORTH HAVEN
There was a large, number in at
tendance at the graduation dance at
Calderwood's hall Friday
night.
Music was furnished by an orchestra
from Vinalhaven.
Miss Marjorie Huge, Pembroke, '33'
is home for the summer vacation.
The telegraph office is being set up
with new apparatus. Mr. Clark will
be the operator in charge.
Carl Thurston of the University of
Maine, '33, is at home for the sum
mer.
It is reported that Mr. and Mrs.
Horace Noyes have rented their
house for the summer to Philadelphia
parties.
The auxiliary of the Improvement
Society have been doing some very
fine things in the effort to beautify
the village. A flower lied has been
laid out in front of K. P. hall. Also
no one can pass the triangles on the
way to Pulpit Harbor without noting
their attractiveness.
Saturday night members of the
graduating class left on the Morse
for their outing trip to Boston. Ac
companying them is Miss (Bodwell.
Mr. Danforth joining them in Rock
land. Sunday morning the plan is to
attend the Dudley Street Baptist
Church where Rev. Milton G. iPerry is
assistant pastor. Their headquarters
in Boston will be at the Arlington
Hotel. With the Tercentenary on it is
an especially fine time to visit the
Hub and all North Haven wishes
them the very best of good times.
North Haven High Graduation

attended Pomona in North Waldo
boro last Tuesday, where .they had
the privilege of listening to State
Mrs. Ruth Sukeforth and daugh
Master and Mrs. II.'B. Crawford.
ter Evelyn, arrived June 7 from a
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Schofield are
visit with relatives in Revere, Mass.
spending a week in Norridgewock.
Miss Marcia Hatch is home for a
Ill', ami Mis. Clinton Kater Of
vacation before entering the Uni Rockland and Mr .and Mrs. Damon
versity of Maine.
Benner of Magee Island were at Rufus
Leslie W. Gould of Upton. Mass.,
Overlock's Sunday.
who has been visiting his sister, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland and
John Luce at North Union was call
Rose Marshall visited Mr. and Mrs.
ing on friends in town Friday.
Edwin Kallock in North Warren Sat
George Hanson had the misfortune
urday.
,
to lose hy fire his blacksmith shop
The family of George Lermnnd
with all the tools Saturday morning.
visited at Earle Miller's in Union
There was no insurance.
Sunday.
Robert Sanborn of Sebago wag a
weekend guest at W. F. Hatch’s.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Payson of East
GROSS NECK
Union, accompanied by Mrs. May
Robbins were Sunday visitors of
School closed last Friday for the
Clara MacDowell.
summer vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sukeforth
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Itines of
and daughter Madeline visited Mr. Damariscotta visited Mrs. Annie
and Mrs. George Peaslee in Jefferson Creamer Sunday.
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gross were
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
NORTH WASHINGTON Burns of Back Cove.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Richards
.—
Mis. Carrie lx-nfest and Miss and young son of Friendship spent
Bertha Lenfest returned Saturday the weekend with Mrs. Richards'
Mr. and
Mrs.
Melvin
night from a two weeks' visit with parents
Gepthner.
relatives in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannah and
Arthur Walker of Rockport nnd
Elmer 'Light were looking up bid son Sherman of South Waldoboro
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
friends in town last week.
W. A. Palmer and Luther Hill of Dewey Winchenbach.
Mrs. William Gross was in Rock
Palermo are cutting pulp wood on
land Monday.
the F. W. Cunningham lot.
William Gross, Charles Ettglcy and
Leslie Gould of West Upton. Mass.,
and John Luce of Appleton visited Ralph Eugley are cutting pulp wood
for Alden Waltz.
old friends here last week.
Miss Annie Gcnthner of the villago
Maurice Lenfest of Wakefield,
Mass., was at his old home in this has been visiting her parents Mr. and
I^Mrs. Melvin Genthner.
place over Sunday.
Alfred Rich who has employment
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Cunningham,
sons Donald and Robert and W. A. at Poland Spring spent the weekend
Palmer motored to Bingham Sunday at his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Eugley and
to view the big dam.
Mrs. Alice Lenfest has returned children of North Newcastle were at
from the hospital much improved and McClellan Eugley's Sunday.
Miss Marie Waltz of Waldoboro is
able to get about some.
visiting her grandparents Mr. and
Mrs. Alden Waltz.
SOUTH WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Light of Cam
A Flag raising was held at O. B. den spent Sunday with her parents
Libby's last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner.
Children's Night which was held in
the hall last Thursday evening was a
GREEN’S ISLAND
decided success, the little folks doing
remarkably well.
Mrs. Fred Robbins is at Vinalhaven
The Grange Circle held with Mrs.
Laura Copeland last Wednesday for a few days' visit, it being the first
broke the record as to attendance, 36 time she has been away from the
being seated at the dinner tables. In reservation since last December.
Harold Simmons of Thomaston and
vited guests from the Neighborhood
Club in West Warren did much to Irving Beach of Rockland, who were
make the day a success as to work guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sim
mons at the lobster pound, returned
and good cheer.
Mrs. Mabel St. Clair was a recent to their homes Saturday.
Andrew Bennett, kedper of Saddle
visitor of her niece Mrs. Mabel Heald
Back Light Station is at his home
in Rockport.
,
The B.H. Club met with Misses at Manset on regular leave of ab
Annie and Edna Overlook last Friday sence.
Fred Bobbins, keeper of Heron
evening.
Mrs. Nettie Copeland and mother Neck Light Station, was overnight

—

WASHINGTON

*

Graduation exercises of the class of
10.30 were held in the ehureh Friday
at 7.30 before one of the largest gath
erings ever assembled for a similar
occasion. The order of exercises were
carried out as follows:
Processional—Aida March ......__ Verdi
Orchestra
Overture-Evening Slumbers ...... Mereandante
Orchestra

Invocation

Rev. H. P. IHuse

Salutatory Address—History of .Education
Alma Knight
Honor Essay—Dynamic Electricity
Carleton F. Snow
Music—Flower Song (Blumenliedl ................
——...................................... — tGustav Lange
Orchestra
Class Prophecy
Florence Smith
Presentation of <;lfts and Class IWlll
Bertha Mills
Music—Fifth Nocturne ................... a. ILeybach

Orchestra
Valedictory Address—Build for Character,
Not for Fame
Phyllis Duncan
Class Bong
Seniors
Presentation of Diplomas

Supt. E. A. Smalley
Music—The Dictator ........... James M. Fulton

Orchestra

The processional was very impres
sive as the members of the graduat
ing class took their places upon the
platform. All the parts were well
done. Especial mention should be
given the salutatory by Miss Alma
Knight who spoke upon "Education."
Schools in this country began in 1616
in Virginia, when people were all'owed
to collect money for a college. In
New England schools made moro
rapid progress than in the South. All
the people who settled in New pngland had graduated from universities.
They wanted their children to have
as good an education as themselves.
Today only three of the State uni
versities are not co-educatlonal. Out
of 470 colleges 324 are co-edueational,
and 146 are for men alone.
The valedictory by Miss Phyllis
Duncan was upon the class motto,
“Build For Character and Not For
Fame."

GAS... the
better fuel
assures new beauty in
the kitelien ... better

cooking in the home
The modern gnu range, smart
in its colorful dress, easy to
clean, with insulated oven and

oven heat control . .. features
that save time and money for

the housewife.

Replace your

old range with one of the new
Gas ranges. You may set the

oven heat indicator at the cor
rect temperature and leave the
kitchen. When you return your
meal will lie as well cooked as
if you had stayed to watch it.

See these new gas ranges /’L

nt your own gas
company. They may

THE GAS INDUSTRY be had on con venOE NEW ENGLAND
Of
WHICH
YOUR
COMPANY
IS

~

*

OWN
GAS
A
PARI

FUEL
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Carver sounded 158 hours thus far this
at Vinalhaven last week, Wednes month. Quite a record for June.
day, enroute to his home at South
Fred Robbins returned Saturday
west Harbor.
from a short business trip to his
The fog signal -at Heron Neck has home nt Southwest Harbor.

Let us be truthful, honest, kind,

As each has been in days behind;

Ohe,

MONITOR TOP

makes thefinest
electric refrigerator the
most inexpensive
to own !

Let us lift our hearts to Cod In praise.
And ask his blessings on our days;
Let us be strong In all we do,
And show respect to all that's true;
Let us he worthy of our name,
And build for character, not for fame.

The Honor Essay by Carlton Snow
was well done. It was a historical
sketch- of the development of elec
tricity as applied to the telegraph,
telephone, illumination, radio. We
are now looking ahead to the perfec
tion of television which when com
pleted will make it possible for us to
have talking movies in our homes.
The class
prophecy by
Miss
Florence Smith, the presentation of
gifts by Miss Bertha Mills, both were
in lighter vein, and brought many
smiles to those present at their bright
hits. After the singing of the class
ode written by Miss Duncan, the di
plomas were presented by Supt. of
Schools E. A. Smalley, The five
members of the class were A. Phyllis
Duncan, Alma Knight, Bertha Mills,
Florence Smith and Carlton Snow.
The decorations In pink and green,
with roses and other flowers lent an
attractive setting for the evening’s
program.

CUSHING

Buy on the
Budget Plan
Small
Down Payment
Balance
In 18 Month*

Join u» in

GENERAL © ELECTRIC
ALL-STEEL REFRIGERATOR

C^neral Electric Hour,*broiulcast every Saturday evening on a rmtufn-uuie N. If^C^neticork

Central Maine Power Co.
Augusta,

Bath,

Gardiner, Rockland, Waterville

Miss Mina Woodcock Is confined
to her home by Illness. Dr. Hahn of
Friendship is in attendance.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Maloney and
Eli Maloney of Thomaston were in
town Sunday.
Fred Killeran and S. H. Ojson have
been working in Thomaston hauling
gravel to grade the lawns around
Montpelier.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Everett, son
Warren and friends were at the
Spear cottage Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frazier Feyler of
Thomaston and Mrs. Addie Catland
and friend of Rockland were visitors
Sunday at F. L. Maloney's.
Ralph Davis of Thomaston is visit
ing his aunt, Mrs. W. F. Flint.
Mrs, Lilia Jones of Warren is
working for Mrs. Fannie Freeman.
Mr. and Mrs. F. I. Geyer of South
Hope were in town Sunday.
Mrs. Ethel Kinney and daughter
Barbara of Revere, Mass., are at
"The Cedars” for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Maloney have
returned from a visit with their
daughter Mrs. F. I. Geyer and fam
ily in South Hope,
Mrs. William Hall of Rockland is
the guest of her brother E. A.
Webster for an indefinite time.
Miss Martha Jones, Mrs. Alice
Heyer of Thomaston and Miss Ella
Maloney of Portland were at B. S.
Geyer's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs, Granville Osier of
Damariscotta spent the weekend in
town.
At a meeting of the Norton Ceme
tery Association Saturday evening
at Town hall the following officers
were elected; O. H. Woodcock, clerk:
Mrs. Inez Fogerty, president; J. J.
Fales, vice president; Miss Mina
Woodcock, secretary and treasurer;
also the following committee to work
in conjunction with the president,
Mrs. Annie Rivers, Mrs. Edith
Hathorne, Mrs. Cora Killeran, Mrs.
Carrie Geyer.

Special
Low Prices
on
Royal
Tubes

Don’t depend on inferior tubes to stand
up under the wear and tear of hard driving.
Don’t trust your life at high speeds to
tubes of whose maker you know absolutely
nothing.

Equip your tires all around with U. S. Royal
Heavy Service Tubes that are guaranteed
for life!
These long-lived tubes are built by the
world’s largest producer of rubber with the
same careful workmanship and scientific
exactitude that have brought the U. S. Royal
Tire world-wide recognition.

RUBBER

UJ

BUILT

BY.

THE

WORLD’S

LARGEST

PRODUCER

OF

RUBBER

Waldoboro Garage Co.
Waldoboro, Maine
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In Tune witli the World

H
*

“Let me make the songs of a people, and let who will make their laws,” so one wise man has expressed the
importance of music.

4
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•

Music is the universal language. It is understood, appreciated by, and inspires all people; leaping the barriers of
difference in language, race, color and creed. Because of its universality, it is one of the great forces working
toward universal peace and understanding.
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Every people, every nation has its music; an understanding and appreciation of this music gives us an under
standing and appreciation of its people.
Nature has endowed every individual with a love of music. It is the natural expression of our emotions. Each
one of us responds to some strain, tune or melody. Because of this, music should be encouraged in our homes,
in our schools, in our churches—everywhere in our community.

i

❖

Music is a necessity of life in every community. An investment in music yields rich dividends in the way of
delightful entertainment and the joys of living. Fortunately, good music is within the reach of everyone today.
Every home should be “in tune with the world.” Every family should be afforded the opportunity of enjoying
the best in music, for modern music conserves the home.
z
Such modern miracles—as the phonograph, the player piano and the radio—enable every member of the family
circle to gain a better appreciation and understanding of music.
All children should have the opportunity to develop their musical talent, every home should possess one or more
musical instruments. The talented youth should be given proper instruction by music teachers in our music schools.

It is the duty of every community to provide its citizens with a civic band, or orchestra. Every community
should have a director of music in its schools, teaching appreciation and knowledge of music, furnishing voice
and instrumental training.
[‘Music hath charms—Let us take full advantage

of these charms. Let’s, as a community, be “in tune with

the world.”

FULLER-C0BB-DAV1S

PERRY’S LAUNDRY

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY

FUEL AND GROCERIES

578 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

DYER’S GARAGE
DODGE SALES & SERVICE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

FIREPROOF GARAGE

DRINK “HOWDY” AND SMILE

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

THE THORNDIKE

ROCKLAND

PARK STREET

A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

HOTEL ROCKLAND

741 MAIN STREET

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN
AND EAT

“HOME TOWN BREAD”

INSURANCE

IT IS THE BEST

Knox County Motor Sales Co.
Authorized Dealers in

THE FLINT BAKERY

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.

FORD PRODUCTS

Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty

A. C. McLoon & Co.

____________ ROCKLAND, MAINE_____________

LOBSTERS

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN

Agents for The Texaco Co.

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
SHOVELS, RAKES, HOES
LAWN MOWERS REPAIRED and SHARPENED

CRIE HARDWARE CO,

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station

ROCKLAND

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
444 MAIN ST.

C Willed

TEL. 646-W

ROCKLAND

Central Maine Power Company

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

Rock. Marble & Granite Works

ALFRED P. CONDON
TEL. 966

TEL. 727

THE REXALL STORE

Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

75 PARK STREET

THURSTON OIL CO.

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS

T. F. KEATING, Prop.

W. H. GLENDENNING

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

ROCKLAND

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

G. A. LAWRENCE

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

FINE CONFECTIONERY

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

C.M. BLAKE
ANTIQUES, WALL PAPER, PAINT

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

KNOX COUNTY’S HOME NEWSPAPER
ROCKLAND, MAINE

COR. MAIN 4 PARK STS.
ROCKLAND
Established 1868
Incorporated 1926

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.
COR. MAIN 4 LIMEROCK STS.

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Warren, Vinalhaven,

Rockport,

Union,

Camden

CUTLER-COOK CO.
THE SPECIALTY SHOP
COR. MAIN 4 ELM STS. TEL. 288

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Senter Cnasue

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.

X

FREEMAN S. YOUNG

TAVERN STUDIO

REAL ESTATE

Antiques Bought and Sold

ROCKLAND

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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ROCKLAND

I. L. SNOW CO.
MARINE RAILWAYS

15 HIGH STREET

CAMDEN

“GREGORY’S”
“GOOD CLOTHES”
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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